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MESSAGE FROM THE DESK OF VICE-CHANCELLOR
I deem it my privilige and honour to head the

and unswerving commitment that I have been able

institution of higher learning that has come into

to do something on the campus that is visible to

existence for the reasons. The mandate of the

the naked eyes. I am happy to say that the

University is to serve the tribal communities

University has got its own status among the

which have been sidelined and marginalized for

institutes of higher learning in the country and it

centuries and consequently they have remained

has carved a niche for itself across the globe.

underdeveloped and undernurished. Tribal arts,

Coming to the prospectus, let me first thank

literature, Tribal medicine and Tribal Philosophy

the Committee that has prepared it in the shortest

have received very less

attention from the

possible time. The prospectus aims at giving a clear

connoisseurs of art and literature and social

picture of the University as a whole and it is rather

scientists. Anthropologists also have not paid the

a mirror held up to the overall progress that the

amount of attention that they should have paid.

University has made as well as to the intellectual,

But the University, during the last few years, has

material and spiritual treasure that it has in store

taken the initiatives to address the tribal issues that

for all the aspirant young people in the country. It

have taken the University to greater heights.

introduces IGNTU to the community of bright,

I am pleased with the progress that the

aspirant and young boys and girls who are desirous

University has made in terms of academics,

of seeking admission to various Honours (UG), PG

administration, infrastructure and finance during

and PhD Programmes. As the head of this

the last four years. It is with the hard labour,

University, I can state that this is the right place of

dedication and commitment that we have been

learning and research for the bright and ambitious

able to make a big difference to the place and the

young boys and girls who wish to acquire

University as a whole has been able to grow from

knowledge viz a viz wisdom which is not generally

strength to strength. The academic programmes

imparted in the classroom, who wish to become a

offered by the University on its main campus at

part of the tranquil, serene, peaceful and spiritually

Amarkantak as well as on its regional campus at

charged natural climate that is prevailing in and

Manipur, the globally competitive syllabus, the

around the place where IGNTU is located and

adaptation of CBCS and wide scale reforms in

thereby becomes a part of historic growth that

exams, the number of projects that the faculty

takes place not just once in a year that rather at

members have got for the University, the quality

every minute and at every step. I assure you that

of research being undertaken and the quality of

we

publications being brought out with high impact

in every sense of the term and help you possess

factor in national and international peer reviewed

skills, knowledge and wisdom that can give you

journals speak volumes about the extent of

the necessary strength to compete with anybody

progress that the University has made. Nothing can

and everybody at the national and international

be more gratifying than this for a Vice Chancellor.

levels. If you take a step to come to us, we take two

This is the reason why I said that I am happy to

in welcoming you and giving you our best.

head an institution that worships work, that is
transparent in its approaches and that has an

are

here

to

take

care

of

you

I wish all the best to the bright, aspirant,
ambitious youth of this country.

absolute commitment to the jobs on hand. I take
this opportunity to thank every single colleague of
mine. Be it a Dean or Head, be it a Statuary
Officer, or a faculty or an employee; they all
deserve appreciation both as individuals and as a
community. It is with their unconditional support
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL TRIBAL
UNIVERSITY: A PROFILE

The tribal people are rich in terms of morality
culture, art and crafts. But in matters of higher
education and policy making they are at the
receiving end. In the present age of globalization
the world has shrunk into a village as the society
has advanced in technology. But the tribes, who
are the custodians of Indian culture in the real
sense of the term, are far behind in this race of
advancement. In order to rescue the tribe from
the present plight, the University has set the
following aims and objectives to achieve.

Indira
Gandhi
National
Tribal
University,
Amarkantak was established by an Act of the
Parliament of India in 2007. The University started
functioning from July 2008. The jurisdiction of
the University extends to the whole country and it is
fully funded by the Central Government through the
University Grants Commission. The University caters
to the tribals’ long cherished dream of higher
education.
 To provide avenues of education, Viz a viz
especially higher education and research
facilities primarily for the tribal population of
India.

relating to tribes and to provide inputs to the
Government(s) on policy matters in different
spheres.
 To take appropriate measures for promoting
the tribal communities to be able to manage,
administer and look after their own needs by
accessing to higher education through a
university of their own.

 To disseminate and advance knowledge by
providing instructional and research facilities in
tribal art, tradition, culture, language,
medicinal systems, customs, forest base
economic activities, flora, and fauna besides
making available to them the advancement in
technologies concerning the natural resources
of the tribal areas.

 To disseminate and advance knowledge by
providing instructional and research facilities
in such other branches of learning as it may
deem fit.

 To collaborate with national and international
universities and organizations to undertake
joint cultural studies and research on tribal
communities.

 To take appropriate measures to promote
innovations in the teaching learning process
in the context of inter-disciplinary studies and
researches and to pay special attention to
improve social, educational and economic
conditions and welfare of the scheduled tribes
within the Union of India.

 To formulate tribal centric development
models, publish reports and monographs and to
organize conferences and seminars on issues

ABOUT AMARKANTAK
Amarkantak a famous Hindu Pilgrim town, located in
the State of Madhya Pradesh in India at 22.67°N
81.75°E and is also a part of the AchanakmarAmarkantak Biosphere Reserve, known for rarest
endangered herbal plants like Gulbakawali, Brahmi,
Patal Kumhda Vidari Kand, Akarkara, Brahma,
Shivlingi, Anantmool, etc and other faunal species,
including tiger and leopard.
This pilgrim town with approximately 7000
inhabitants along with tribal villages with tribes
prominently Gond, Baiga, Panika, Kol and Agaria in
adjoining forest areas is located in the meeting point
between the Vindhya and the Satpura Ranges, with
the Mekhal Hills being the fulcrum. Amarkantak is
known for its birth place of the great river Narmada

apart from the origin of Sone River and Johila
River. This holy place is the abode of Goddess
Narmada. This mystic power, the Hindu Pilgrim
Center attracted Adi Shankaracharya and Poet
Kabir, spelled bound many spiritual and peace
seekers with its solitude and sacredness. A group
of temples built by Kalachuri Maharaja
Karnadeva of Kalachuri period has reminded it as
an ancient Hindu religious center. There is a
perfect match between the significance of
Amarkantak, situated at an average elevation of
1048 metres (3438 ft) and the vision, mission,
motto, objectives and goals of this National Tribal
University. This University has fulfilled a long
dream and demand of tribal populations of our
country by offering UG, Diploma PG, Diploma,
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PG and PhD Programme to 3380 students with
much focus on the preservation of tribal culture
and heritage in the course curriculums at its main
and regional campus after 60 years of India's
Independence.

has its religious importance too. The Kalachuri
rulers constructed a cluster of temples that is still
intact, of which, Mahendranath and Pataleshwar
temples are more important. These temples are
protected by the Archaeological Survey of India.
There are about 12 temples. The Narmada temple
is more important among them, which has been
built around the springhead of the river. The
temple was built by the Bhonsles of Nagpur.
Maharaja Gulab Singh belonging to the Baghela
Dynasty of Rewa constructed the outer boundary
wall of the temple complex. The geographical set
up of Amarkantak has bestowed upon it the
everlasting greenery and serene beauty.

Situated at 22o40.9’ N. latitude and 81o45.2’ E.
Longitude, 1067 meters above the sea level in the
district of Anuppur in Madhya Pradesh,
Amarkantak perches the Mekal Mountain that
links the Vindhyan and the Satpura ranges. It is
about 70 Kms away from the district headquarter.
Three important rivers i.e. the Narmada, the Son
and the Johila originate from here forming the
lifeline of a major part of the country. The place

Salient features of the academic system of the University
 To provide value-based education for morale
and character building.
 To provide easy access to an affordable quality
education, research and training for
enhancement of employable skills.
 To undertake basic and advanced research
activities related to empowerment of tribal
population.
 To continuously engage in transferring new
knowledge for the welfare of tribal
population.
 To participate persistently in community
extension activities.
 To strengthen facilities for modern scientific
research.
 To inculcate good values and morale among
the University stakeholders for effectiveness,
transparency and accountability.












To keep pace with the changing scenario in
higher education and research at the
National and International levels.
To collaborate with premier institutions for
sharing of knowledge.
To foster interdisciplinary education and
research.
To design course curriculum with explicit
focus on tribal issues and development.
To position the University as the finest
Centre of Excellence in education and
research, at the global level.
To introduce CBCS pattern for all the
Programme offered.
To put in place Cafeteria system and
To
promote
multidisciplinary
and
interdisciplinary research.

HOW TO REACH THE UNIVERSITY
The University Campus is located at a 22 km.
distance from Pendra Road Railway Station. There
are bus services available at regular intervals and
taxi services are available round the clock. The
main town of Amarkantak is located at 25 Km

distance from the campus. The bus service from
Amarkantak to Anuppur and Shahdol would pass
via Pondki bus stop, which is at 3 km distance
from the campus.

HOW TO REACH AMARKANTAK
Amarkantak is situated 30 kms in the west of
Pendra Road Railway Station (Chhattisgarh) on
Katni-Bilaspur track of South West Central
Railway. Almost all the trains plying on this track
and stop here. It can be reached by bus from all
directions as there are good frequency of buses on

Jabalpur, Raipur, Bilaspur, Allahabad, Rewa,
Shahdol,
Dindori
and
Anuppur
routes.
Amarkantak can be approached by air through
Jabalpur (M.P.) in the West and Raipur
(Chhattisgarh) in the East.
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Nearest Airport:
1. Jabalpur - Distance 220 Km from Amarkantak.
2. Raipur – Distance 230 Km from Amarkantak.
Nearest Railway Station:
1. Pendra Road - Distance 35 km from Amarkantak.
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR 2018-19
Odd Semester Schedule for 2018-19
Events

From

 Verification of Documents
 Commencement and duration of classes

:

To

03.07.2018 - 10.07.2018
10.07.2018 - 19.11.2018

 Orientation of New Students at Faculty level :

10.07.2018

 I Mid Semester Examination

:

27.08.2018 - 30.08.2018

 II Mid Semester Examination

:

03.10.2018 - 08.10.2018

 Diwali Holidays

:

05.11.2018 - 09.11.2018

 Convocation

:

19.11.2018

 Submission of Internal Marks

:

22.11.2018

 Semester End Examinations
(Theory &Practical)
 Evaluation

:

03.12.2018 - 20.12.2018

:

05.12.2018 - 22.12.2018

 Semester Break for Students

:

21.12.2018 - 04.01.2019

 Semester Vacation for Faculty

:

24.12.2018 - 04.01.2019

 Notification of Results

:

07.01.2019

 Generation of Grade Card

:

15.01.2019

Even Semester Schedule for 2018-19

From

To

Events
 Commencement and duration of Classes

:

07.01.2019

- 17.05.2019

 I Mid Semester Examination

:

25.02.2019

- 28.02.2019

 II Mid Semester Examination

:

08.04.2019

- 12.04.2019

 Submission of Internal Marks

:

13.05.2019

 Semester End Examinations

:

15.05.2019 - 29.05.2019

 Evaluation

:

16.05.2019 -

31.05.2019

 Semester break for students

:

30.05.2019 -

03.07.2019

 Summer Vacation for Faculty

:

03.06.2019 -

03.07.2019

 Notification of Results

:

20.06.2019

 Generation of Grade Card

:

15.07.2019

(Theory and Practical)
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PROGRAMME WITH INTAKE

Medium of Instruction:
The medium of instruction for all the Hons (UG)
Programmes shall be either English or Hindi
(except the language courses). However, the
medium of examinations for BBA, B.C.A and

B.J.M.C Programmes shall be in English only. The
medium of instruction and examinations for all the
PG, Diploma and PhD Programmes shall be
English (Except the languages course).

Admissions for 2018-19 are open for the following Programmes:
Honours (UG) Programme – 6 semesters
Sl.
No.

Programmes of Study

Subject Code

Intake

B.A. (Hons) Programme
1

B.A (Hons) - Ancient Indian History, Culture & Archaeology

001

30

2

B.A (Hons) - English

002

30

3

B.A (Hons) - Hindi

003

30

4

B.A (Hons) - History

004

30

5

B.A (Hons) - Economics

005

30

6

B.A (Hons) - Political Science & Human Rights

007

30

7

B.A (Hons) - Sociology & Social Anthropology

008

30

8

B.A (Hons) - Tribal Studies

021

30

9

B.A. Journalism and Mass Communication [BAJMC]

30

B.Com (Hons)- Commerce
1

B.Com (Hons)- Commerce

009

30

B.Sc. (Hons) Programme
1

B.Sc. (Hons) - Environmental Sciences

010

30

2

B.Sc. (Hons) - Botany

011

30

3

B.Sc. (Hons) - Biotechnology

012

30

4

B.Sc. (Hons) - Chemistry

013

30

5

B.Sc. (Hons) - Zoology

014

30

6

B.Sc.

020

30

7

B.A./B.Sc. (Hons) - Psychology

022

30

8

B.A/B.Sc. (Hons) – Geography

006

30

Subject Code

Intake

- Yoga

Professional Courses
Sl.
No.

Programmes of Study

1

Bachelor in Computer Applications (6 Semester)

015

30

2

Bachelor in Business Administration (6 Semester)

016

30

3

Bachelor in Pharmacy (8 Semester)

401

55+5*+6**
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4

Diploma in Pharmacy (2 year)

402

55+5*

B.Voc. – Bachelor in Vocational Education
1

i. B.Voc in Theatre, Stagecraft, Film Production and Media
Technology.

2

Will be announced separately

ii. B.Voc in Software Development
B.Ed. Programme (4 Semester)

1

B.Ed.

403

45+5*

Diploma Programmes: (2 Semesters)
1

P. G. Diploma in Translation Studies: Theory and Practice

353

30

2

P. G. Diploma in Tribal Language Studies

351

30

3

P. G. Diploma in Museology and Conservation

352

30

4

P. G. Diploma in English Proficiency and Soft Skills

354

30

5.

P. G. Diploma in Yoga

356

30

6.

P. G. Diploma in Agriculture and Forest Biotechnology

355

10

451

20

Subject Code
101
102
111
112
103
104
105
106
107
109
113
115
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
129

Intake
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
20
20
20
20
20

Certificate Programme: (1 Semester)
1

Certificate Programme in Yoga

PG Programmes – 4 semesters
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Master Degree Programmes (4 Semesters)
Programmes of Study
M.A. in English
M.A. in Hindi
M.A. in Linguistics
M.A./M.Sc. in Psychology
M.A. in Economics
M.A. in Ancient Indian History, Culture & Archaeology
M.A. in History
M.A./M.Sc. in Geography
M.A. in Political Science & Human Rights
M.A. in Sociology & Social Anthropology
M.A. in Master of Social work [MSW]
M.A. in Tribal Studies
M.A. in Journalism and Mass Communication (MAJMC)
M.B.A in Business Administration
M.B.A Travel and Tourism Management
M.Com
M.Sc. in Botany
M.Sc. in Zoology
M.Sc. in Chemistry
M.Sc. in Physics
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27

M.Sc. in Mathematics
M.Sc. in Geology
M.Sc. in Statistics
M.Sc. in Biotechnology
M.Sc. in Environmental Science
M.C.A (6 Semesters)
M.A. in Education

126
127
128
124
125
130
132

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

*Supernumerary Quota
**Lateral entry to B Pharm second year for the students who have successfully
completed D.Pharm

Regional Campus, Manipur
PG Programmes
S.l.

Programmes of Study

Duration

Subject Code

Intake

1

M.A. in Political Science & Human Rights

4 Semesters

108

30

2

Master of Social Work [MSW]

4 Semesters

114

30

3

M.A. in Sociology and Social Anthropology

4 Semesters

110

30

4

M.A. in Tribal Studies

4 Semesters

116

30

5

M.C.A (Master of Computer Application)

6 Semesters

131

30

The University has a diverse mix of bright students

institutions from India and abroad. The faculties

from across the country and talented faculty who

are achieving high standards of excellence in

have obtained their qualifications from premier

academics and research.

 Holistic academic atmosphere which opens up

 Access to Wi-Fi internet and e-resources to all

new and challenging avenues in Teaching,
Research, Innovation, Training and Skill

students.
 Continuous internal assessment throughout

Development.

the semester.

 Choice-based credit (CBCS) system with
greater

emphasis

on

inter

and

multi-

disciplinary studies.
 Merit-cum-means scholarship for selected
Hons and Postgraduate students.
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IMPORTANT DATES


Issue of Admission notification

22-01-2018



Online application begins on

24-01-2018



Online application closes on

16-04-2018



Last Date to download the hall ticket using user ID and
password generated by the candidate at the
time of application

26-04-2018

Dates of Entrance Examinations



UG,PG

5th & 6th May 2018

NOTE: The University shall hold Entrance
Examinations for (Hons) UG, PG, Professional,
Diploma, and PhD Programmes and admissions
will be given based on their merit in the

entrance examination and as per the reservation
policy of Govt. of India in respect to IGNTU at
Amarkantak and that of the Govt. of Manipur in
respect to RCM at Imphal.

MODE

INFORMATION ON SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS

PAYMENT

ONLINE

The Candidates are required to apply online through the website
www.igntu.ac.in They are required to have a valid personal e-mail ID
and a mobile number. They should be kept active till the completion
of the programme, if admission is granted. In case a candidate does not
have a valid personal e-mail ID, she/he should create a new e-mail ID
before applying online.
Candidates are required to upload their recent photograph and
signature. Before applying online a candidate is required to have a
scanned (digital) image of his/her photograph and signature.
Candidates can pay the application fee through Bank Challan. The
Bank Challan is generated after filling the online application form and
she/he can deposit the fees in the following University’s account
Number. State Bank of India through any nationalized Bank (NEFT
mode) on the next working day. One day after the payment is made
the candidate can take the print out of the application form by using
the username and password. The applicants are requested to submit
the application forms and required documents to the University at the
time of admission.

Rs. 300/ for General/OBC
and Rs. 100/-for SC/ ST/ PH
along with the bank service
charges

NOTE: No offline or postal mode of application is accepted.


Two Help Desks are arranged for helping the 
applicants to complete online application
process at Examination Section, Indira Gandhi
National Tribal University (IGNTU) and also at
Mekal Sadan, Kapil Dhara Road, Amarkantak484886 .
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The soft copy of the Prospectus-2018-19 is
available
at
the
University
website:
www.igntu.ac.in. The hard copy of the
Prospectus is available for sale only at the main
campus of IGNTU, Amarkantak. Buying the
hard copy of the Prospectus is optional and the
same can be downloaded from the IGNTU
website.

 The applicants should upload all necessary
documents at the time of applying online.

No need to post the same separately.

Helpline Numbers for Online Application
Office: 07629-269707
Dr. Girijesh Kumar (AR)

:

09407560001

Dr. Ramesh M

:

08093752650

Mr. Sanjeev Bakshi

:

07504249869

Mr. S.S. Sharma

:

09411625366

Mr. Arvind Gautam (System Analyst) :

09893874608

Mr. Sarvesh Chandel

07869194556

:

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS



The Students who have already finished their UG are not eligible for UG courses.
The Students who have already finished their PG, are not eligible for PG courses.

Age Limit:
Candidates seeking admission to all Hons (UG) Programme shall not be more than 22 Years as on
1st July 2018. However, 05 years relaxation in the age limit is given to SC/ST students.
Candidates seeking admission to all (PG) Programme shall not be more than 25 Years as on 1st July
2018. However, 05 years relaxation in the age limit is given to SC/ST Students.
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INFORMATION REGARDING APPLICATION

HONS PROGRAMMES
B.A (Hons) Programmes : Ancient Indian History, Culture &
Archaeology, English,
Hindi, History, Economics,
Geography, Political Science & Human Rights, Sociology &
Social Anthropology , Tribal Studies, Psychology and Mass
Communication and Journalism (MCJ).

B.Com. (Hons) Programme
B.Com
B.Sc. (Hons) Programme : Environmental Sciences, Botany, Separate Application Form
to be submitted to each Hons
Biotechnology, Chemistry, Zoology, Yoga
Programme as per eligibility
Professional Programmes
B.C.A, B.B.A. , B. Pharm, D. Pharm,
B.Voc Programmes
B.Voc in Theatre, Stagecraft, Film production and Media
Technology.
B.Voc in Software Development.
B.Ed Courses
B.Ed

P.G. Programmes
M.A. Programmes
M.A. in English, Hindi, Linguistics, Psychology, Economics,
Ancient Indian History, Culture & Archaeology, History,
Geography, Political Science & Human Rights, Sociology &
Social Anthropology, MSW, Tribal Studies, Education and
Mass Communication and Journalism (MA in MCJ).
Commerce & Management Programmes
M.Com, M.B.A (Business Management)
M.B.A (Tourism and Travel Management)

Separate Application Form
to be submitted to each P.G.
programme as per eligibility

Computer Applications
M.C.A. (Master in Computer Applications)
M.Sc. Programmess
M.Sc. in Botany, Zoology, Geology, Chemistry,
Biotechnology, Environmental Science, Mathematics,
Statistics, Physics.
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REGIONAL CAMPUS MANIPUR

P.G. Programmes
M.A in Political Science & Human Rights, Social Work,
Sociology & Social Anthropology, Tribal Studies, and
M.C.A. (Master in Computer Application)

1

Separate Application Form to be
submitted to each P.G. programme
as per eligibility

IMPORTANT NOTE


SC/ST/PWD and Kashmiri Migrant students

examinations (both written and/ or practical

can avail 5% relaxation in marks either at the

test/ interview) shall not be paid any travelling

qualifying examination or at the entrance

allowance.

examination. The concession cannot be availed
at both levels. If the seats reserved for SC/ST

 The objective type question papers shall be
evaluated

remain vacant then the same will be filled by

OMR

sheet.

The

answers in the OMR sheet with blue or black

exam irrespective of their ranking in the exam.
A candidate is free to apply for admission to as

the

candidates are required to mark the correct

the SC/ST candidates who appear for entrance


using

ball-point pen during the test.
 The entrance exam results will be made

many Programme as he/ she wishes. The

available

candidate must ensure that the schedule of the

http://www.igntu.ac.in. The University will

Entrance Examination must not overlap with

not

his/her choice of programme. The University

information to the candidates through mail.

has made the best possible efforts to avoid

Therefore, it is the responsibility of the

overlap in the schedule of examinations of

candidates to obtain information by visiting

related subjects to the extent possible. The

the University website regularly.

candidates

No request will be entertained for extension

are

examination
deciding

their

advised

schedule
choice

to

study

carefully
of

subjects.

the 
before
The

on

communicate

the
any

of

website
the

above

of time for admission after the completion of
admission process on account of any reason/s

candidates to be called for the entrance

whatsoever.

ADMISSION TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS


The University welcomes international
students for admission in all UG (Hons), PG
and PhD Programme as per separate quota in

developed countries shall have to pay five
times tuition fee.


admissions. They can apply by sending a

in (US$) Dollars as per the prevailing foreign

request through an e-mail and scanned copies

exchange

of their mark sheets and valid TOEFL/IELTS
Score to the following email ID.

international students may not exceed 5% of
the total number of students admitted to a

International students from the SAARC
countries have to pay the same fee as

programme subject to their qualifying in the

<



All foreign remittances will have to be made
The

admission

of

admission test and satisfying other conditions
as laid down by the Academic Council from

prescribed for Indian students, whereas

time to time.

international students from the Non-SAARC
developing countries shall have to pay three

rates.



times the tuition fee than what is prescribed
for the Indian Students. However, the
Page 18

International students sponsored by the
Government of India may also be admitted as



per the conditions provided in various

a programme shall produce student VISA

schemes.

within one month after completion of the

Every international student shall have to

admission. In case of failure to produce such a

undergo a medical test (including test for

certificate within the stipulated period, the

AIDS) within a week from the date of

admission shall stand cancelled.

admission. International students admitted to
ADMISSION PROCEDURES

Eligibility for Admission
The University holds an all India basis Common
Entrance examination to admit candidates to
various UG, PG, Diploma and PhD Programmes
offered by the University. The admissions will be
offered to the students in the order of merit as
per the results of entrance examination and the
reservation policy of the Govt. of Madhya
Pradesh in respect to IGNTU at Amarkantak and
that of the Govt. of Manipur in respect to / at
Imphal.

The

candidates,

whose

qualifying

examination results are not declared at the time
of admission, will be given provisional admission
and their admissions will automatically stand
cancelled if they fail to secure the required
percentage
examination

of
or

marks
if

in

they

their
fail

in

qualifying
the

said

examination. The candidates so selected are
required to give an undertaking in the format
given in the prospectus stating that their
admission to any of the programme shall be
cancelled if they fail to submit the marks-card of
the qualifying examination to the Department
concerned latest by 31 August 2017. The
University shall not consider the marks of the
supplementary examination or the marks of
improvement or the marks of re-evaluation. The
particulars of the Programme, the minimum
qualification, exam pattern, and the date and time
of entrance exam are given below:
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERION FOR HONS, (UG), PG AND PHD PROGRAMME

Programme
B.A. (Hons) Ancient Indian
History, Culture &
Archaeology, English, Hindi,
History, Economics,
Geography, Political Science
& Human Rights, Sociology &
Social Anthropology, Tribal
Studies & Psychology

Minimum Qualification
for admission
Students who have passed plus two
examination in any subject from
a
recognized Indian or foreign University /
Board (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having scored a minimum of 45%
aggregate in case of candidates belonging
to General category and OBC and 40% in
case of students belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.

BBA

To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply.
Students who have passed plus two
examination in any subject from
a
recognized Indian or foreign University /
Board (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having scored a minimum of 45%
aggregate in case of candidates belonging
to General category and OBC and 40% in
case of students belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.

BA (Hons.) in MCJ

To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply
Students who have passed plus two
examination in any subject from
a
recognized Indian or foreign University /
Board (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having scored a minimum of 45%
aggregate in case of candidates belonging
to General category and OBC and 40% in
case of students belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply

B.C.A.
B. Voc in Theater, Stagecraft,
Film production and Media
Technology.

Students who have passed plus two
examination in any subject from
a
recognized Indian or foreign University /
Board (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having scored a minimum of 45%
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Entrance Exam Pattern
The University shall hold entrance
Exam for Hons (UG) Programme
and
admissions
to
these
Programmes are given based on
their merit in the qualifying
examination and as per the
reservation.
The paper will be of 100 marks
objective types questions with
multiple choice. It comprises the
following areas:
75% Subject related
10% English Proficiency
10% Quantitative Aptitude
05% Reasoning

The University shall hold entrance
Exam for Hons (UG) Programme
and
admissions
to
these
Programmes are given based on
their merit in the qualifying
examination and as per the
reservation.
In components-I: written Test.
The Question Paper consists of 100
objective type questions to test the
candidates’ knowledge in the area
of (1) Verbal Aptitude, (2)
Quantitative Aptitude, (3) Logical
Reasoning, (4) General Awareness.

The University shall hold entrance
Exam for Hons (UG) Programme
and
admissions
to
these
Programme are given based on
their merit in the qualifying
examination and as per the
reservation.
The paper will be of 100 marks
objective types questions with
multiple choice. It comprises the
following areas:
75% Subject related
10% English Proficiency
10% Quantitative Aptitude
05% Reasoning

The University shall hold entrance
Exam for Hons (UG) Programme
and admissions to this Programme
are given based on their merit in
the qualifying examination and as

Date and
Time of
Entrance
Exam

B. Voc in Software
Development

aggregate in case of candidates belonging
to General category and OBC and 40% in
case of students belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply

B. Com (Hons)

Students who have passed plus two
examination in Commerce from
a
recognized Indian or foreign University /
Board (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having scored a minimum of 45%
aggregate in case of candidates belonging
to General category and OBC and 40% in
case of students belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply

B. Sc. (Hons)- Environmental
Sciences

B. Sc. (Hons)- Botany,
Zoology , Biotechnology,
Chemistry

Students who have passed plus two
examination in Science from
a
recognized Indian or foreign University /
Board (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having scored a minimum of 45%
aggregate in case of candidates belonging
to General category and OBC and 40% in
case of students belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply
To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply
Students who have passed plus two
examination in Science with Biology from
a
recognized
Indian
or foreign
University / Board (as per the AIU foreign
equivalence list) having scored a
minimum of 45% aggregate in case of
candidates belonging to General category
and OBC and 40% in case of students
belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible
to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
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per the reservation. The paper will
be of 100 marks objective types
questions with multiple choice. It
comprises the following areas:
75% Subject related
10% English Proficiency
10% Quantitative Aptitude
05% Reasoning

The University shall hold entrance
Exam for Hons (UG) Programme
and
admissions
to
these
Programme are given based on
their merit in the qualifying
examination and as per the
reservation.
The syllabus for the entrance exam
is as follows: 50% Subject Related,
25% English Proficiency, and 25%
Reasoning.

The University shall hold
entrance Exam for Hons (UG)
Programmee and admissions to
these Programmee are given
based on their merit in the
qualifying examination and as per
the reservation.
The paper will be of 100 marks
objective types questions with
multiple choice. It comprises the
following areas:
75% Subject related
10% English Proficiency
10% Quantitative Aptitude
05% Reasoning

The University shall hold
entrance Exam for Hons (UG)
Programmee and admissions to
these Programmee are given
based on their merit in the
qualifying examination and as per
the reservation.
The paper will be of 100 marks
objective types questions with
multiple choice. It comprises the
following areas:
75% Subject related
10% English Proficiency
10% Quantitative Aptitude
05% Reasoning

B. Pharm

candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply
Students who have passed plus two
examination with Physics, Chemistry,
Mathematics
(PCM)
or
Physics,
Chemistry, Biology (PCB) or Physics,
Chemistry, Mathematics & Biology from
a
recognized
Indian
or foreign
University / Board (as per the AIU foreign
equivalence list) having scored a
minimum of 50% aggregate in case of
candidates belonging to General category
and OBC and 45% in case of students
belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible
to apply, However the student processing
10 + 2 qualification from non - formal non
- class rooms based schooling such as
National institute of open school systems
of states etc shall not be eligible for
admission to B.Pharm Course.

The University shall hold
entrance Exam for Hons (UG)
Programme and admissions to
these Programme are given based
on their merit in the qualifying
examination and as per the
reservation.
The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test the candidates’ knowledge in
the areas of Physics (35%),
Chemistry (35%), Biology and/or
Mathematics (30%).

To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply

D. Pharm

The candidates who have passed plus
two examination with Physics, Chemistry,
Mathematics
(PCM)
or
Physics,
Chemistry, Biology (PCB) or Physics,
Chemistry, Mathematics & Biology from
a
recognized
Indian
or foreign
University / Board (as per the AIU foreign
equivalence list) having scored a
minimum of 50% aggregate in case of
candidates belonging to General category
and OBC and 45% in case of students
belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible
to apply, However the student processing
10 + 2 qualification from non - pharmal
non - class rooms based schooling such as
National institute of open school systems
of states etc shall not be eligible for
admission to D.Pharm Course.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply
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The University shall hold
entrance Exam for Hons (UG)
Programme and admissions to
these Programmes are given
based on their merit in the
qualifying examination and as per
the reservation.
The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test the candidates’ knowledge in
the areas of Physics (35%),
Chemistry (35%), Biology and/or
Mathematics (30%).

B.Sc (Yoga)

The candidates who have passed plus
two examination in any subject from a
recognized Indian or foreign University /
Board (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having scored a minimum of 45%
aggregate in case of candidates belonging
to General category and OBC and 40% in
case of students belonging to SC/ST/PWD/
categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.

The University shall hold
entrance Exam for Hons (UG)
Programme and admissions to
these Programmes are given
based on their merit in the
qualifying examination and as per
the reservation.
The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test the candidates’ knowledge in
the following areas such as
English (10%), Reasoning (20%),
Basic Knowledge of Yoga (20%),
Biology and Health Science
(20%), and General Knowledge
(10%) upto 10 Class level.

Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply
B. Ed.
(Two Year Programme)

(a) The candidates who have passed
Bachelor’s Degree and/or Master’s
Degree in Sciences/Social Sciences/
Humanities, Bachelor’s in Engineering
or Technology with specialization in
Science and Mathematics from a
recognized
Indian
or
foreign
University / Board (as per the AIU
foreign equivalence list) having scored
a minimum of 55% marks or any other
qualification equivalent thereto are
eligible to apply.
(b) The reservation and relaxation for
SC/ST/OBC/PWD shall be as per the
rules of the Central Govt./IGNTU
whichever is applicable.

The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test the candidates’ knowledge in
the following domains:
PART-A (50 Marks)
 General Awareness
 Reasoning
 Teaching Aptitude
 Language Proficiency
PART-B (50 Marks)
Subjects (Science/Arts) will be
covered as per the graduation
level.

To pass the entrance exam conducted by
the University the candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories have to
secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Note: The candidates whose qualifying
exam result is still awaited can also apply

POST GRADUATE-PROGRAMME
Programme

M.A. English

Minimum Qualification for admission

Entrance Exam Pattern

A Bachelor degree with English as an optional
subject from a recognized Indian or foreign
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having secured a minimum of 50%
aggregate in case of General and OBC categories
and 45% in case of candidates belonging to
SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.

The Question Paper consists of 100 objective
type questions to test the candidates’
knowledge in the following areas such as
Literature from Renaissance to Romanticism
(Poetry, Prose, Fiction, Drama), Literary
Forms, Trends & Movements, Rhetoric &
Prosody, Major Literacy & Critical Terms.

To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General
and OBC categories have to secure a minimum
of 45% marks and candidates to belonging
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M.A. Hindi

M.A.
Economics

M.A. (Ancient
Indian
History,
Culture &
Archaeology

M.A.
History

SC/ST categories have to score a minimum of
40% marks.
A Bachelor degree with Hindi as an optional The Question Paper consists of 100
subject from a recognized Indian or foreign objective type questions to test the
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence candidates’ knowledge in the following
list) having secured a minimum of 50% areas:
aggregate in case of General and OBC categories fgUnh lkfgR; dk bfrgkl] fgUnh lkfgR; esa
and 45% in case of candidates belonging to fofo/k foe”kZ] Hkk’kk foKku] fgUnh x|
fo/kk,a] fgUnh dFkk lkfgR;] Hkkjrh; ,oa
SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.
ik”pkR; lkfgR; fl)kUr] fgUnh vkykspuk ,oa
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the iz;kstu ewyd fgUnhA
University the candidates belonging to General
and OBC categories have to secure a minimum
of 45% marks and candidates to belonging
SC/ST categories have to score a minimum of
40% marks.
A Bachelor degree with Economics/B.Com/ The Question Paper consists of 100
B.B.A/B.Sc (Mathematics/ Statistics) from a objective type questions to test the
recognized Indian or foreign university (as per candidates’ knowledge in the domain
the AIU
foreign equivalence list) having subject.
secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case
of General and OBC categories and 45% in case
of candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are
eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General
and OBC categories have to secure a minimum
of 45% marks and candidates to belonging
SC/ST categories have to score a minimum of
40% marks.
A Bachelor degree in any discipline from a
recognized Indian or foreign university (as per
the AIU
foreign equivalence list) having
secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case
of General and OBC categories and 45% in case
of candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are
eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General
and OBC categories have to secure a minimum
of 45% marks and candidates to belonging
SC/ST categories have to score a minimum of
40% marks.
A Bachelor degree with History as an optional
subject from a recognized Indian or foreign
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence
list) having secured a minimum of 50%
aggregate in case of General and OBC categories
and 45% in case of candidates belonging to
SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General
and OBC categories have to secure a minimum
of 45% marks and candidates to belonging
SC/ST categories have to score a minimum of
40% marks.
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The Question Paper consists of 100
objective type questions to test the
candidates’ knowledge in the domain
subject. The syllabus are as follows: 75%
covers general History and 25% covers
Ancient History, Culture and Archaeology.

The Question Paper consists of 100
objective type questions to test the
candidates’ knowledge in the domain
subject. The syllabus are as follows: 75%
covers General History, Culture and
Archaeology and 25% covers Medieval and
Modern History.

A Bachelor degree with Geography as an optional
subject from a recognized Indian or foreign university
(as per the AIU foreign equivalence list) having secured
a minimum of 50% aggregate in case of General and
OBC categories and 45%
in case of candidates
belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.

M.A./M.Sc.
Geography

M.A. in
Political
Science and
Human Rights

M.A. in
Sociology and
Social
Anthropology

Master
of
Social Work
(MSW)

M.A in
Linguistics

To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum
of 40% marks.

A Bachelor degree with Political Science or Public
Administration as an optional subject from
a
recognized Indian or foreign university (as per the AIU
foreign equivalence list) having secured a minimum of
50% aggregate in case of General and OBC categories
and 45% in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum
of 40% marks.
A Bachelor degree in any discipline from a recognized
Indian or foreign university (as per the AIU foreign
equivalence list) having secured a minimum of 50%
aggregate in case of General and OBC categories and
45% in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST categories
are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum
of 40% marks.
A Bachelor degree in Social Work or Sociology and
Social Anthropology as an optional subject from a
recognized Indian or foreign university (as per the AIU
foreign equivalence list) having secured a minimum of
50% aggregate in case of General and OBC categories
and 45% in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum
of 40% marks.
A Bachelor degree from a recognized Indian or foreign
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence list)
having secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case
of General and OBC categories and 45% in case of
candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to
apply.
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The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test the candidates’ knowledge in
the domain subject in the topic:
Physical Geography,
Human
Geography,
Economic
Geography,
Climatology and
Oceanography,
Biogeography,
Geomorphology, Geography of
India, Population and Settlement
Geography, Social and cultural
Geography,
Agricultural and
Industrial Geography, Political
Geography,
Geographical
Thoughts,
World
Regional
Geography and Practical Aspects
of Geography.
The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test the candidates’ knowledge in
the domain subject.

The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions. from
Discipline (Basic concept of
Sociology And Social
Anthropology)

The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test the candidates’ knowledge in
the domain subject. The syllabuse
are as follows: 75% covers Social
Work and 25% covers basic
concept of Sociology And Social
Anthropology.

The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test the candidates’ knowledge in
the domain subject.

M.A in
Applied
Psychology

To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum
of 40% marks.
A Bachelor degree with Psychology (Arts or Science) as
an optional subject from a recognized Indian or foreign
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence list)
having secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case
of General and OBC categories and 45% in case of
candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to
apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum
of 40% marks.

The Question Paper consists
100 objective type questions
test the candidates’ knowledge
the
domain
subject

of
to
in
of

Developmental
Psychology,
Advanced Physiological Psychology,
Language, Memory and Thinking,
Psychobiology, General Psychology,
Personality
Psychology,
Health
Psychology, Criminal and Forensic
Psychology,
Guidance
and
Counselling,
Psychopathology,
Clinical Psychology, Human Resource
Management,
Sports Psychology,
Positive
Psychology,
Human
Resource Management,
Research

Methodology.

M.Sc. in
Physics

A Bachelor degree with Physics as an optional subject
from a recognized Indian or foreign university (as per
the AIU foreign equivalence list) having secured a
minimum of 50% aggregate in case of General and
OBC categories and 45%
in case of candidates
belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General and
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45%
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.

The Question Paper consists of
100 objective type questions to
test
the
subject
domain
knowledge of Relative, Digital
Electronics,
Thermodynamics,
Electromagnetism, Solid state
physics, Mathematic physics,
Classical
Mechanics,
Semiconductor devices, Nuclear
Physics, Atomic and Molecular
physics, Statistical Mechanics.

M.A. in Tribal
Studies

A Bachelor degree with Sociology and Social The Question Paper consists of 100
Anthropology/Tribal Art/Museology/Philosophy/History objective type questions to test the
of Art/History/AIHC/Political Science as an optional candidates’ knowledge in the
subject from a recognized Indian or foreign university (as domain subject of Tribal Society of
per the AIU foreign equivalence list) having secured a India,
Tribal Culture of India,
minimum of 50% aggregate in case of General and OBC Folklore, Indian Tribes, Tribes
categories and 45% in case of candidates belonging to under Indian constitution, Tribal
SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.
Development, National Policy on
Tribes, Tribal Rights and Tribal
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University Ethics, Tribal Economy, Language
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories and Literature of Indian Tribes,
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates Tribal Movement in India, Tribal
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum and Social Change,
Research
of 40% marks.
Methodology.
M.A. in Mass
A Bachelor degree with MCJ as an optional subject from a The Question Paper consists of 100
Communication recognized Indian or foreign university (as per the AIU objective type questions to test the
and Journalism foreign equivalence list) having secured a minimum of candidates’ knowledge in the
(MA in MCJ)
50% aggregate in case of General and OBC categories and domain subject of Communication
45% in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST categories Theory,
Public
Relations,
are eligible to apply.
Advertising,
Newspaper,
Broadcasting, Cyber Media, Press
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University Law, development communication,
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories Computer, News Writing, internet,
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates History of press and Journalism,
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum Working style of media House.
of 40% marks.

A Bachelor degree from a recognized Indian or foreign The entrance examination has two
M.B.A. in
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence list) having components namely; I – Written test
Business
Administration secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case of General (200 marks), II – Group Discussion &
and OBC categories and 45% in case of candidates Personal Interview (50 marks). In
belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.
components-I: written Test. The
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To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum
of 40% marks.

Question Paper consists of 100
objective type questions to test the
candidates’ knowledge in the area of
(1) Verbal Aptitude, (2) Quantitative
Aptitude, (3) Logical Reasoning, (4)
General Awareness. Each of the
above sections shall have 25
questions and carry equal weight age
of TWO marks each.
In
components-II: candidates appear for
Group Discussion & Personal
Interview (50 marks). Final merit list
shall be prepared based on the total
marks obtained by the candidate and
merit list will be prepared
accordingly.

M.B.A. (Tourism A Bachelor degree from a recognized Indian or foreign In components-I: written Test. The
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence list) Question Paper consists of 100
and Travel
having secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case objective type questions to test the
Management)

M.Com

M.A in Education

of General and OBC categories and 45% in case of candidates’ knowledge in the area of
candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to (1) Verbal Aptitude, (2) Quantitative
apply.
Aptitude, (3) Logical Reasoning, (4)
General Awareness. Each of the
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the above sections shall have 25
University the candidates belonging to General and questions and carry TWO marks
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45% each.
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
A Bachelor degree in Commerce/ Business The Question Paper consists of 100
Management/ Business Administration as an optional objective type questions to test the
subject at the graduate level from a recognized Indian candidates’ knowledge in the
or foreign university (as per the AIU
foreign following areas such as Accounting
equivalence list) having secured a minimum of 50% (20%),
Auditing
(20%),
and
aggregate in case of General and OBC categories and Taxation
(20%),
Management
45%
in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST (General) (20%), Banking and
categories are eligible to apply.
Insurance (10%),
ECommerce (10%) followed by
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University personal interview.
the candidates belonging to General and OBC
categories have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories have to score
a minimum of 40% marks.
A Bachelor Degree in any Discipline of a recognized
Indian or foreign university (as per the AIU foreign
equivalence list) having secured a minimum of 50%
aggregate in case of General and OBC categories and
45%
in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University
the candidates belonging to General and OBC
categories have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and
candidates to belonging SC/ST categories have to score
a minimum of 40% marks.

M.Sc. in Botany

A Bachelor degree with Botany or Botany as an There will be 100 Multiple Choice
optional subject from a recognized Indian or foreign Questions (MCQs), of which, 25
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence list) questions will be from general
having secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case science,
aptitude,
reasoning,
of General and OBC categories and 45% in case of computer applications etc. (1); the
candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to rest (i.e., 75 questions) will be from
apply.
the subject botany.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General and
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OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45%
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.

M.Sc. in Zoology A Bachelor degree in Zoology or Zoology as an optional The question paper shall consist of
subject at the graduate level from a recognized Indian
or foreign university (as per the AIU
foreign
equivalence list) having secured a minimum of 50%
aggregate in case of General and OBC categories and
45%
in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST
categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General and
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45%
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.

M.Sc. in
Chemistry

two sections-A and B. Section A
shall consist of 25 questions on
General Ability. Section B shall
consist of 75 objective type
questions from subject specific in
the following areas: Chordates,
Non-chordates, Biochemistry, Cell
Biology, Tools and Techniques of
Biology, Physiology, Developmental
Biology, Animal Behaviour,
Evolutionary Biology, Molecular
Biology, Principles of Genetics.

A Bachelor degree in Chemistry or Chemistry as an The Question Paper consists of 100
optional subject at the graduate level from
a objective type questions to test the
recognized Indian or foreign university (as per the AIU candidates’ knowledge in the areas:
foreign equivalence list) having secured a minimum of Periodic table, Atomic structure and
50% aggregate in case of General and OBC categories Chemical bonding, Acid & Bases,
and 45% in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST Redox, Radioactivity, Coordination
categories are eligible to apply.
Chemistry,
Organometallics,
Bioinorganic,
stereochemistry,
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the Organic
reaction
mechanism,
University the candidates belonging to General and Heterocyclic,
Rearrangement,
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45% Spectroscopy,
Gases,
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories Thermodynamics, Electrochemistry,
Solid state, Chemical kinetics, Phase
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
equilibria, Adsorption, Catalysis.

<<<<

M.Sc. in
Biotechnology

A Bachelor degree with any one of Life Sciences as an The Question Paper consists of 100
optional subject from a recognized Indian or foreign objective type questions to test the
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence list) candidates’ knowledge in the
having secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case of following areas: Botany, Zoology,
General and OBC categories and 45% in case of Microbiology,
Cell
Biology,
candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to Physiology
[Plant/
Animal],
apply.
Environmental Biology, Evolution,
Biochemistry, Molecular Biology.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General and
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45%
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
A Bachelor degree with Statistics/Math as an optional The Question Paper consists of 100
M.Sc. in Statistics subject from a recognized Indian or foreign university objective type questions to test the
(as per the AIU foreign equivalence list) having secured candidates’ knowledge in the
a minimum of 50% aggregate in case of General and following areas:
OBC categories and 45%
in case of candidates Descriptive Statistics, Statistical
belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.
Inference, Sample Surveys, Design
and Analysis of Experiments, Real
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the Analysis,
Probability
and
University the candidates belonging to General and Distribution Theory, and Linear
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45% Algebra.
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Candidates having B.C.A/B.Sc./B.Com/B.A. degree with The Question Paper consists of 100
Mathematics as one of the subject at 10+2 level or objective type questions to test the
graduate level from a recognized Indian or foreign candidates’ knowledge in the
M.C.A.
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence list) domain subject of Computer
having secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case Science.
of General and OBC categories and 45% in case of
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candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to
apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General and
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45%
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.

M.Sc. in
Environmental
Science

M.Sc. in
Mathematics

M.Sc. in Geology

A Bachelor’s degree with any one of Life Sciences as an The Question Paper consists of 100
optional subject at the graduate level from a recognized objective type questions to test the
Indian or foreign university (as per the AIU foreign candidates’ knowledge in the domain
equivalence list) having secured a minimum of 50% subject.
aggregate in case of General and OBC categories and 45%
in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are
eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General and
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45%
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
A Bachelor’s degree in Mathematics or Mathematics The Question Paper consists of 100
as an optional subject at the graduate level from a objective type questions to test the
recognized Indian or foreign university (as per the AIU candidates’ knowledge in the domain
foreign equivalence list) having secured a minimum of subject of following areas: Sequence
50% aggregate in case of General and OBC categories and series of real numbers, functions
and 45% in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST of one variable, functions of two and
categories are eligible to apply.
three variable, integral calculus,
differential equations, group theory,
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the linear algebra, complex analysis, and
University the candidates belonging to General and real analysis.
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45%
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST categories
have to score a minimum of 40% marks.

A
Bachelor’s
degree
with
Geology/Applied The Question Paper consists of 100
Geology/Earth Science as the major subject at the objective type questions to test the
graduate level from a recognized Indian or foreign candidates’ knowledge in the
university (as per the AIU foreign equivalence list) following areas:
having secured a minimum of 50% aggregate in case of  Physical Geology
General and OBC categories and 45% in case of  Structural Geology
candidates belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible to  Petrology
apply.
 Mineralogy
 Stratigraphy
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the University  Economic Geology
the candidates belonging to General and OBC categories  Palaeontology
have to secure a minimum of 45% marks and candidates  Applied Geology
to belonging SC/ST categories have to score a minimum
of 40% marks.
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PhD Programmes
Programmes

PhD in English, Hindi;
Ancient Indian History- Culture &
Archaeology;
History; Economics;
Geography;
Political Science & Human Rights;
Sociology & Social Anthropology;
Tribal Studies; Education;

Business Management; Tourism
Management;
; Commerce; Zoology; Botany;
Computer Science; Bio-technology;
Environmental Science; Chemistry;
Communication & Mass Media;
Applied Psychology; Mathematics
and Pharmacy; Physics; Statistics;

Minimum Qualification
for Admission
M.Phil or Masters Degree in relevant
subjects from any University or a degree
recognized by the University for this
purpose or its equivalent in the relevant
or allied subject with at least 55% marks
(50% for SC/ST are eligible to apply). To
pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University, the candidates belongs to
open category have to secure a minimum
of 50% marks (45% for SC/ST are eligible
to apply). The written test is only an
eligibility
criterion
for
successful
candidates to appear for personal
Interaction in the ratio of 1:3 for final
selection. UGC-JRF/NET, ICMR-NET,
ICAR-NET, DBT-JRF, DST-WS and SLET
candidates are exempted from appearing
in the entrance test however they have to
attend personal interaction for selection.

Entrance Exam Pattern

The Question Paper consists of 100
objective type questions. 70% is to test the
candidates’ knowledge in the domain
subject, and 30% to test Research
methodology.

The candidates may refer University
website to download the detail
syllabus.

The candidates who are appearing for
final exam of Master Degree can also
apply.

PhD in Linguistics & Contrastive
Study of Tribal languages

M.Phil
or
Masters
Degree
in
relevant/Allied
subjects
from
any
University or a degree recognized by the
University for this purpose or its
equivalent in the relevant or allied
subject with at least 55% marks (50% for
SC/ST are eligible to apply). To pass the
entrance exam conducted by the
University, the candidates belongs to
open category have to secure a minimum
of 50% marks (45% for SC/ST are eligible
to apply). The written test is only an
eligibility
criterion
for
successful
candidates to appear for personal
Interaction in the ratio of 1:3 for final
selection. UGC-JRF/NET, ICMR-NET,
ICAR-NET, DBT-JRF, DST-WS and SLET
candidates are exempted from appearing
in the entrance test however they have to
attend personal interaction for selection.

The Question Paper consists of 100
objective type questions. 70% is to test the
candidates’ knowledge in the domain
subject, and 30% to test Research
methodology.

The candidates may refer University
website to download the detail
syllabus.

Note:
1. A separate notification shall be issued for admission to PhD programmes in IGNTU and RCM
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DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
Minimum Qualification
for Admission

Programmes
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

P. G. Diploma in Translation Studies: Theory and
Practice
P. G. Diploma in Tribal Language Studies
P. G. Diploma in Museology and Conservation
P. G. Diploma in English Proficiency and Basic Skills
P.G. Diploma in Agriculture and Forest Biotechnology

* (V) P.G. Diploma in Yoga

A Bachelor’s degree from a recognized Indian or
foreign university (as per the AIU
foreign
equivalence list) having secured a minimum of
50% aggregate in case of General and OBC
categories and 45% in case of candidates belonging
to SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General
and OBC categories have to secure a minimum of
45% marks and candidates to belonging
SC/ST/PWD/ categories have to score a
minimum of 40% marks.
A Bachelor’s degree from a recognized Indian or
foreign university (as per the AIU
foreign
equivalence list) having secured a minimum of
50% aggregate in case of General and OBC
categories and 45% in case of candidates belonging
to SC/ST categories are eligible to apply.
To pass the entrance exam conducted by the
University the candidates belonging to General and
OBC categories have to secure a minimum of 45%
marks and candidates to belonging SC/ST
categories have to score a minimum of 40% marks.
Candidates having passed 10+2 exam or equivalent
examination with a minimum of 50% aggregate
for General Category 45% for SC/ST level.

Certificate Course in Yoga

B. Pharm Lateral Entry (Direct Second Year)

A Candidate who have passed D.Pharm course
from an institution approved by the Pharmacy
Council of India under section 12 of the Pharmacy
Act and having scored a minimum of 50%
aggregate in case of candidates belonging to
General and OBC categories and 45% in case of
students belonging to SC/ST categories are eligible
to apply.

Note: A Separate Entrance Examination shall be conducted at the University level for admission to various

Diploma, Certificate, and B. Pharm (Lateral Entry) Programmes.
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ENTRANCE EXAM SCHEDULE – 2018
SCHEDULE FOR PHD PROGRAMMES
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Name of the Programmes
English
Hindi

Date

Time

History
Ancient Indian History, Culture
& Archaeology

Applied Psychology
Economics
Geography & Regional
Development
Political Science & Human
Rights
Sociology & Social
Anthropology
Tribal Studies
Linguistics & Contrastive
Study of Tribal Languages
Communication & Mass
Media

Schedule for PhD Programme will be announced
separately

Commerce

Business Management
Tourism Management
Botany
Zoology
Chemistry
Bio-technology
Environmental Science
Computer Science
Pharmacy
Education
Mathematics

Geology
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATION-2018
SCHEDULE FOR PG PROGRAMMES
S.No.
Common 1
entrance 2
3
exam

4
Common 1
entrance 2
exam

Name of the Programmes
M.A. Sociology & Social Anthropology
M.A. Master of Social Work (MSW)
M.A. Tribal Studies
M.C.A

Code Date
109
113
29-04-2018
115
130

M.B.A in Business Management
M.B.A Travel and Tourism Management

118
119

M.A. Linguistics
M.A./M.Sc. Psychology
M.A. Economics
M.A. Political Science & Human Rights

Time
10.00 to 12.00
Noon

29-04-2018

10.00 to 12.00
Noon

111
112
103
107

29-04-2018

1.00 to 3.00 PM

M.A. Ancient Indian History, Culture & 104
Archaeology
M.A. History
105

29-04-2018

1.00 to 3.00 PM

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

M.A. English
M.A./M.Sc. Geography
M.Sc. Botany
M.Sc. Zoology
M.Sc. Chemistry
M.Sc. Mathematics
M.Sc. Geology

101
106
121
122
123
126
127

29-04-2018

1.00 to 3.00 PM

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

M.A. Hindi
M.A. Mass Communication and Journalism
M.Com
M.Sc. Physics
M.Sc. Statistics
M.Sc. Biotechnology
M.Sc. Environmental Science

102
117
120
129
128
124
125

29-04-2018

4.00 to 6.00 PM

9

M.A. in Education

132

1
2
3
4
Common 1
entrance
2
exam
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATION-2018
SCHEDULE FOR UG PROGRAMMES

Common
entrance exam

Common
entrance exam

S.No. Subjects
1
B.Sc. (Hons) – Environmental
Science
2
B.Sc. (Hons) – Botany
3
B.Sc. (Hons) – Biotechnology
4
B.Sc. (Hons) – Chemistry
5
B.Sc. (Hons) – Zoology

CODE
010

1

001

10
11
12

B.A. (Hons) – Ancient Indian
History, Culture & Archaeology
B.A. (Hons) – English
B.A. (Hons) – Hindi
B.A. (Hons) – History
B.A. (Hons) – Economics
B.A./B.Sc. (Hons) – Geography
B.A. (Hons) – Political Science &
Human Rights
B.A. (Hons) – Sociology & Social
Anthropology
B.A. – Mass Communication and
Journalism
B.Sc. – Yoga
B.A. (Hons) Tribal Studies
B.A./B.Sc (Hons) Psychology

1
2

B.Pharm (Bachelor of Pharmacy)
D.Pharm (Diploma in Pharmacy)

401
402

1

B.C.A (Bachelor
Application)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Common
entrance exam

Common
entrance exam

Common
entrance exam

in

011
012
013
014

002
003
004
005
006
007

Date

Time

28-04-2018

10.00 to 12.00
Noon

28-04-2018

1.00 to 3.00 Pm

28-04-2018

4.00 to 6.00 PM

28-04-2018

1.00 to 3.00 PM

008
017
020
021
022

Computer 015

1
2

B.Com (Hons)
B.B.A

009
016

28-04-2018

4.00 to 6.00 PM

1

B.Ed.

403

28-04-2018

4.00 to 6.00 PM
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Admission Schedule
COUNSELING SCHEDULE AND ADMISSION FOR HONS [UG], PG,
MBA, B.ED, B PHARM, D PHARM PROGRAMME
 Announcement of results for Honors, PG, PhD , B Pharm, D Pharm and

DATE

B ED Programme
 The last date to pay fees online for the students selected in the list
 Announcement of Second merit list

Will be

 The last date to pay fees online for the students selected in the list

announced
on IGNTU

 Announcement of third merit list, if required

 The last date to pay fees online for the students selected in the list
 Verification of documents of the students
 Commencement of classes
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website

RESERVATION
Reservation of seats shall be as per the norms of
the Government of India for admission at IGNTU
at Amarkantak and as per the norms of the Govt.
of Manipur for admission at RCM at Imphal.
The reservation for SC and ST is interchangeable,
i.e., if sufficient number of candidates is not
available to fill up the seats reserved for
Scheduled Tribes and vice-versa.

Vacant seats reserved for OBC shall be filled up
by the General merit candidates.
Candidates belonging to scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribes will be given relaxation to the
extent of 5% in the aggregate of marks obtained
either in the qualifying examination in case of UG
and Diploma or in the entrance examination in
the
University.

DIFFERENTLY ABLED
As per the provision under section 39
PWD Act 1995. 3% of seats are reserved
Differently abled candidates. The
categories of disability are: (a)
vision/blindness, (b) hearing impairment,
locomotors disability/cerebral palsy.

of the
for the
Three
Lowand (c)
This

provision is applicable if the candidate suffers
from any of the listed disabilities to the extent of
not less than 40% as certified by a medical
authority as prescribes and explained in the said
Act.

SUPERNUMERARY SEATS
Two supernumerary seats are reserved for the students belonging to the State of Jammu & Kashmir
under MHRD’s special scholarship scheme per programme.
One Supernumerary seat is reserved for students with certificates of NSS/NCC/Sports. The applicants
seeking admission to any of the programme under the above quota have to see the details given.
N. C. C. CADETS
Candidates claiming reservation under the NCC quota should have the following NCC Certificates for
admission. “A” Certificate for admission to Hons programmes. “B” or “C” Certificate with A or B grade
for admission to postgraduate, Pharmacy and B Ed programmes.
N. S. S. VOLUNTEERS
NSS volunteers who have attended two ten-day Special Camps and one National Integration Camp or
Republic Day Camp may claim reservation under NSS quota for admission.
SPORTS
Candidates seeking weightage for distinctions in sports must furnish along with their applications, selfattested photocopies of certificate/s in support of their claim, failing which no weightage would be
considered.
WARDS/DEPENDANTS OF DEFENCE PERSONNEL
One supernumerary seat is reserved for the wards/dependants of Defence Personnel. The candidates
should enclose a copy of the certificate issued by a Competent Authority in support of their claim
without which their claim shall not be considered. The candidates seeking admission under this category
must take the entrance examination for admission and fulfil all other requirements of ad-mission.
NOTE: There is no supernumerary quota for PhD programme
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
1. For an updated list of state-wise OBCs eligible
reservation under this
category are required
for availing of the benefit of reservation, please
to enclose the certificate in the prescribed
visit the list maintained by the National
format issued by the
Competent
Commission for Backward Classes at its website
Authority failing which their claim for the seat
http://ncbc.nic.in/backwardclasses/index.html.
under the above quota shall not be considered.
You may also access information in respect to
Any subsequent changes will not be effective for
the
creamy
layer
at
admission.
http://ncbc.nic.in/Creamylayer.html. In the case
of NC-OBC category, the caste
should
be 2. The prescribed OBC Certificate can be
included in the Central List of NC-OBC by the
downloaded from the Examination Section
National Commission of Backward
Classes,
website of www.igntu.ac.in also.
Government of India. The candidates claiming
LIST OF ENTRANCE EXAM CENTRES
S.No

1

2

State
Madhya Pradesh

Chhattisgarh

Examination Centers
Indira Gandhi National Tribal University,
at Amarkantak

Centre Code

01

Anuppur

02

Jhabua
Gwalior

03
04

Bhopal

05

Indore

06

Jabalpur

07

Shahdol

08

Dindouri

09

Raipur

10

Jagdalpur

11
12

Ambikapur
3

Delhi

New Delhi

4

Maharashtra

5

Tamil Nadu

6

West Bengal

7

Andhra Pradesh

Srikakulam (Visakhapatnam)

8

Telangana

Adilabad

9

Orissa

Bhubaneswar

10

Assam

Guwahati

11

Karnataka

Karwar

12

Rajasthan

Banswara

Gadchiroli
Pune
Yercaud (Salem)
Siliguri
Sunderban
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

13

Gujarat

Panchamahal

14

Manipur

Imphal

25
26

15

Nagaland

Dimapur

27

16

Kerala

Wayanad

17

Uttaranchal

Dehradun

18

Meghalaya

Shillong

19

Jharkhand

Ranchi

20

Jammu & Kashmir

Jammu

21

Himachal Pradesh

Kangra

28
29
30
31
32
33

22

Uttar Pradesh

Kanpur

34

Note
(1) The University reserves the right to cancel
any of the above centres and allot another
nearby centre to the applicants of the Centre
cancelled.
(2) If any of the examination/s may not be held
in any of the sessions due to sudden
declaration of bandhs, hartals, etc., at any of
the above centres, the University shall not be
held responsible for the same and fresh
examination/s at such centres for the year

shall not be
held
again
under
any
circumstances. However, the entrance
examination fees paid by the candidates, who
opted for such centres where the
examination/s were disturbed and could not
be held, will not be refunded.
(3) The venue of the Examination Centre will be
given in the hall ticket.
(4) Based on the number of candidates, the
venues at the centres may be increased.

FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENTSHIPS






In order to encourage meritorious and deserving
students to pursue their programmes of studies
and research in the University the University
provides adequate number of Scholarships,
Fellowships, Studentships, and Free-ships for
financial help, in addition to providing for the
award of Medals and Prizes.
There shall be fee concession in the form of half
and full Free-ships of tuition fee in each School
and teaching Departments as per norms of the
UGC.

where the first and second rank holders in every
subject will be awarded with Scholarships, and
the quantum of which shall be decided by the
University from time to time.
 There shall be a scheme to award medals/ prizes
to the meritorious students of the University for
excellent performance in various University
examinations.
 All types of Scholarships and Free-ships shall be
administered at the University level by a
Committee constituted by the Vice Chancellor.

There shall also be a scheme of merit
Scholarship, subject to the availability of funds,
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FEE STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAMME
SOCIAL SCIENCE PROGRAMME
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COMMERCE, MANAGEMENT AND TOURISM PROGRAMME
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SCIENCE PROGRAMME
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Important Note:
 Eligible SC and ST Students are not required to pay hostel fees and tuition fees as the same shall be
adjusted against their scholarships.
MA in MCJ. PROGRAMME
Fee

I Sem. (For Boys & Girls)

II Sem (For Boys & Girls)

Tuition Fee

Rs. 2000/-

Rs. 2000/-

Library Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Computer & Internet

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Student Health Welfare

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Extra Curricular activities

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Students Welfare fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Admission Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Enrolment Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Identity Card Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Library Caution Money

Rs. 500/- (Refundable)

00

Examination Fee

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL) and

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL) and

Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

Study Material

Rs. 500/-

Rs. 500/-

Field Work /

Rs. 1500/-

Nil if Rs. 00

Facility

fund

Apprenticeship
NOTE: PWD Students are exempted from paying exam fees.
Hostel Fee & Hostel Caution Money (Rs. 500/-) will be charged separately at the time of
allotment as per rule. If applicable.
Fee

III Sem (For Boys & Girls)

IV Sem (For Boys & Girls)

Tuition Fee

Rs. 2000/-

Rs. 2000/-

Library Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Computer & Internet Facility

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Student Health Welfare

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Extra Curricular activities fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Students Welfare fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Admission Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Enrollment Fee

00

00

Identity Card Fee

00

00

Library Caution Money

00

00

Examination Fee

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL)

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL)

and Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

and Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

Study Material

Rs. 500/-

Rs. 500/-

Field Work / Apprenticeship

00

00

NOTE:
 PWD Students are exempted from paying exam fees.
 Hostel Fee & Hostel Caution Money (Rs. 500/-) will be charged separately at the time of allotment
as per rule. If applicable.
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PhD PROGRAMME
A/c Head

1 Semester

Subsequent Semesters

Tuition Fee

3000/-

3000/-

Faculty/Institute Development

250/-

250/-

Library Fee

400/-

350/-

Academic Assessment

220/-

0

0

0

Computer and Internet facilities

500/-

500/-

Student Health Welfare

200/-

150/-

Extra Curricular activities fund

100/-

100/-

Student Welfare Fund

150/-

0

Admission Fee

500/-

0

Enrollment Fee/Regn. Fee

200/-

0

Identity card fee

100/-

0

Students Insurance fee

40/-

0

Library Caution Money

550/-

0

Total Rs.

6210/-

4350/-

Hostel Caution Money

550/-

0

2750/-

0

Laboratory Fee

 Hostel Fee Triple Seat at
B. PHARM PROGRAMME
Fee

I Sem. (For Boys & Girls)

II Sem (For Boys & Girls)

Tuition Fee

Rs. 12000/-

Rs. 12000/-

Library Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Computer & Internet Facility

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Student Health Welfare

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Extra Curricular activities fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Students Welfare fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Admission Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Enrollment Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Identity Card Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Library Caution Money

Rs. 500/- (Refundable)

00

Examination Fee

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL)

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL)

and Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

and Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

NOTE:
 PWD Students are exempted from paying exam fees.
 Hostel Fee & Hostel Caution Money (Rs. 500/-) will be charged separately at the time of
allotment as per rule. If applicable.
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D. PHARM PROGRAMME
Fee

I Sem. (For Boys & Girls)

II Sem (For Boys & Girls)

Tuition Fee

Rs. 10000/-

Rs. 10000/-

Library Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Computer & Internet

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Student Health Welfare

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Extra Curricular activities

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Students Welfare fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Admission Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Enrollment Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Identity Card Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Library Caution Money

Rs. 500/- (Refundable)

00

Examination Fee

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL) and

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL) and

Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

Facility

fund

NOTE:
 PWD Students are exempted from paying exam fees.
 Hostel Fee & Hostel Caution Money (Rs. 500/-) will be charged separately at the time of
allotment as per rule. If applicable.

B. Ed. PROGRAMME
Fee

I Sem. (For Boys & Girls)

II Sem (For Boys & Girls)

Tuition Fee

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 5000/-

Library Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Computer & Internet

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Student Health Welfare

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Extra Curricular activities
fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Students Welfare fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Admission Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Enrollment Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Identity Card Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Library Caution Money

Rs. 500/- (Refundable)

00

Examination Fee

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL) and

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL) and

Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

Rs. 200/- for SC/ST.

Facility

Field Work /
Apprenticeship
Hostel Fee & Hostel Caution Money (Rs. 500/-) will be charged separately at the time of allotment as
per rule. If applicable.
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Fee

III Sem. (For Boys & Girls)

IV Sem (For Boys & Girls)

Tuition Fee

Rs. 5000/-

Rs. 5000/-

Library Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Computer & Internet

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Student Health Welfare

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Extra Curricular activities

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Students Welfare fund

Rs. 50/-

Rs. 50/-

Admission Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Enrollment Fee

00

00

Identity Card Fee

00

00

Library Caution Money

00

00

Examination Fee

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL) and
Rs. 275/- for SC/ST.PWD

Rs. 300/- UR. & OBC (NCL) and
Rs. 275/- for SC/ST.PWD

Field Work/ Excursion

00

Rs. 1500

Facility

fund

NOTE:
 PWD Students are exempted from paying exam fees.
 Hostel Fee & Hostel Caution Money (Rs. 500/-) will be charged separately at the time of
allotment as per rule. If applicable.

P.G. DIPLOMA PROGRAMME
Fee

I Sem. (For Boys & Girls)

II Sem. (For Boys & Girls)

Tuition Fee

Rs. 400/-

Rs. 400/-

Library Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Admission Fee

Rs. 100/-

Rs. 100/-

Enrollment Fee

Rs. 100/-

00

Identity Card Fee

Rs. 100
Rs. 500/(Refundable)
Rs. 300/- UR.& OBC (NCL)
and Rs. 200/- for SC/ST
Rs. 250/-

00

Rs. 1000/-

00

Library Caution Money
Examination Fee
Off prints Charge/ Translation Material
Field Work / Apprenticeship
NOTE:

00
Rs. 300 UR & OBC (NCL)
and Rs. 200/- for SC/ST
Rs. 250/-

 PWD Students are exempted from paying exam fees.
 Hostel Fee & Hostel Caution Money (Rs.500/-) will be charged separately at the time of allotment as
per rule. If applicable.

NOTE: Students have to claim their caution fee deposit within 3 years after the completion of
their programme. The caution money which is not claimed within the said period will be lapsed.
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FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENTSHIPS.


Post-Metric Scholarship Scheme (Ministry of

 Pre-Matric Scholarships for Students with

Minority Affairs)


Disabilities (Department of Empowerment of

Merit-Cum-Means

Scholarship

Scheme

(Ministry of Minority Affairs)


Persons with Disability)
 Post-Matric Scholarships for Students with

Pre Matric Scholarship Scheme (Ministry of

Disabilities (Department of Empowerment of

Minority Affairs)






Persons with Disability)

Central Sector Scheme of Scholarship for

 Top Class Education for Students with

College and University Students (Department

Disabilities (Department of Empowerment of

of Higher Education)

Persons with Disability)

National

Means-Cum-Merit

Scholarship

 Top

Class

Education

for

ST

Students

Scheme (Department of School Education and
Literacy)

(Ministry of Tribal Affairs)
 Scheme of PMS, Book Banks and Upgradation

Incentives to Girls for Secondary Education

of Merit of ST Students (Ministry of Tribal

(Department

Affairs)

of

School

Education

and

Literacy)


Central Sector Scholarship Scheme of Top
Class Education for SC Students (Department
of Social Justice and Empowerment)
ACADEMIC STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSITY
Indira Gandhi National Tribal University has
established 12 Faculties and 30 Departments
offering a wide range of subjects including
Humanities & Philology, Social Sciences,
Sciences, Earth Science, Linguistics, Tribal
Studies, Commerce & Management, Education,
Computronics, Vocational Studies and Mass
Media & Journalism. The University has created
strong academic structure within which Honours,
Diploma, PG and PhD Programmes are offered
with an objective of producing employable
graduates. Each Programme aims at educating
and training the students to find gainful
employment and to pursue their higher research
studies.
The structure of syllabus and course
contents is framed in such a manner that they
meet the needs of employers and the diverse
expectations of the students. The University has

implemented Choice Based Credit System (CBCS)
in matter of syllabus examinations and grades
from the academic year 2015-2016. The CBCS
provides scope to the students and the teachers
for flexibility in teaching-learning process.
In order to make effective teaching, the learning
objectives are clearly defined and the structure of
each course emphasizes on target based teaching
methods such as lectures, tutorial, laboratory/
experimental work, assignments, seminars,
creative writing, project work, field visit &
observation, case analysis, simulations, etc. The
University uses ICT extensively in the classrooms
for effective teaching and learning processes. Each
course is designed by providing scope to the
combination of the theory and practical aspects so
as to make the students more employable.
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PROFILE OF FACULTIES AND DEPARTMENTS
FACULTY OF COMMERCE AND MANAGEMENT

Prof. Shailendra Singh Bhadouria is the Dean of the Faculty
The Faculty of Commerce and Management
came into being with the establishment of three
departments, namely Department of Business
Management, Department of Commerce and
Department of Tourism Management in 2008.
The students of the faculty constitute about one
fifth of the total student strength of the
University and the Faculty takes in pride in
offering BBA, MBA (Business Management),
MBA (Tourism and Travel Management),
M.Com & B.Com programmes imparting the
latest knowledge in the domain area through
core, elective and open elective courses. In
addition, the Faculty usually receives the highest
number of applications for admission in various
programmes. Given the core strength of highly
qualified, trained and experienced faculty

members, the Faculty takes a lead role in the
University in organizing seminars, conferences,
workshops and training programmes. One of the
advantages that the Faculty enjoys is that
students are placed through on-campus and offcampus placements. A couple of new
professional courses are in the pipeline to be
introduced in the future. All advanced teaching
pedagogies with the support of modern teaching
aids like LCD projector, and audio-visual aid are
used for make all the teaching-learning to be
more effective. The construction of an
independent building with all modern facilities
and amenities supporting to the quality
teaching-learning and research is expected to be
ready for use by the middle of 2018.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Prof. A. P. Singh is the Head of the Department
The Department started functioning with a
three-year UG BBA programme in 2008 and as
many as 300 students have already passed out
with BBA degree from the Department so far.
The success of BBA programme impelled the
Department to introduce a two-year MBA
programme with an intake of 30 in 2013 with
specializations in Marketing, Finance and
Human Resource Management. Two batches of
MBA graduates have already passed out with
flying colours. All five faculty members have the
rich academic backgrounds with PhDs and
credentials of visiting overseas universities,
handling
research
projects,
organising
seminars/conference /workshop. As an impetus

to the research, the Department offers PhD in
Business Management. A good number of
resources persons from academics and industry
visit the Department for special lectures and
personality development. Important teaching
methods such as case studies, management
games and simulations along with lecture,
presentations and assignment that are in practice
in other B-Schools have resulted in the
enhancement of employable skills of students.
Students themselves play pivotal role in roping
in with the industry for placements. Students
are also given practical exposures through
industrial visits and interaction with the
executives
from
the
industry.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Prof. Ajay Wagh

PhD (HRM)

Professor

HRM

Prof. Amarendra
Pratap Singh

M.B.A ,PhD

Professor and Head

Marketing

Dr. Sushil K. Singh

MBA, PhD

Assistant Professor

Q.T. in Business

Dr. Rahil Yusuf Zai

M.B.A, PhD

Assistant Professor

Marketing
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Dr. Nenavath Sreenu
Ms. Preeti Goswami

M.B.A, PhD
MBA, NET

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Finance and accounts,
Infrastructure Finance,
Health Care Finance
Finance and Accounts

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Prof. Sukanta Kumar Baral is the Head of the Department
The Department of Commerce was
established in 2008 with the introduction of a
three-year B.Com programme. This is followed
by the launch of M.Com programme with 30
intakes in 2011. The Department takes credit for
providing opportunities to the students to find
lucrative employments with this degree. Besides,
the Department offer fundamental courses with
huge scope for employments in trade and
commerce sector. The Department makes
consistent efforts in providing hands-on
knowledge and skills to the students with the
help of highly qualified and experienced faculty
members and their uses of various teaching
pedagogies. Students do carry out project work

with much emphasis on tribal issues and
challenges relating to trade and commerce. The
Department takes the pride of being the first to
organize a National Seminar in 2012 in the
University. From the academic year 2014-15, the
Department has started full-time Doctoral
programme in Commerce. Importantly, the
Department is engaged in strengthening Industry
Academia Collaboration and students do visit
industries for familiarization with practices. The
Institutes of cost Accountants of India, (ICAI),
Kolkata has identified the Departments as an
active partner by establishing its one of chapter
for providing CMA (Cost and Management
Accountancy) courses to the interested students.

Faculty
Name
Prof. Shailendra
Singh Bhadouria
Prof. Sukanta
Kumar Baral

Dr. Ashish Mathur

Dr. Satish Modi

Qualification

Designation

MBA, M. Com.
L.L.B., M. Phil.,
PhD.

Professor

M.Com, LL.B,
PGDBA, MBA,
Ph.D

Professor and
Head

MBA, Ph.D.,

Associate
Professor

M. Com., PhD.,

Dr. M. Sanjoy Singh M.Com. , NET,
Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
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Specialization
Finance, Human Resource
Management
Service Marketing, Sales and
Distributing Management, Auditing,
Consumer Behaviour, E-Commerce,
Advertisement Management
OB, Marketing, Strategic
Management, Resource
Management/Ethics and Values
Accounting and Finance
Entrepreneurship and Accounting

DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Dr. Jitendra Mohan Mishra is the Head of the Department
The Department of Tourism Management made its
beginning in the year 2010 with the approval of
the UGC, New Delhi under the Faculty of
Commerce & Management. Given the billion plus
international tourist arrivals worldwide and the
scope to create employment in tourism and allied
sectors, the Department conceived the proposal to
start two-year MBA (TTM) programme in
October, 2012. Currently the Department offers
MBA in Tourism & Travel Management
programme. The primary thrust of the Department
is to prepare young and dynamic business leaders
with clarity in thoughts and career pursuits and
with objectives to lead tourism business in ever
changing scenario. Two basic principles, on which
the budding tourism business graduates are honed,
shaped, groomed and guided, include emphasis on
dissemination of subject knowledge through
curricular activities including; regular classes,
tutorials, familiarization with destinations and
visit of tourism institutions/ university. And oneto-one meeting and interaction of student and
teacher that helps students in overcoming
complexity, inhibition and inertia thereby making
students to be equipped with soft skills to work in
tourism sector diligently and efficiently.
The Department also offers doctoral research
programme leading to PhD degree since 2014. The
interaction with the industry happens through

annual events and conclaves. The Department has
a national MOU with Indian Institute of Tourism
and Travel Management (IITTM), and two
international MOUs with 1. the University of
Applied Sciences, Latvia, and 2. the Belarusian
University of Physical Culture, Belarus which are
active over the past years.
The DTM aims at the holistic development of
students. The young managers undertake their
transformational journey not just through the
curriculum but also through various outdoor
activities of varied interest. The objective is to
engage students in meaningful activities that
enrich their learning and enhance their
entrepreneurial and leadership ability. The
Department has outdoor camping tents to
accommodate around sixty persons in a batch.
Outgoing students are the brand ambassadors and
the Department of Tourism Management, Indira
Gandhi National Tribal University takes pride in
its successful alma mater. Some of the recent
recruiters of students of the Department include
Ritual Holidays, Xenium Holidays, Greet Holidays,
Thomas Cook India Ltd., Colourful Vacations,
Travel Triangle, Ecowin Travels and Bloonimboo
voyages. The Department has attended 100%
placement in the year 2017-18.

Faculty
Name
Prof. Sampada Kumar
Swain
Dr. Jitendra Mohan
Mishra
Dr. Gyanendra B.S.
Johri
Dr. Prashant Kumar
Singh
Dr. Ankathi Raghu

Qualification
PGDTTM, MTA, FDP
(IIMI) PhD. & D.Litt.
MTA, M Phil., Ph D

Designation

Associate Professor
and Head

Sustainable and
Responsible Tourism
Tourism Legislation,
Tourism and culture.

Associate Professor

Marketing , Finance

MTA, PhD

Assistant Professor

Tribal Tourism

M.Sc., MTA, PhD

Assistant Professor

Mr. Anil Kumar
Tamta

M.Sc. Hotel
Management, NET

Assistant Professor

Mr. Rohit Ravindra
Borlikar

PGDTM, MBA, JRF

Assistant Professor

Medical & Health
Tourism
Hotel & Hospitality
Management and
Sustainable Tourism
Agri & Rural Tourism,
Tour Operation
Management

M. Com., M.B.A., PhD,
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Professor

Specialization

FACULTY OF COMPUTRONICS
Dr. Vikash Kumar Singh is the Dean of the Faculty
The Faculty of Computronics was
established in 2009 with a noble cause of offering
courses
related
to
information
and
communication technology. Under the Faculty,
the Department of Computer Science, being a
single department, offers Bachelor in Computer
Applications with an intake of 30 and M.C.A.
Science with an intake of 30 and full-time PhD
programme in Computer Science. Apart from
regular courses, the services of faculty members
of the Faculty are taken for all Honours
programme. The Faculty is not only engaged in

providing computer training to tribal men and
women in Amarkantak and Dindori through an
IT project funded by the Ministry of Information
and Technology but also conducting short-term
Programme on the use of computer to the
security guards, multi-tasking workers and
dropouts students from the nearby villages. In
addition, the Faculty also renders consultancy
services for creating a robust e-governance
system in the University.

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Dr. Vikash Kumar Singh is the Head of the Department
The Department offers a three-year BCA
programme with 30 intake for the Honours
students in the beginning. In 2016, the
Department introduced three-years MCA with
30 intake. With its seven qualified and trained
faculty members, the Department has ventured
into undertaking several initiatives at the Faculty
and University level as far as computer education
is concerned. In order to equip the students with
theoretical and practical knowledge, the faculty
members provide timely coaching and

counselling apart from the regular teaching with
all modern teaching methods. As it is a step
forward for academic debates and discussion, a
two-day springer international conference was
organised in 2017. The Department takes care of
maintenance of the desktop computers.
Importantly, the faculty members are associated
with different sponsored research projects.
Many of the pass-out BCA student have found
employments in information technology and its
allied sector.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Dr. Vikash Kumar
Singh

M.C.A., PhD,

Dr. Ram Shringar
Raw
Dr. Abhishek
Bansal
Mr. Pawan Singh

M.Tech, PhD

M.C.A.,

Assistant Professor

Mr. Sudesh Kumar

M.E. (CSE),

Assistant Professor

M.C.A., PhD,

Associate
Professor and
Head
Associate
Professor
Assistant Professor

JRF
NET
NET

Dr. Narayan
Pandurang Bhosale

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Dr. Suhel Ahmad
Khan

M.C.A., PhD

Assistant Professor
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Specialization
AI, CN, Computer Architecture, Big
Data, IoT
Mobile Ad- hoc Network, Mobile
Communication
Image Processing, Steganography
Tech
Cloud computing, Big data
Application of Number Theory,
Automata Theory
Information Security, Cyber
Engineering & Cyber Crime
Investigation, (Digital and Forensic)
Image Processing, Data Science
Software Engineering, Software
Security, Security Testing

FACULTY OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA STUDIES

Prof. Manukonda Rabindranath is the Dean of Faculty
Faculty of Communication & Media Studies
(FCMS), one of the pioneering faculties of the
University, was set up in 2012. Established with
an objective to impart theoretical and practical
knowledge of fast changing fields of
communication and media studies to the
students of the tribal dominated areas of central
India, the faculty has already proved its mettle
with all round progresses across different
academic platforms.
With the significant
contributions from the permanent faculty
members, scholars in residence, invited
renowned academicians and experts, FCMS
strives to facilitate avenues of higher education
and research. The faculty is devoted to
encourage scholars and students to document
art, culture, tradition and heritage of the tribal
dominated areas of central India in the form of
audio, audio-visual, digital and printed material.
Department
of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communication is the sole department currently
running under the Faculty of Communication
and Media Studies. However, looking at the
growing demands for job oriented long and

short time specialized courses in Tribal
Communication, Rural Journalism, Creative
Writing,
Radio
Jockey,
Development
Communication, Electronic Media Production
(Radio & TV Production), Film Studies, New
Media, Photo Journalism, Media Management,
Event Management, Advertising, Public
Relations, etc. The faculty is in the process to
initiate a few more departments. Ever since the
inception, the faculty of Communication and
Media Studies has carved a niche for itself as
proactive faculty to organise several academic
deliberations and fruitful sessions of industry
academic interface. ‘The Meeting of Minds’ and
‘The Bookmark’ are two flagship Programme
organised by the faculty with regular intervals
for knowledge enhancement and intellectual
enlightenment. The faculty has already
submitted a proposal to Ministry of Information
and Broadcasting for start a Community radio
station in campus to sow the seeds of knowledge
and bring socio-economic developments to the
tribal population living in the surroundings of
the university.

DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION

Prof. Manukonda Rabindranath is the Head of the Department
Department
of
Journalism
and
Mass
the industry and academics. The Department
Communication was established in 2012. The
introduced PhD Programme with special
Department is committed to promote journalism
importance on tribal and rural communication.
and develop communication, creative and
With meticulous approach in theory, research
professional skills among the students of the
and intensive practical training for different
region to serve the media industry with ease.
media, the curriculum of the courses is prepared
The Department in collaboration with the
in consultation with industry experts and well
Department of Science and Technology is soon
known academicians to impart necessary
setting up a National Tribal Eco-Media Centre
education, ability of critical and creative
offering
Post
Graduate
Diploma
and
thinking,
adaptability
to
technological
encouraging research. The DST proposes to
advancement and communication skills to
make it a centre of excellence and a hub for Ecocompete in wide range of avenues of media
Media Labs to be set up in various Universities
industry. The department is devoted to infuse
across the Country. The Department is offering
sense of social and ethical responsibility among
Bachelor of Arts in Mass Communication and
the students to participate in the overall
Journalism (BA-MCJ), a three year professional
developments of the region. The department is
degree course. Subsequently, two year degree
also resolute to bring out the socio-economic
course, Master of Arts in Mass Communication
problems of the region to national attention and
and Journalism (MA-MCJ) was introduced to
showcase the indigenous culture, traditions and
meet the demand of the media professionals for
heritage through print, online, audio and audio-video mediums.
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Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Prof. Manukonda
Rabindranath

M.Sc. LLM, MJMC,
PhD, NET, SLET

Professor and Head

Communication
Research, Advertising &
Public Relation

Dr. Manisha Sharma

MJMC, M.A.(Hindi
Lit.) M.Phil, PhD
(JMC & Hindi Lit.),
SLET (MP)

Associate Professor

Communication theory,
creative writing, Media
History

Dr. Raghavendra
Mishra

M.A. (Geography),
MJMC, JRF, PhD

Associate Professor

Dr. Nagendra Kumar
Singh

MJMC, PhD

Assistant Professor

Dr. Manash Pratim
Goswami

MJMC, NET, PhD

Assistant Professor

Dr. Krishna Murthy
B.Y.

M.Sc, C.S.W, PhD,
NET

Assistant Professor

Ms. Abhilasha Alice
Tirkey

MMC, JRF

Assistant Professor

Communication Theory
& Research, Public
Relations, Traditional
Folk media,
Environmental
Communication
Advertising, Public
Relation &
Communication Theory
Advertising and Indian
Cinema
Electronic- Media,
Cinema Studies, New
Media, Media Psychology
Media theories, Subaltern
studies, Cinema studies
and New Media.

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

Prof. Sandhya Gihar is the Dean of Faculty
The Faculty of Education came into existence in
2013 as Teacher’s Training Department. It owns a
very modern well equipped building with fully
equipped labs of educational Psychology,
Educational Technology and Science Education.
Since then, it is trying its best to produce teachers
on embodied with cultural traditions of our

society and also modern enough to keep pace
with changing society. The Faculty of Education
offers an all round training using IT
communication, media & innovative practices.
The Department also offers PhD programme and
is going to start M.A. in Education from academic
session 2018-19.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Prof. Sandhya Gihar is the Head of the Department
The Department of Education offers two year
B.Ed. Programme meant for prospective Teachers
at Secondary level. The primary objective of
Department is to produce quality teachers to
serve for the nation. In addition to

Teaching-Learning process, research and
extension activities such as seminars, discussion
are the integral part. This a special course with
high possibilities of employment in teaching
learning, evaluation and research.
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Faculty
Name
Prof. Sandhya
Gihar
Dr. Shamim
Ahmad

Dr. M.T.V.
Nagaraju

Dr. Gyanendra
Kumar Rout
Dr. Shikha
Banerjee
Mr. Devi Prasad
Singh

Dr. Ramesh M
Dr. Maria
Josephine
Arokia Marie. S
Dr. Arun Kumar

Dr. Megha Das

Dr. Hariharan R

Dr. Samson R
Victor

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

M. Sc. [Zoo.],
M.Ed,Ph.D. [Edn.]

ICT in Education, Educational
Professor and Psychology, Environmental Education,
Head
Teacher Education and Pedagogy of
Biological Science

M.A. [Pol.Sc], M.Ed
[Gold Medalist],
PGDDE, NET, Ph.D.
[Edn].

Associate
Professor

M.A. (Phi.), M. Sc.
[Phy.], M.Ed, Ph.D.
[Edn.], Dip. in Yoga

Associate
Professor

M.A., M.Phil.,
Ph.D[Edu]., NET

Associate
Professor

M.Ed., M.Sc.[Env.Bio.],
Ph.D. [Edu], NET

Assistant
Professor

M.Sc., M.Ed., NET

Assistant
Professor

M.Sc., M.Ed., PGDCA,
NET, PhD [Edn.]
M.Sc., M.Phil. [Chem],
M.Ed., JRF Ph. D
M. A [History, Hindi],
M.Ed., NET, Ph.D
[Edu.]
M.Sc. [Biotech]M. A
[Eng. lit], M.Ed., NET,
Ph.D.,PDF
M.sc.,[Marine
Biology].,M.Phil [BioTech.],M.Ed., M.Phil.,
NET, Ph.D [Edu.]
M.sc.[Chem.]., M.Ed.,
M. Phil [Edn]., NET.,
PGDE., PGDHE., Ph.D
[Edu.]

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Assistant
Professor
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Educational Technology, Open, Distance
and Flexible Learning, Pedagogy of Social
Science
Science Education,Teacher Education,
ICT in Education Open & Distance
Education, Inclusive Education,Yoga
Education, and Research Methodology
and Edu. Statistics
Philosophical and Sociological foundation
of Education, Teacher Education.
Educational Technology
Pedagogy of Bio Science, Edu. Psychology
Research Methodology, Environmental
Education
Educational Technology, Special
Education, Science Education,
Educational. Psy. and Research
Methodology
Science Education, Teacher Education,
Inclusive Education, Research
Methodology
Science Education, Educational
Technology[ET], Blended Learning,
Teacher Education and Research
Methodology
Edu. Philosophy, Pedagogy of Hindi and
Social Science,
Environmental Education, Teacher
Education
Educational Philosophy, Educational
Psychology and Environmental
Education,
Educational. Technology, Educational
Psychology, Research Methodology,
Teachers Education and Pedagogy of
Chemistry

FACULTY OF HUMANITIES AND LANGUAGES

Prof. Khemsingh Daheriya is the Dean of Faculty
The faculty of Humanities and Philology was
established in 2011. Presently there are two
departments i.e. Department of English and
Foreign Languages & Department of Hindi. The
Faculty is offering the following programmes:
BA (Hon’s), MA, PhD and Diploma in English
Proficiency and Soft Skills. Apart from these,
Post Graduate Degree Programme in Women
Studies & Post Graduate Degree Programme in
Tribal and Folk Literature are in the anvil whose
course structure has been approved by the Board
of Studies, Department of English and Foreign
Languages.
The Faculty has the following vision and
objectives:

The major achievements of the Faculty include:

 Publication of Research Journals:
(i)
International Journal of

Tribal
Literature
and
Cultural Studies (ISSN:
2395-5848): Journal devoted
to tribal centric issues, Biannual: Jan/July, Published
by Yking Books, Jaipur.

(ii)

 Inculcate literary interest among students

to understand text as well as context (i.e.
culture and society).
 Holistic Development of the students and
prepare them for social engineering.




 Make the Faculty a centre of advanced
learning and qualitative research.




 Endeavour to heighten students-friendly

atmosphere in the Faculty and train the
students for competitive world.
In the Faculty, there are five Professors and two
are filled, out of six sanctioned positions of
Associate Professor three are filled; and out of
nine eight positions of Assistant Professors are
filled.



Journal
of
Folk
and
Subaltern Studies (ISSN:

2349-4743)
Annual,
Published by Authors press,
New Delhi.
Publication of Tribal dictionary in
4 Volumes.
Organized
10
Seminars/Conferences/Workshops
.
Conducted Remedial Classes.
Conducted English Support Classes
for SC/STs.
Introduction of Diploma in English
Proficiency and Soft Skills.

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Prof. Abhilasha is the Head of the Department
The Department of English and Foreign
Languages was established on 5th September 2008.
The Department offers Honors (UG), M.A, PhD.
and PG Diploma in English Proficiency and Soft
Skills Programme. The Department is running all
three Programme with the untiring efforts and
work of its six highly qualified and committed
faculty members with core competency in
instructional technology. The Digital Language
Lab under the control of the Department with 40
consoles and latest language learning software,
LCD Projector, isualize, television, audio-visual
support system is being used for preparatory
English classes. The Department extends the

teaching of English as a compulsory subject to all
UG students across the faculties Quality
education, research orientation, employability,
personality development etc. are some of the
thrust areas that are
handled dexterously
through providing reading materials. Support
classes for Spoken English and Functional English
Programme on personality development are also
conducted regularly for the students to enhance
proficiency in English communication. The
Department has organised three National and
International Seminars/Conferences i.e. [1].
‘Postcolonial Subaltern Studies and Tribal
Literature’ on 27 and 28 February, 2012, [2].
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Shakespeare in the New Millennium on 15 & 16th
April, 2016, [3]. Emerging Identities in Tribal and

Dalit Literatures [2 -4th September, 2017].

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization
Criticism /Drama & Indian
Literature
African American Literature,
Women Literature, Indian
English Literature

Prof. Krishna Singh

M.A, Ph.D

Professor

Prof. Abhilasha

M.A., PhD, D. Litt., NET

Professor and
Head

Dr. Vipin K Singh

M.A, D.Phil.

Assistant
Professor

Criticism and Tribal Literature

M.A., M.Phil., JRF,
Ph.D. (Linguistics)

Assistant
Professor

Neuro-Cognitive Linguistics

Dr. Deepamoni
Boruah
Dr. Santosh Kumar
Sonker

M.A., D. Phil., NET

Mr. Gurujegan M

M.A., M.Phil.

Dr. Mohammed
Tausif ur Rahman

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

M.A.(Merit), M.Phil
(Merit) PhD, CELTA
(Cambridge)

Assistant
Professor

Drama and Dalit Literature
Theoretical Linguistics
Course Designing and Material
Development ELT, Developing
Skill-based lessons and
Language based lessons and
Teaching English as a Foreign
Language & as a Second
Language

DEPARTMENT OF HINDI

Prof. Renu Singh is the Head of the Department
Developed in the lap of Mekal Hills range,
Indira Gandhi National University, Amarkantak
has gained not only National fame but also
international. The main objective of the
University is to bring the tribals displaced from
their roots (Water-Forest-Land) to the main
stream, to arrange basic facility for them and to
orient them towards employability. The
Department of Hindi has been trying diligently
in this direction.
In the past years one poets’ meet, four
National Seminars, five workshops, Lecture
Series and also Speech Competition were held to
develop language skill. Even in the minimum
resources last year, the department succeeded in
achieving a big task i.e. compilation of a
dictionary of three tribal languages i.e. Koli,
Gondi, and Baigani. At present, the department
is running courses such as B. A. Hindi (Hons),

M.A. Hindi Literature, PhD. CBCS has been
implemented in B.A. and M.A. courses in July
2015. It has included History of Hindi
Literature, Various Deliberation in Hindi
Literature, Linguistic, Hindi Proses, Hindi Katha
sahitya, Indian And Western Literature Theory,
Hindi Criticism and Prayojan Mulak Hindi and
translation in the syllabus of B.A., M.A. and
Ph. D. Course work. In Session 2016-17, Vivid
Programme and Jubilee has organized by Dept.
of Hindi. Lecture series (i) Hindi on Global
World – 06 Sept. 2016. In Session 2016-17, Vivid
Programme and Jubilee has organized by Dept.
of Hindi. Lecture series (i) Hindi on Global
World – 06 Sept. 2016, Chief Guest –
Shri Hains barlar bssalar, Principle, Bharat
Vidhya, Upshala University, Sweden. Speaker –
Shri Alexandra Conselero, Professor, Torino
University, Italy. Lecture series (ii) Utility and
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Practical aspect of Hindi language, Chief Guest –
Prof. Anita Ganguli, Field Director, Central
Hindi Institution, Haiderabad. Speaker 01 –
Prof. Shakuntlamma, Professor and Field
Director, Central Hindi Institution, Agra.
Speaker 02 – Prof. Manju Bhattacharya, Ex.
Bank Servicewoman, Indian Bank Hyderabad.
Lecture series (iii) Muktibodh Century memorial
Ceremony/Function – Date 06-07 Jan. 2017.
Main Speaker - Prof. Sadanand Sahi, Hindi
Department, Kashi Hindu Vishwavidhyalaya,
Varanashi. Jubilee Premchand 31 July 2016.
Chief Guest - Prof. T.V. Kattimani, Hon’ble Vice
Chancellor, Indira Gandhi National Tribal
University, (M.P.). Chairperson - Prof. Krishna

Singh, Dean, Humanities and Philology, Indira
Gandhi National Tribal University, (M.P.)
The Department of Hindi was established in
September
2008.
The
Department
in
collaboration with the Hindi Cell regularly
organizes Hindi Week, Workshops and Seminars
for the promotion of Hindi language and
literature. With highly qualified and experienced
faculty members, the faculty members handle
classes for compulsory and elective subjects
within the Department and other Departments.
One of the contributions of the Department is the
collection and composition of three tribal
dictionaries.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Prof. Tirtheshwar Singh

M.A., PhD

Professor

Samkalin Kavita Bhasa
Vigyaan

Prof. Khemsingh
Daheriya

M.A., PhD

Professor

Katha Shahitya

Prof. Renu Singh

M.A., PhD

Professor and Head

Adhunik Hindi
Kavita

M.A., PhD

Assistant Professor

History of Literature

M.A., PhD
M.A., PhD
M.A., PhD

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Hindi Story
Dalit and Katha Shahitya

Dr. Ashutosh Kumar
Singh
Dr. Jitendra Kumar Singh
Dr. Pravin Kumar
Dr. Virendra Pratap

FACULTY OF SCIENCE

Prof. Naveen Kumar Sharma is the Dean of Faculty
The Faculty of Science was established in 2008
with five Departments namely Department of
Botany,
Bio-technology,
Chemistry,
Environmental Science and Department of
Zoology. All five departments have been offering
B.Sc Hons. Programme since the beginning, M.
Sc from 2013-14 and PhD from 2014-15. The
Faculty has recently been expanded
with
addition of three new departments namely
Department of Mathematics, Dept. of Statistics
and Department of Physics. The Faculty of
Science is the crown of the University for the
remarkable
research
publications
and

international exposures of the faculty members.
The University offers one lakh cash prize and
citation to one of its faculty members for
outstanding research work. Almost all faculty
members are running major research projects
funded by various national and international
laboratories. The Faculty houses total of 52
advanced scientific laboratories for UG, PG as
well as for faculty members to make
experimentation and conduct practical classes.
Each Departments take lead in organizing
seminars and workshops on the contemporary
themes.
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DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

Prof. Naveen Kumar Sharma is the Head of the Department
The Department of Botany came into
existence in 2009. From its humble beginning,
the Department moved to the New Academic
Block in August 2011. The Department offers a
three-year Honors UG a two-year M.Sc.
programme and PhD Programme. The courses are
designed to provide basic knowledge about the
plant diversity (bacteria to angiosperm), cell
biology, genetics, plant physiology, plant ecology,
as well as advance courses in instrumentation

skills, plant tissue culture techniques, and
molecular biology. To cater
the need of
predominantly tribal population residing around
the University as well as to realize the very
objectives of the University, the curricula
specifically includes subjects on the safeguarding
plant related traditional knowledge, and
development of entrepreneurship skills amongst
tribes.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Prof. Awadhesh K
Shukla
Prof. Naveen Kumar
Sharma

Designation

Specialization

M.Sc., PhD

Professor

Microbiology & Plant Microbes
Interaction

M.Sc., PhD

Professor and Head

Cyanobacteriology; Rural Ecology

Dr. T. Srinivasan

M.Sc., PhD

Associate Professor

Dr. Ravindra Shukla

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Dr. Anirudh Kumar

M. Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Dr. Shubha Narayan
Das

M. Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Dr. Nayan Sahu

M. Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Plant stress biology and Bioactive
principles
Aromatic & Medicinal Plants
Plant biotechnology, Plant
Pathology, Plant-Microbes
interaction
Enzymology for biomass
utilization, Plant-microbe
interactions
Plant Community Dynamics,
Vegetation Structure &
Composition, Forest Understory
Ecophysiology, Forest
Microclimate, Ecosystem Fluxes in
Tropical & Alpine Ecosystems.

DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

Prof. Bhuminath Tripathi is the Head of the Department
The Department of Biotechnology came
into existence. From its initial temporary set up
it moved to the newly established campus of the
University in 2011. The Department offers a
three-year Honours programme (B.Sc.), M.Sc.
and PhD Programme.
The Department of Biotechnology is aimed to
carrying out research on cutting edge areas of
Biotechnology. Currently research is focused on
mainly four thrust areas of Biotechnology, Plant
Biotechnology, Medical Biotechnology, Nano

Biotechnology and Industrial Biotechnology.
The department is also concerned with the
translation of tribal/rural/regional knowledge to
provide Biotechnological solution for a
sustainable global society. The Department is
well equipped with basic facilities like, Gelelectrophoresis, Western blotting system, PCR
machine, Gel-documentation system, UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer,
etc.
Advanced
instrumentation facilities are also being
procured. Highly qualified faculty members are
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the main strength of the Department. The
faculty members of the department are well
trained and qualified in various areas of
Biotechnology and having vast research
experiences in different laboratories of India and
abroad like Japan, Germany, UK, France, South
Korea. The Department encourages its students
and faculty members to be involved in several

outreach societal Programme for the betterment
of the society and mankind based on innovative
and experimental teaching and training. The
Department is aimed at generating highly
talented and competent manpower capable of
becoming self-entrepreneur or acquire any
suitable job anywhere in the world.

Faculty
Name

Qualificatio
n

Designation

Specialization

Prof. Bhumi Nath
Tripathi
Dr. Ravindra Pratap
Singh
Dr. Prashant Kumar
Singh

M.Sc. PhD

Professor and Head

Plant Biotechnology

M.Sc. PhD

Assistant Professor

M.Sc. PhD

Assistant Professor

Biochemistry, Biosensors and
Nano-biotechnology
Parasitology and Molecular
Biology

Dr. Parikipandla Sridevi

M.Sc. PhD

Assistant Professor

Molecular Endocrinology

Dr. K Raja Rajesh
Kumar

M.Sc. PhD,
JRF

Assistant Professor

Plant Molecular Biology and
Plant Biotechnology, Plant
Stress Biology and the Mediator
Complex.

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

Dr. Tanmay Kumar Ghorai is the Head of the Department
The establishment of Department of
Chemistry may be traced back to the approval of
the UGC, New Delhi with the recommendation
of 11th Five-Year Plan Expert Committee in
academic years 2009-2010. Department of
Chemistry is one of the most important divisions
in faculty of science. It is a five-year old
Department in the 7-year old University with a
clear mandate to make the students employable
with hands-on knowledge. The Department of
Chemistry currently comprises of seven
permanent faculty members with specializations
in different branches of Chemistry such as
Inorganic, Organic, Physical and Materials
Chemistry. The Department of Chemistry has
been offering B.Sc. Honors since 2009-10 and
started offering M.Sc. Programme from 2015-

2016. Department is offering PhD programme
from the academic year 2016. The primary
objective is to equip students with the latest
knowledge and skills in the field of Students
qualifying national level admission and
competitive examinations. Especially, students
who opt chemistry as B. Sc. Honors they are
skilled with advanced education and trained by
application oriented basic lab experiments in the
V and VI semesters. The Department is
maintaining laboratories with equipment for the
faculty, scholars and students to learn and
experiment various areas of study. Ten students
have qualified Joint Admission Test [JAM] for
pursuing M. Sc Programme in different
prestigious IIT, NIT and Central Universities.
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Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Dr. Tanmay Kumar
Ghorai

M.Sc., PhD

Associate
Professor and
Head

Dr. Subrata Jana

M.Sc., Ph D

Associate
Professor

Dr.Khemchand
Dewangan

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant
Professor

Dr. Adhish K. Jaiswal

M.Sc., PhD

Dr. Biswajit Maji

M.Sc., PhD

Dr. Sadhu Charan
Mallick

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant
Professor

Dr. Ajay Shankar

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant
Professor

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Specialization
Inorganic Chemistry (Nano
Science, Catalysis, Single Molecule
Magnet)
Organic Chemistry (Molecular
Recognition, Supra molecular
Chemistry)
Physical Chemistry (Nano
Structure Transition Metal Oxides
and Nitrides)
Inorganic Chemistry (Dielectrics
Magnetism and Solar Cell)
Synthetic Organic Chemistry
(Asymetric Synthesis & Catalysis)
Physical Chemistry (Metal NPs,
Polly. Composites and Bio-Appl.)
Inorganic Chemistry
(Nanomagnetism)

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Dr. Tarun Thakur is the Head of the Department
The Department of Environmental
Science was established in 2009 to cater to the
diverse needs of the region, known for its rich
biodiversity and tribal culture. The course being
offered and the syllabus are very relevant to the
tribal way of life in the natural settings. The
faculty members take issues of pollution, mining
and environmental disasters as areas of research.

Currently, the Department is offering B.Sc (Hons)
with M.Sc and PhD Programme. Remarkably, the
faculty members have taken up the work of Solid
Waste Management and Water Purification Plant
on the campus along with tree plantation on the
campus from the beginning. In addition, the
Department has organized a workshop for the
local people to find career in Mushroom culture.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

M.Sc., PhD

Associate
Professor and
Head

Remote Sensing & GIS, Forest
Ecosystem

Mr. Shivaji
Chaudhry

M.Sc.

Assistant Professor

Rural Ecosystems, Biodiversity

Dr. Sandeep
Kaushik

M.Sc., NET,
Ph.D.

Assistant Professor

Plant-Insect Interactions, Microbial
ecology of arthropods

Dr. Manoj Kumar
Rai

M.Sc.(Botany),
JRF, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor

Dr. Pallavi Das

M.Sc., NET,
Ph.D.

Assistant Professor

Dr. Tarun Kumar
Thakur
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Environmental Biotechnology, Tree
Biotechnology, In vitro
conservation, Plant tissue culture
Environmental chemistry, soil and
water pollution, sedimentgeochemistry

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Prof. Kishor S. Adhav is the Head of the Department
The Department of Mathematics was established in
2016 with M.Sc Programme. The Department
offers M.Sc. Programmes. Department actively
involves in teaching and research relating to

Mathematics and Statistics. The Department seeks
to contribute to the advancement of scientific
knowledge in the Mathematical Sciences through
foundational and applied research activities.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

M.Phil, PhD,

Professor and Head

Theories of Gravitation

M.Sc. IT,

(I/c)

and Cosmology

M.Sc., B.Ed,
Prof. Kishor S Adhav

D.Sc.
Approximation Theory,
Dr. V. N. Mishra

M.Sc., PhD,

Associate Professor

Operator Theory, Fixed
Point Theory,
Fractional Calculas

Dr. Deena Sunil

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Fluid Mechanics
Artificial Intelligence,

Dr. Raghav Prasad Parouha

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Evolutionary
Optimization Techniques

Dr. Suman Kumar

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Control Theory, Delay
Diff Equations.
Computational Fluid

Mr. Manish Khandelwal

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Dynamics,
Hydrodynamics stability
analysis

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Prof. Kishor S. Adhav is the Head of the Department I/C
The Department of Physics began functioning at
the Indira Gandhi national Tribal University,
Amarkantak (MP) during the academic session
2016-17. M.Sc. Programme at the Department is
running with an intake of 20 students in each
session. Currently, the department is expanding

in every academic aspect. PhD programme is
being offered in the following research areasGravitation and cosmology, Thin films and
electronic
devices,
Luminescnt
and
nanomaterials.

Faculty
Name
Prof. Kishor S
Adhav

Qualification
M.Sc., B.Ed, M.Phil,
PhD, M.Sc. IT,
D.Sc.

Designation

Specialization

Professor and

Theories of Gravitation

Head (I/c)

and Cosmology
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Mr. Rajesh Kumar

Assistant Professor

M.Sc., M.Phil, SLET

Communication
Electronics, Laser & Solid
State Physics
Solid State Physics,

Dr. Ishwar Prasad

M. Sc., M.Phil., PhD

Sahu

Assistant Professor

Material Science,
Electronics

M.Sc., NET, GATE,

Dr. Suman Ghosh

Assistant Professor

PhD

Dr. Arvind Kumar

M.Sc., NET, PhD

Assistant Professor

Gravitation and
Cosmology
Thin films and electronic
devices

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY

Dr. Poonam Sharma is the Head of the Department
The Department of Zoology was established in
2009. It is one of the premier departments in
Faculty of Science.
The Department has
expertise in various fields of Life Sciences like
Biochemistry, Molecular biology, Neurobiology,
Molecular
Endocrinology,
Genetics
and
Toxicology. Hence, it provides classical as well
as up-to-date and advanced subject knowledge
to the students. It offers B. Sc. (Hons.), M. Sc.
and PhD Programme The Department has well
equipped laboratories. The faculty members are
also engaged in advanced programme in the field
of neurobiology, ethenomedicine, disease
biology, hormonal control of reproduction and

Toxicology. Faculty members have published
books and papers in high quality research
journals. These not only have added knowledge
but also created ambience environment and
stimulate creative research which is made
possible through a number of individual
research projects. The Department in
collaboration with other departments of the
Faculty of science keeps itself alive with regular
academic
activities
like seminars
and
conference. We are working as a team and
expecting to take Department to a greater height
in near future.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Dr. Poonam Sharma

M.Sc., M.Phil., PhD

Associate
Professor and
Head

Dr. Padmasana Singh

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Endocrinology

Dr.Vijay Paramanik

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Neurobiology,
Biochemistry and Mol- Bio

Dr. Desh Deepak
Chaudhary

JRF, PhD

Assistant Professor

Entomology
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Molecular reproductive
Toxicology

DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS

Prof. Kishor S. Adhav is the Head of the Department I/C
Department of Statistics was established in the
academic year 2016-17 to inculcate knowledge in
the field of Statistics and its related disciplines.
The Department is running M.Sc. and PhD
Programs that facilitate rich learning experiences
for the learners. The department aims to train
students in the development and applications of
Statistical techniques for analyzing data from the
scientific investigation of problems in various
disciplines. It also provides first hand practical

experience in handling modern statistical
software package in the analysis of such data.
There is a good collection of books in the library
with latest titles in various areas of Statistics. The
computer laboratory with latest computing
systems and related equipment have been setup
for the use of students, research scholars and
teachers. The experienced faculty members are
actively involved in imparting the knowledge to
the students and other extensions activities.

Faculty
Name

Qualification
M.Sc.; B.Ed.;

Prof. Kishor S Adhav

M.Phil; PhD,;

Designation
Professor and Head
(I/c)

M.Sc IT; D.Sc.
M. Sc.,

Mr. Sanjeev Bakshi

(Statistics), NET

M.Sc., PhD

Dr. Jyoti Thanvi

(Statistics)

Dr. Saebugari Balaswamy

M.Sc., PhD
(Statatistics)

Specialization
Theories of
Gravitation,
Cosmology
Applied Statistics and

Assistant Professor

Data Analysis,
Population Studies
Biostatistics, Actuarial

Assistant Professor

Statistics, Applied
Statistics
Biostatistics,

Assistant Professor

Classification and
Statistical Computing

FACULTY OF EARTH SCIENCES

Prof. Bhuminath Tripathi is the Dean of the Faculty
The Faculty of Earth Sciences came into existence
in 2016 along with two departments, Department
of Geology and Department of Geography. The
faculty of Earth Sciences at IGNTU is proposed
with a view to examine the Archean to recent
history and interactions of these systems in order
to predict future events and state with greater
accuracy. We look forward to foster critical
sustainability challenges, including energy, fresh
water, food, climate change, natural hazards such
as earthquakes and volcanoes and understanding
the changing early Earth with different aspects.
The faculty working as encompass elements of

geology,
geochemistry,
remote
sensing,
atmospheric science, micropaleontology and
oceanography. With a faculty this broad and
deep, we plan to apply fundamental scientific
principles across traditional borders, leading to
rich
interdisciplinary
collaborations
and
programmes of study. The departments carry-out
research towards the development of new
concepts and models concerning crustal evolution
of all the physiographic division of India through
core
subject
knowledge
an
integrated
interdisciplinary approach.
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DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

Dr. Meraj Alam is the Head of the Department I/C
The Department of Geology offers
Postgraduate M.Sc. Programme with intake of
20 from the academic year 2017-18. The major
research areas of research in earth sciences along
with other areas include Precambrian
Rocks, Climate changes, Disaster Management
and hydrosphere. The department has started

research in
geochemistry,
Mineralogy,
hydrology,
petrology,
sedimentology,
stratigraphy. The faculty members have taken
Memberships in several geological organisations
like mineralogical society of UK, Palaeontology
and Paleoclimatology.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Dr. Meraj Alam

Dr. Dipanjan
Bhattyacharjee

Specialization

Assistant Professor
and Head I/C

Igneous Petrology and Hard Rocks
Geochemistry

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Micropaleontology,
Paleoceanography,
Paleoclimatology and Oceanic
Biostratigraphy

M.Sc., PhD

Assistant Professor

Structural Geology & Neotectonics

M.Sc., PhD

Dr. Vikram Pratap
Singh

Designation

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

Dr. Janki Prasad is the I/C Head of the Department
The Department of Geography was
established in 2008 with an objective to impart
professional education and training to the UG,
PG and PhD students. The Department is in the
process of setting up a Geographical Information
System and Remote Sensing laboratory. Highly
qualified and experienced faculty members have

added much to the quality in teaching and
research activities. With course contents
designed with inputs from core and emerging
subjects, the Department is working with
commitment to attract students to pursue career
in GIS and other related areas.

Faculty
Name
Dr. Janki Prasad

Qualification
M.A., PhD

Designation

Specialization

Assistant Professor
and Head I/C

Urban Population Geography

Dr. Chandramauli

M.A., PhD

Assistant Professor

Resource Conservation,
Planning Management and
Rural Development

Dr. Richa Chaturvedi

M.A., PhD

Assistant Professor

Remote Sensing & GIS

Dr. Rambooshan
Tiwari

M.A., PhD

Assistant Professor

Population Studies and Urban
Studies
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FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Prof. Alok Shrotriya is the Dean of the Faculty
The Faculty of Social Sciences is the
largest faculty with six departments at the main
campus and three departments at the Regional
Campus at Imphal in Manipur. This Faculty was
established in 2008 with five departments and
three more departments were added to the
faculty in 2010 with the establishment of
Regional Campus. All the Programme are offered
under the umbrella of the Faculty are
fundamental subjects in the domain of Social
Science. The Faculty has been very much visible
in the University with its wide range of academic
activities starting from Seminar and Workshop to
the interdisciplinary project work and field study.
The Faculty houses the Department of Ancient
Indian History, Culture and Archaeology,
Department of History, Department of
Economics, Department of Social Work,
Department
of
Sociology
and
Social
Anthropology, Department of Political Science &
Human Rights.
The Faculty constitutes a
significant percentage of total students of the
University.

The Faculty of Social Sciences is offering Hons
[UG], PG and PhD Programme in all the
Departments. According to the objective of the
University much emphasis is given to tribal
history, culture, art, architecture, tradition,
customs, thoughts, economic activities, beliefs,
technologies and resources in the course
content. Eminent scholars with vast experience
are invited from time to time to cater to the
needs of the students. Research is also an
integral and significant component of the
academic activity at the Faculty level and the
contribution of some of the teachers has been
recognized at the national and international
levels. Seminars, Conferences, work-shops and
special lectures are organized on regular basis.
Field Trainings are integral part of the syllabus
of Geography, AIHC
& Archaeology.
Department
of
Sociology
and
Social
Anthropology, Department of AIHC and
Archaeology have its laboratory for practical
work and hands-on training.

DEPARTMENT OF ANCIENT INDIAN HISTORY, CULTURE AND ARCHAEOLOGY

Prof. Alok Shrotriya is the Head of the Department
The Department of Ancient Indian History,
Culture and Archaeology under the Faculty of
Social Sciences were among the one of the first
departments established in the newly formed
university in 2008. The Department is offering
B.A. (Hons.) Programme since its inception.
M.A. programme was started in 2011-12 and
PhD Programme was started from the session
2014-15. According to the objective of the
University much emphasis is put on tribal
history, culture, art, architecture, tradition,
customs,
economic
activities,
beliefs,
technologies and resources in the course
content. Continuity, relevance and significance
of tribal institutions are being taught in
historical context.
History of ancient Indian tribes and
physical features of aboriginals are also included
both in Honours and Post Graduate programme.
While teaching inscriptions and coins of ancient
India, stress is put on the references of tribal

groups and communities. The role of some tribal
powers in ancient Indian political history is
integrated with the study of dynastic history.
Field Work and Practical is an
indispensable part of the Post Graduate syllabus.
Field training is imparted to the students during
their studies. Students perform their field work
among living communities for the analysis of
unearthed artefacts and material remains.
The Department conducts archaeological
excavations and explorations in collaboration
with State Government after due approval of
Archaeological Survey of India, Govt. of India.
The Department of Ancient Indian History,
Culture and Archaeology (AIHC & A), has been
imparting teaching and research activities with
primary focus on tribal history, art, culture,
tradition and architecture. Currently, the
Department offers BA (Hons.), MA and PhD
Programme with relevant theoretical components,
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extensive field works and practical exposures to
understand ancient culture and architecture
through ethno-archaeological studies. All faculty
members have bright academic track records in

the field of archaeology as it is evidenced from
their extensive field work and excavations
activities.

Faculty
Name
Prof. Alok Shrotriya

Dr. Jinendra Kumar Jain

Dr. Manoj Kumar

Designation

M.A., PhD, PDF
(China)

Professor and
Head
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

M.A., PhD

Dr. Mohan Lal Chadhar

Dr. Janardhan B

Qualification

M.A. (AIH), M.A.
(His.), NET, Ph.D.
M.A, Ph.D
M.A., Ph. D., NET,
P.G. Diploma in
Archaeology

Assistant
Professor

Specialization
Field Archaeology, Buddhist
Architecture, Historiography.
Field Archaeology, Pre and
Proto History of India
Ancient Indian Culture, Art &
Architecture
Prehistoric Stone Tools
Technology
Archaeology, Ethnoarchaeology, Heritage
Management

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

Prof. Niti Jain, Head of the Department
The Department of Economics, one of
the major constituents of the Faculty of Social
Sciences, offers B.A. (Hons.), M.A. and Ph. D
Programme. The Department came into
existence in 2008 with BA (Hons.) in the
beginning. The academic Programme mainly
focus on perfect blending of theory and practical

aspects of Economics. The thrust areas of courses
include Tribal Economics, Developmental
Economics, Forest Economics and Agricultural
Economics. The Department has conducted a
National Level Seminar and acts as the host for
Pre and Post Budget discussion in the
University.

Faculty
Name
Prof. Pradeep

Qualification

Designation

M.A., PhD

Professor

Specialization
Poverty

Bhargava
Professor and
Head
Assistant
Professor

Prof. Niti Jain

M.A., PhD

Dr. Bimlesh K
Singh

M.A., PhD

Dr. Rajkumar
Nagwanshee

M.A., PhD

Assistant
Professor

Dr. Vinod Sen

M.A., PhD

Assistant
Professor

Dr. Anand
Sugandha

M.A., Ph.D,
JRF

Assistant
Professor
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Micro Economics, Forest Economics,
Labour Economics, Tribal Economics
Quantitative Methods, Econometrics
Micro Economics, Agriculture
Economics, Industrial Economics,
Public Economic and Demography.
Labour Economics in formal Sector,
Environmental Economics,
Developmental Economics, Macro
Economics and Research
Methodology
Migration, Growth & Development
Economics, Macroeconomics and
Economics of Castes.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
Prof. Byomakesh. Tripathy is the Head of the Department
The Department of History, existing from the
commencement of the first academic session way
back in 2008, has been offering BA (Hons), MA
and PhD degrees. With judiciously designed
course curriculums, the Department intends to

offer a broad overview of world history
narrowing down on the history of India with
special emphasis on socio-economic and cultural
history of tribes of India. All four faculty
members have bright academic track records.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Prof. Byomakesh.
Tripathy
Prof. Rakesh
Singh
Dr. Devendra K.
Singh
Dr. Hareet Kumar
Meena
Dr. R. K. Bijeta
Dr. Amit Kumar
Ravi

Designation

Specialization

M.A., PhD

Professor and
Head

History of North–East India, Ancient
Indian History, Culture & Archaeology

M.A., PhD

Professor

Medieval & Modern Indian History

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Indian Archaeology & Ancient
Indian Numismatics
Modern Indian History
(Colonial Economy)

Assistant
Professor

Medieval History (Political & Economic
History of 17th and 18th Century)

M.A., PhD
M.A., PhD
MA, M.Phil,
PhD, NET
M.A.,
M.Phil., PhD,
JRF

Tribal History& Subaltern Studies

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Prof. Narottam Gaan is the Head of the Department
The Department of Political Science &
Human Rights was established in 2008 with
Under Graduate (Honors) programme. With the
joining of new faculty members in 2012, PostGraduate programme namely MA in Political
Science & Human Rights with both compulsory
and optional papers of high significance started in
the Department in 2013 and PhD Programme
started in 2015.
The Department of Political Science &
Human Rights is actively engaged in teaching as
well as in Research. The Department is
organizing Programme to create awareness
among tribal population regarding democracy,
Human Rights, Panchayat Raj Institutions,
leadership and various schemes so that lacuna
between the mainstream and tribal society
would be filled up. The faculty members are
actively engaged in research activities at
national and international level. Research papers

have been published in reputed journals and
brought out several books on different subjects.
The Department is one of the proactive
departments of the Faculty of Social Sciences
established in 2008 with a mission to impart
political education and develop awareness
among the economically and educationally
marginalized sections of the society. The
Department started its course with BA (Hons.)
in the beginning and introduced MA in 2012-13
and PhD programme in 2014-15. The
Department aims to enhance democratic
participation, pursue productive and thought
provoking academic deliberations, plan tribal
centric development and improve social,
educational and economic conditions of the
marginalised sections. The Department has
conducted a National Level Seminar and Special
Lectures by eminent resource persons.
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OBJECTIVES:
 To impart education and awareness related to
political science and Human Rights
 To
enhance
participatory
democratic
practices through citizen-building.

 To take appropriate measures for promoting
innovation in teaching-learning processes in
interdisciplinary studies and research.
 To pursue productive and thought provoking
academic deliberations and explorations
through interdisciplinary research.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Prof. Narottam Gaan

MA, Ph.D., D.Litt.
Advance
International
Studies (Austria)

Professor &
Head

Prof. Anupam
Sharma

M.A., M. Phil PhD,
D.Litt.

Professor

Dr. Uday Singh
Rajput

M.A., M. Phil PhD

Assistant
Professor

Dr. Chakali
Bramhayya

M.A., M. Phil, PhD

Assistant
Professor

Dr. Anil Kumar

M.A., PhD

Ms. Jytoi Singh

M.A., PhD

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Specialization
International relations, western
Political Thoughts, Indian Govt. and
Politics, Political Theory, Security and
Conflict Studies.
Comparative Police Administration,
Democracy, Globalization, Metropolitan
Administration, Women
Empowerment, South Asian Relations.
Tribal Development and Panchayat Raj
Institution
Human Rights, Federalism &
Secessionist Movements , Soviet / PostSoviet Studies, International Relations,
Foreign Policy of India
Political Theory, Women Studies,
Foreign Policy

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY

Dr. Lalit Kumar Mishra is the Head of the Department (I/c)
The Department of Applied Psychology offers
P. G and PhD Programme under the Faculty of
Social Sciences. The Department has all the basic
facilities such as well-established laboratory
with all necessary questionnaires and
equipment. The Department is also offering free
counselling to those students and employees
who are facing inevitable problems related with

their education, career or personal life. The
Centre is offering music therapy, career
guidance, stress management, personality
development, bio-feedback, adjustment etc.
Presently four faculty members are working in
the Department.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Dr. Lalit Kumar Mishra

M.A., PhD

Assistant Professor
and Head (I/C)

Dr. Anil Kumar Yadav

M.A., PhD

Assistant Professor

Dr. Bharat Chandra
Sahoo

M.A., PhD

Assistant Professor

Dr. Sneha Singh Munda

M.A.,PhD

Assistant Professor
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Specialization
Organizational
Behaviour
Cognitive
Psychology
Counselling and
Guidance
Health
Psychology

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY & SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Prof. Soubhagya Ranjan Padhi is the Head of the Department
The Department of Sociology & Social
Anthropology came into existence in 2008.
Presently, the Department is offering B.A.
(Hons) and M.A programmes in Sociology and
Social Anthropology. Semester pattern syllabus
has been introduced since 2010-11. Focusing on
the aims and objectives of the University, the
syllabus is designed where different aspects of
tribal life and culture, problem and issues and
research methodology are given importance.
The Department has specialization in Tribal
Development, Rural & Urban Sociology,
Industrial
Sociology,
Gender
Studies,
Sociological & Social Anthropological Theories,
and Tribal Society: Ethno-Science & Traditional
Technology, Natural Resource Management, and
Medical Anthropology.
The Department has
taken initiatives to form student - teacher /
mentor group in order to deal with the students’
problems more humanely and in more
conducive environment.
PhD programme was introduced in 2014.
Besides having a rich ethnographic museum, the
Department has an Anthropology laboratory,

having different scientific equipments i.e, M.A.
in Linguistics, Serology and Anthropometric
measurements. The Department has been
organizing seminars, workshops, Guest lectures,
fieldwork and study tour and other student
welfare activities from time to time. The faculty
members of the department are actively engaged
in major research projects as Project Director
and Co project directors having national funding
agencies, with importance of research in tribal
related issues. The Department houses a Physical
Anthropological
Laboratory
and
an
Ethnographic Museum with a good number of
collections of objects. With the perfect mix of
theory and practical in the curriculum, the
Department seeks to promote teaching, research
and extension activities and give opportunities
to the students for critical thinking and logical
ability to face challenges in professional and
personal life. The Department has organized
seminar and workshop and faculty members of
the Department are carrying out research
projects from the UGC and ICSSR.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Prof. Ranju Hasini
Shaoo

M.A., M. Phil,
PhD

Professor

Prof. Soubhagya
Ranjan Padhi

MA , M.Phil.,
Ph.D.

Professor and
Head

Dr. Jayant Kumar
Behera

M.A., M. Phil,
PhD

Assistant
Professor

Change & Development, Tribal Issues

M.A., M. Phil,
PhD

Assistant
Professor

Tribal Studies, Natural Resource
Management, Social Anthropology,
Ethno - Science & Traditional
Knowledge System, Ecological
Anthropology

M.A, M. Phil,
PhD

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Dr. D. V. Prasad

Dr. Naresh K.
Sonkar
Dr. Charles
Varghese

M.A., PhD
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Specialization
Inter-Ethnic Relations , Tribal
Development, Displacement and
Rehabilitation
Tribal Studies, Sociological Theory,
Sustainable Development, Social
Exclusion, Rural Livelihood.

Gender Studies, Social Anthropology
Tribal Studies, Rural society, Tribal
Studies, Sociology of Education

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK

Prof. Alok Shrotriya is the Head of the Department I/C
The Department of Social Work offers two

domains of social science, development,

years post graduate programme in Masters in

empowerment, human rights and social

Social Work. The course aims to develop a

justice along with understanding of social

cadre of committed social work academicians

work values and ethics. The Department of

and practitioners to address various academic

Social

and development needs of the society. The

professionals to meet the increasing social

curriculum

needs of the hour.

consists

of

social

theories,

Work,

aims

to

create

qualified

The course helps the

concepts, research and social work practicum

students to develop their knowledge, skills,

components. It provide basic understanding

perspectives and values appropriate to the

of society, social problems, human behaviour,

practice of professional social work.

Faculty
Name
Prof. Alok
Shrotriya
Dr. Ramesh B
Ms. Krishnamani
Bhagabati
Mr. Vikram
Meena
Dr. Nagalingam

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

M.A. PhD,
PDF (China)
MSW, M.Phil., NET,
PhD

Professor and
Head I/C

MSW, M.Phil, JRF

Assistant Professor

MSW, JRF

Assistant Professor

Tribal Education, Culture

MSW, NET, Ph.D

Assistant Professor

Community Development

Assistant Professor

Field Archaeology, Buddhist
Architecture, Historiography.
Tribal Education, Culture
Religion, Development
Tribal Development, women
empowerment, counselling

FACULTY OF TRIBAL STUDIES

Prof. Prasanna K Samal is the Dean of the Faculty
The Faculty of Tribal Studies came into existence
in the year 2015. Under the faculty of Tribal
Studies at present two Departments –

(i) Department of Tribal Studies
(ii) Department of Linguistics and Contrastive
Study of Tribal Languages- are functioning.

The Academic objectives of the Faculty are as follows:
 To become a premier centre for tribal
education, training, research, consultancy
and extension activities, applied Linguistics,
tribal languages, tribal Languages analysis
and Contrastive and Comparative Study of
tribal societies.

and
international
universities
and
organizations, especially for undertaking
socio-cultural and linguistic studies and
research on tribal communities;
 To organizing workshop in tribal painting,
crafts and other artefacts in the campus
and encourage the tribal societies to take
part in the event;
 To established an Ethnographic museum
in the campus containing of Material
culture of Tribal people.

 To disseminate advance knowledge by
providing instructional and research
facilities in tribal art, tradition, culture,
language, customs related to the tribal
communities; To collaborate with national
Page 69

DEPARTMENT OF TRIBAL STUDIES

Prof. Prasanna K Samal is the Head of the Department
Tribal Studies is the main thrust area of the
University. The Courses and research focus on
tribal population in India and their culture
specific study. The Department of Tribal Studies
came into existence in 2015 under the Faculty of
Tribal Studies. The Department is running four
programmes B.A. (Hons) in Tribal Studies, M.A.
in Tribal Studies, PhD in Tribal Studies and PG
Diploma in Museology & Conservation. The

Department has faculty members with different
areas of specialization as- Tribal Art, Museology,
Anthropology, Tribal Philosophy and Tribal
Education etc. All these areas of study give
special emphasis on Socio- cultural, economic,
political,
demographic,
ecological
and
environmental problems in tribal societies.

The Academic objectives of the Department are as follows:
 To conduct inter-disciplinary teaching
 To
collaborate
with
national
and
Programme at graduate and post-graduate
international universities and organizations to
levels;
promote and encourage tribal studies.
 To conduct advanced research on different
 To conduct field works and collects data
aspects of socio-cultural, economic and
related to tribal languages which are under
ecological characteristics of the tribal
threat of vanishing i.e. endangered languages,
societies of India;
linguistic benefits and globalization.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Prof. Prasanna K Samal

PhD

Dr. Gauri Shankar
Mahapatra

M. A. (History)
M.A. PhD
(Museology)

Assistant
Professor

Dr. Rakesh Soni

M. A. PhD
(Philosophy)

Assistant
Professor

Mr. Amit Soni

Dr. Narsingh Kumar

Professor &
Head

M. A. (Museology)
M.A.
(Anthropology)
M.A. (AIHC)
M.A. (Museology),
PhD

Assistant
Professor

Specialization
Anthropology
Museum studies, Art
& Craft
Philosophy of
Language, Social
Philosophy
Anthropology&
Tribal Development,
Museology

Assistant
Professor

Museum Studies

Dr. Kasi Eswarappa

MA , M.Phil, and
Ph.D
(Anthropology)

Assistant Professor

Tribal Studies

Dr. Kumkum Kasturi

MA, Ph.D

Assistant Professor

Tribal Studies
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DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS AND CONTRASTIVE
STUDY OF TRIBAL LANGUAGES

Dr. Pramod Kumar is the Head of the Department I/C
The main thrust of the university is to study the
tribal communities of India and document their
languages, culture, tradition, and knowledge of the
universe etc. The department is committed to offer
linguistic courses to enable students to understand
the contemporary developments in modern
linguistics and make cutting-edge research on
tribal community by undertaking fieldwork. The
Department came into existence in the year 2015
under the Faculty of Tribal Studies. The

Department is presently offering Ph.D., M.A. as
well as two PG Diploma courses. The courses are
also designed to train students to undertake
research on the endangered languages, particularly
tribal languages of India; to document, preserve
and revitalize them. The Department also offers
PG Diploma courses with special emphasis on
applied linguistics in order to make the students
employable.

Academic objectives of the Department










To impart current linguistic knowledge to
students;
The courses and research may be based on 
theoretical, typological and applied linguistics
in order to train the students and research
scholars to document, preserve and revitalize 
the endangered languages, particularly tribal
languages of India.
The departmental research focuses on
fieldwork and primary data for language
documentation
The department promotes interdisciplinary 
research
The department aims to collaborate with
national and international universities and
organization for cutting-edge research.
The Department is committed to prepare
sociolinguistic profiles of tribal languages of

India, atlases and maps of tribal languages of
India
We also concentrate to preserve these
languages (digitalization of corpus, online
portal and access);
In order to revitalize these languages, the
Department will prepare primer, school
textbooks, dictionaries, grammars and other
materials in digital form as well as print form;
software development for technological use of
these languages;
The Department will also involve in creating
awareness among communities about their
languages as well as traditional, cultural and
medicinal knowledge (this also includes work
on folklore, song, narratives, and myths).

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Dr. Pramod
Kumar

M.A., M.Phil.,
PhD

Assistant
Professor
Head (i/c)

Dr. Kothakonda
Suman
Mr. Harjit Singh

M.A., M.Phil.,
PhD
MA, M.Phil.

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Dr. Anusree
Sreenivasan

M. A., Ph.D

Designation
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Specialization
&

Language
Documentation,
Field
Linguistics,
Language
Typology,
Language
Technology,
General
Linguistics (Phonetics, Phonology,
Morphology, Syntax)
Morphology,
Syntax,
Language
Acquisition
Computational Linguistics, Semantics
and Pragmatics
Phonology,
Historical
Linguistics,
Sociolinguistics

FACULTY OF PHARMACY

Prof. N. S. Hari Narayana Moorthy is the Dean of the Faculty
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY

Prof. N. S. Hari Narayana Moorthy is the Head of the Department
The Department of Pharmacy offers B. Pharm and D. Pharm programmes. The Department seeks
to contribute to the advancement of scientific knowledge to Pharmacy through foundational and
applied research. Both B. Pharm and D. Pharm programmes have been approved by Pharmacy Council
of India, New Delhi.

Bachelor of Pharmacy (B. Pharm)
Bachelor of Pharmacy (B. Pharm) is an
undergraduate technical degree programme
which deals with the study of medicines. It is a
combination of art and science of compounding
and dispensing of medicines. It comprises
collection, isolation, evaluation or screening,
formulation, marketing and distribution of drugs.
The duration of this programme is 4 years
(8 Semester) in which in-depth theoretical and
practical knowledge is provided. The basic
eligibility criterion for admission to B. Pharm is
10+2 (12th) with Physics, Chemistry, Biology or
Mathematics. For lateral entry (direct 2nd year) to
B. Pharma the basic eligibility is D. Pharm. This
is one of the popular technical courses opted by
the science students after medical and
engineering courses.
B. Pharm curriculum is divided into 8 semesters
comprises of different courses namely Anatomy
and Physiology, Pharmacognosy, Pharmaceutics,
Pharmacology,
Pharmacetical
Chemistry,
Biotechnology,
Management
etc.
After
completion of this course, students can practice as
Registered Pharmacists. Pharmacist is one of the
vital parts of health care system that ensure safety
and efficacy of the prescribed drugs or medicines
under the supervision of doctors. This requires
them to keep abreast about the developments and
advancement in knowledge & technology related

to manufacture & use of medicines, regulatory
requirements, laws governing pharmacy, etc.
This course provides a large number of job
opportunities in both the public and private
sector. There are ample of opportunities for B.
Pharm graduates in academia, industries, research
laboratories, higher education, start-ups etc. B.
Pharma graduates can be choose any field among
marketing, production, R&D, F&D, regulatory
affairs, scientific writings, pharmacovigilence,
teaching, clinical study etc. Registered pharmacist
can serve as Pharmacist in private and
Government hospitals. Now, IT companies are
also providing jobs for pharmacy graduates in
health IT sector. The students can go for higher
studies in the Pharmacy i.e. MS (Pharm),
M. Pharm and PhD Various premier institute such
as NIPERs, IITs, IISERs, Central research Institute
etc. are giving opportunities to take direct PhD for
meritorious students. This field is one of the
evergreen fields in the medical and health sector,
with the increasing demand of Pharma
professional every year. “However, the students
possessing +
Qualification from non-formal and no-class
rooms based schooling such as National Institute
of Open Schooling, open school systems of States
etc. shall not be eligible for admission to B.Pharm
Course.”

Diploma in Pharmacy (D. Pharm)
Diploma in Pharmacy (D.Pharm) is a
technical diploma programme which deals with
the study of medicines. It is a combination of art
and science of compounding and dispensing of
medicines. The duration of this course is 2 years.
The students who are enthusiastic to take the
admission in this course is 10+2 (12th) with
Physics, Chemistry, Biology or Mathematics
(PCB/M).

The curriculum of diploma in pharmacy
comprises of different subjects namely Anatomy
and Physiology, Pharmacognosy, Pharmaceutics,
Pharmacology,
Pharmaceutical
Chemistry,
Business
management,
Pharmaceutical
Jurisprudence etc. After completion of this
course student can Registered as Pharmacists.
Pharmacist is one of the vital parts of health care
system who ensure safety and efficacy while
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dispensing the medicines and maintain records
thereof. This needs technical knowledge as well
expertise in the field.
This course provides a large no. of job
opportunities in both the public and private
sector. Registered pharmacist can work as
Pharmacist in both private and Government

hospitals. The students can go for higher studies
in the Pharmacy i.e. B. Pharm, MS (Pharm), M.
Pharm and Ph.D. in various premier institutes
such as NIPERs, IITs, IISERs, etc. This field is one
of the evergreen fields in the medical sector, with
the increasing demand of D.Pharm professional
every year.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Prof. N. S. Hari
Narayana Moorthy
Dr. Sabyasachi Maiti
Miss. Sunita Minz

Designation

Specialization

M. Pharm PhD,
PDF (Portugal)

Professor and
Head

Medicinal & Pharma. Chemistry

M.Pharm., PhD

Associate Professor

Pharmaceutics

M. Pharm.

Assistant Professor

Pharmaceutical Biotechnology

Dr. K. Srinivasa Rao

M.Pharm., PhD.,
D.Sc

Assistant Professor

Dr. Kunj B. Sulakhiya

M.Pharm., PhD

Assistant Professor

Pharmacology

Dr. C. Karthikeyan

M.Pharm., PhD

Assistant Professor

Medicinal & Pharma Chemistry

Dr. Rishi Paliwal

M.Pharm., PhD

Assistant Professor

Pharmaceutics

Pharmacognosy

FACULTY OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND SKILLS TRAINING

Prof. Awadhesh K. Shukla is the Dean of the Faculty
DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND SKILL TRAINING

Prof. Awadhesh K. Shukla is the Head of the Department
The Department was started in 2015 to fulfil
the basic needs of vocational education and
skill training for the students. In order to
make education relevant and to create
‘industry fit’ skilled workforce and also
looking into new developments, consider the
candidates passing out of B. Voc. Degree
programme as per eligibility requirements
University Grants Commission (UGC) has
notified in official gazette of India dated 19 th
January, 2013 be recognized at par with other
Bachelor level degree for competitive level

exams conducted by Union/ state level public
service commission etc., Where the eligibility
criteria is Bachelor degree in any discipline.
Students with B. Voc. Degree are to be
considered eligible for the trans-disciplinary
vertical mobility into such courses. There are
two courses offered by the department
namely, (i) Software development (ii)
Theatre, stagecraft, film production and
media technology. The course intake is 50 for
each programme.

Faculty
Name
Prof. Awadhesh K
Shukla

Qualification
M.Sc., PhD

Designation
Professor and Head
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Specialization
Microbiology & Plant
Microbes Interaction

FACULTY OF YOGA

Prof. N. S. Hari Narayana Moorthy is the Dean of Faculty
Yoga is a physical, mental, and spiritual
practice or discipline which originated in
ancient India and is followed all over the
world. Many studies have tried to determine
the effectiveness of yoga as a complementary
intervention for cancer, schizophrenia,
asthma, and heart disease. The University has
set up Faculty of Yoga with the objective to
provide wellness to the people and to
develop
qualified
yoga
practitioner,

academician, researcher and instructor to the
society through academic programmes. The
faculty also intends to start a Basic Yoga
Training Programme (BYTP) for general
public to promote health benefits of Yoga.
Carrier oriented programme will be
conducted in different study/training center
in the tribal regions to promote
employability of public.

DEPARTMENT OF YOGA

Dr. Mohan Lal Chadhar is the Head of the Department I/C
The Department of Yoga to provide physical,
mental and spiritual practices to the
employees, students through various Diploma
and degree Programme to achieve the
objective of Education. The Department





conducts Certificate Programme in Yoga; BSc
in Yoga; PG Diploma in Yoga programme
with the following objectives:

To introduce basic wellness principles and practices of Yoga to common people.
To bring awareness of the fundamentals of Yoga for wellness in their daily lives.
To bring peace and harmony in the society at large by introducing the Yogic way of life.
To create teachers to teach Yoga for wellness in the society.

 To introduce Yoga therapy, its principles and practices of Yoga to people with various
lifestyle disorders.
 To make the people aware of the therapeutic and preventive value of Yoga.
 To bring peace and harmony in the society at large by introducing the Yogic way of life.
 To create therapists of high caliber to make the society free from stress and lifestyle related
diseases.
 To introduce basic concepts of preventive health and health promotion through yoga
 To introduce concepts of Human Body to the students so as to making their understanding
clear about the benefit and contraindication of a practice.
 To train teachers on preventive health and promotion of positive health through yoga and
personality development.

Faculty
Name
Prof. N. S. Hari
Narayana Moorthy

Dr. Mohan Lal
Chadhar,

Qualification

Designation

M. Pharm PhD, PDF
(Portugal)

Professor

M.A. PhD

Assistant
Professor & Head
(i/c)
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Specialization
Medicinal and Anatomy
Pharmaceutical
Chemistry
Ancient Indian History,
Indian Culture and
Archaeology

REGIONAL CAMPUS, MANIPUR

About the Regional Campus, Manipur:
Indira Gandhi National Tribal University’s,
Regional Campus Manipur (RCM) was
established in 2009. The permanent campus is
located in the green and picturesque village of
Makhan (Kangpokpi District) which is 25 kms
from Imphal. The construction of the campus is
presently being undertaken in the 301 acres
large area of land allocated by the Government
of Manipur. The campus presently has five
departments viz. Departments of Political

Science, Sociology, Social Work, and Tribal
Studies and Department of Computer Science
offering PG and PhD Programmes. The
Department of physical Education is to be
introduced from the academic session 2018-19.
The Campus is headed by Prof. Ramjeevan Singh
Thakur as the Director, RCM.

How to Reach RCM:
The nearest airport is Tulihal International
Airport, Imphal which is approximately 31 kms
from the campus in Makhan. Imphal airport is
connected by daily direct flights from Delhi,

Kolkata and Guwahati. The journey from airport
to the campus can be completed by road in two
hours and auto services are available at the
airport.

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE & HUMAN RIGHTS

Dr. Ng. Ngalengnam is the Head of the Department
The Department of Political Science was
established in 2009 with M.Phil. Programme. At
present, the Department offers M.A. and PhD
programmes. Diversity of experiences marks the
faculties department with trained faculties from
different Universities such as JNU, Delhi
University and Manipur University etc. Some of
the teaching methods adopted by the faculty

members for different Programme are
presentations, workshops, class test, group
discussions and field work etc. Publications of
books, research papers and conduct of seminars
are some of the attempts of the Department for
creation of new knowledge in the field of Social
Science.

Faculty
Name

Qualificatio
n

Dr. Ng.
Ngalengnam

PhD

Dr. Nameirakpam
Surjitkumar

PhD

Dr. Soihiamlung
Dangmei

PhD

Dr. Homen
Thangjam
Dr. George T.
Haokip

PhD
PhD

Designation

Specialization/Areas of Interest

Head &
Associate
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Constitution of India, Research
Methodology, Regional Studies, Political
Thought and Philosophy etc.
International Relations, India’s Foreign
Policy
Political Philosophy, Political Theory,
Philosophy & Methods in Social Sciences,
North East Studies, Tribal and Indigenous
Studies & Religious Studies.
Political economy, Post colonial Studies and
Democratization.
Public Administration, Ethnology, Conflict
Studies and Human Rights Studies

Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK

Dr. Hanjabam Shukhdeba Sharma is the Head (i/c) of the Department
The Department of Social Work was introduced
in the year 2010 with a Master’s programme in
Social Work (MSW) at the Regional Campus.
The Department produced the first batch in the
year 2012. The students are placed in more than
40 Organisations for field work across Manipur
including hospital settings who are working on
different issues. Presently, the department
offers, MSW and PhD (Social Work). The
department has secured research
and
seminar/conference funding from Indian

Council of Social Sciences Research, New Delhi,
University Grant Commission, Tribal Research
Institute, Government of Manipur and also from
Non-Governmental Agencies. The department
also has research collaboration with Indian
Statistical Institute, North East Centre. The
alumni of the department are recruited in
different government and non-government
agencies while some of them opted for PhD
programme.

Faculty
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Head (i/c) &

Dr. Hanjabam
Shukhdeba Sharma

PhD

Dr. Grace Laltlinzo

PhD

Assistant Professor

Gender Studies, Child
Welfare, Health and Social
Work

Dr. Kamei Beeju

PhD

Assistant Professor

Community Development

Assistant Professor

Community Development

Mr. Ajeet Kumar
Pankaj

Assistant Professor

M.Phil, PhD
(pursuing)

Community Development

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Dr. Soihiamlung Dangmei is the Head (i/c) of the Department
The Department of Sociology and Social
Anthropology was introduced in the year 2013
with a programme, Master of Arts in Sociology
and Social Anthropology. The students of the

Department are engaged in various fields of
research with special reference to tribal
communities. The Department also organizes
seminars and wokshops.

Faculty
Name

Dr. Soihiamlung
Dangmei

Qualification

PhD

Designation

Specialization

Head (i/c) & Assistant
Professor

Political Philosophy,
Political Theory,
Philosophy & Methods
in Social Sciences, North
East Studies, Tribal and
Indigenous Studies &
Religious Studies.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRIBAL STUDIES
Dr. N. Surjitkumar is the Head (i/c) of the Department
The holistic understanding of tribes, their culture, environmental studies, gender, health, conflict and
history, continuity, development and peace studies, etc. With only a handful of departments concerning the
tribals in India and other parts of the dedicated to the study of Tribal societies, their world is the prime
objective of the Department. The culture, history, continuity, development and other Department was
established in 2013 and started issues across India’s 740 odd Universities, the functioning from 2013. The
Department specializes in the Department of Tribal Studies can be categorised as a Tribal Culture and
Literature, Development Studies, Special Department.

Faculty
Name
Dr. N
Surjitkumar

Qualification

Designation
Head (i/c) &
Assistant
Professor

PhD

Specialization/Areas of Interest
International Relations, India’s Foreign
Policy

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Prof. Ramjeevan Singh Thakur
The Department of Computer Science was
established in July 2017. The Department
started with a 3-year programme in Master of
Computer
Applications
(MCA).
The
Name

Qualification

Department is going to offer Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD)) in Computer Science from
the academic session 2018-19 which is aimed
at producing quality researchers/scholars.
Designation

Prof. Ramjeevan Singh MCA, M.Tech.,
Thakur
PhD
Dr. Sanjoy Das
M.Tech., PhD

Director, IGNTURCM & Head
Associate Professor

Dr. Shrawan Kumar

Assistant Professor

Ms. Maibam Indika
Devi

M.Sc., M.
Tech., PhD
MCA, PhD
(pursuing)

Assistant Professor
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Specialization/Areas of
Interest
Data mining, Bioinformatics,
Natural Language Processing
Vehicular Ad-hoc Network,
Internet of Things
Wireless Sensor Network,
Mobile adhoc Network
Natural Language Processing,
Machine Translation

ACADEMIC COLLABORATIONS
Thirteen MoUs have been signed since the
establishment of University and this will
promote the undertaking of collaborative
research
activities
with
national
and

Sl.

Name of Institute/ University

No.
1

international institutions engaged in advanced
research.

Date of MoUs

Generated
Federal Polytechnic, Oko, Nigeria
University of Agder, Norway (Indian Norwegian Digital-Meta

2

Amounts
( Rs. in Lakh)

University (INDU))

26/11/2012

Nil

14/10/2014

15.18

3

University of Turku, Finland

16/10/2014

Nil

4

Indian Institute of Tourism & Travel Management Gwalior

28.08.2015

Nil

Karlstad University, Karlstad, Sweden (proposed).

01/06/2015

Nil

Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

01/06/2015

Nil

Linkoping University, Sweden

01/06/2015

Nil

03/06/2015

Nil

03/06/2015

Nil

03/06/2015

Nil

5
6
7

Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radio electronics,

8

Minsk, Belarus.

9

The Belarusian State University of Culture and Arts, Belarus.

10
11
12
13

Belarusian State University of Physical Culture, Republic Of Belarus
(proposed). University of Illinois, USA.
NIELIT, Ministry of Information and Communication Technology

09/09/2015

Nil

Indian Institutes of Dalit Studies [IIDS]

16/01/2017

Nil

University of Applied Sciences, Vidzemes Augstskola, Latvia.

07/06/2017

Nil

education in the country through use of various
The MoU with University of Agder, Norway was

educational methodologies and ensure consistent

signed to start a joint PhD programme in

quality assurance in this area. The MoU with

Computer Science. The UGC has sanctioned of

National

Rs.

Information Technology, New Delhi, MoU with

15,18,000/-

under

Indo-Norwegian

Cooperation Programme, 2014 (INCP).

Institute

of

Electronics

and

The

MoU with the University Of Turku, Finland will

Moser Baer Trust, New Delhi and affiliation

promote education and

with Indian Institute of Dalit Studies, New Delhi
will definitely enrich academic activities of the

placement of students. The MoU with the Indian

University.

Institute of Tourism and Travel Management

In addition, the MoUs have been signed for
establishment of industry-academia collaboration
with the National level of institutions are as
follows IGNTU and Edify Externship Service Pvt.Ltd.,
Durg (C.G.) India

(IITTM), Gwalior is another milestone to
strengthen joint work culture for developing
Programme in the area of Tourism and allied
sectors

in

order

to

promote

professional
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 IGNTU and Master Software Group, Nagpur
(M.S.), India
 Community College, IGNTU and Master
Software Group, Nagpur (M.S.) India

 Faculty of Vocational Education & Training
IGNTU and Master Software Group, Nagpur
(M.S.) India.
 Faculty of Vocational Education & Training,
IGNTU and Edify Externship Service Pvt.Ltd.,
Durg (C.G.) India.

CENTRES
CENTRE FOR ENDANGERED LANGUAGES
This is a special centre established at University
by the University Grants Commission to study
endangered languages, tribal languages and other
minority languages spoken in the state of Madhya
Pradesh with a view to record, protect and
promote them. The University is also recognized

as a lead organization for the Centre zone. The
Centre also works on the coastal languages of the
country. The Centre undertakes research besides
documenting the endangered languages. Prof.
Dilip Singh is the Director of the Centre.

CENTRE FOR EXCELLENCE
Ever since the inception of this ambitious
project by the Ministry of Human Resource
Development this Centre at Indira Gandhi
National
Tribal
University
has
been
undertaking many assignments namely
promotion of Indigenous Knowledge, setting up
of teaching learning centres, Tribal Integrated
Studies and Digital Translation Technology. As
the name suggests, this centre has been
undertaking and executing all the assignments
with excellence and wishes to continue this
further.
Under the promotion of Indigenous
Knowledge, the centre has been engaged in the
task of collecting Indigenous Knowledge from
various sources in Amarkantak and nearby
villages through field work and applying it for
the upliftment of tribals. Under the setting up
of teaching learning centres, it has been
Under the assignment of Digital Translation
Technology, it has been undertaking the task of
uploading all the relevant contents gathered
From tribal’s through field work on the website
of Centre for Excellence in both English as well
as Hindi.

engaged in the task of setting up a Teaching
Learning Centre and developing the curriculum
for giving necessary training to school teachers
in order to enhance their performance.
Under the assignment of Tribal Integrated
Studies, it has been undertaking the task of
coming out with comprehensive books focusing
upon the history and promotion of tribes
within India namely The Baigas: Ethno
medicinal Practices since ancient times,
Economic condition of tribes in pre and post
independence era and in present context,
Indian tribal medicine: Ethno medicinal
Practices since ancient times, Marketing
Management of tribes in India, History of
Panika Tribe of India, Historical Culture of
Bastar Tribals. Dr. Vikash Kumar Singh is the
Director of the Centre.

INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE CELL [IQAC]
Prof. Sampada Swain is the Co-ordinator of the Cell [IQAC]
As per the UGC Regulations on minimum
qualifications for appointment of teachers and
other academic staff in the University and
measures for the maintenance of standards in
Higher Education 2010, under Article

No.6‐0‐11, the University has established an
Internal. Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) for
monitoring the quality of education imparted in
the University.
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STUDENTS’ RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
The University with the help of Student Council
organize Student Sports and Cultural Fest once a

year. The students participate in various state
and national level sports and cultural activities.

SPORTS ACTIVITIES
All sports activities in the University are

organizing various sports camps in order to help

conducted

them in participating enthusiastically in the AIU

under

the

supervision

of

the

University Sports Committee headed by the Vice

Sports

and

South

Chancellor, Dean, Students’ Welfare, Registrar,

tournaments.

and Sports I/c who oversee the University sports

organizes intra-school sports fest. As a part of

activities The main function of the University

the fest the University organizes staff sports

Sports Committee is to select the best sportsmen

events.

Every

Zone
year

Inter

University

the

University

to form the University team and train them by
The following are the functions of the University Sports Committee
 To annually organize collegiate competitions
in specified Games and Sports for the
students.
 To organize workshops and seminars on
sports related matters.
Playground
The University conducts inter-departmental
sports and other competitions at regular
intervals.
In the integrated lay-out
plan, 42830 sq.mtrs. area of land between the
Boys’ and Girls’
Hostels is earmarked for the
construction of stadium. At present, Cricket,
Football, Volleyball and Kabaddi tournaments
are conducted at the proposed site.
The students of the University including tribal
students show a great degree of interest in
various sports activities such as Kabaddi,

 To organize Zonal/ National Level Inter
University and other tournaments.
 To organize coaching camps to improve the
standard of sports/ games.
 Arrange sports events for staff members.

Volleyball, Football and Hockey. The University
facilitates students to utilize leisure time in
playing sports of their interests. In order to give
a proper shape to the dream of creating worldclass sports facilities and amenities, a proposal
has been submitted to the UGC for construction
of a stadium and the University has received Rs.
80 lakh to develop the playground as a part
grant.

Swimming Pool
The University has planned to develop a
swimming pool Complex subject to the supply of
water from the nearby Johila Dam after the
successful implementation of water harvesting

mechanism. The Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Govt.
of India has accepted the proposal and agreed in
principle to allocate funds for the construction of
a swimming pool.

Gymnasiums
Three University Fitness Centres/Gymnasiums are located at the Girls’ Hostel and at the Boys’ Hostel
with the latest equipment. These Fitness Centres are managed by a Committee consisting of teaching,
non-teaching staff as well as students and scholars. Trained male and female physiotherapists are hired
to provide essential tips to the users of the gymnasiums and provide continuous training to the students
in the right use of equipments to get maximum benefits of physical fitness. The Committee controls the
management and maintenance of the gymnasium with the help of Assistant Director of Sports.
A membership form has been customized for the users and they can submit the form with a nominal fee
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of Rs.10/- to become the member of the Gymnasium. The form is accepted only if accompanied by the
declaration certificate from the University Medical Officers with an endorsement of medical fitness of
the users.

The University constructed a closed gymnasium for girls with well advance gymnastic
equipments to build strong physic.
CAMPUS FACILITIES
CENTRAL LIBRARY
Library is a knowledge resource centre which
has a good collection of texts as well as reference
resources to meet the needs of the faculty and
students. This Library is comparable to any
other well established University Library in the
country in respect of its services and collection.
On 19th January 2015 the Library moved into the
new building spread in 4 floors including
enables learning and advancement of knowledge.

basement. The total carpet area of the Library is
3187.97 sq.mts. An immediate step was taken to
develop infrastructure facilities. An amount of
more than Rs. 1.00 core has been spent in
purchasing furniture and equipment. Library is
more focused on creating and providing a
comfortable and user friendly environment that

Salient Features:
Open Access
Text Book section
Separate A.C. rooms for Teachers and Research Scholars
OPAC
Collection of books
:
Over 25,000 books
Membership
:
(i) Students – 2409; (ii) Staffs – 120
Computer Section
:
25 computers
Seating Capacity
:
400 Persons
Library Hours
:
9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 247 reading facility will be introduced
Shortly.
 Journals
:
Subscription of journals (both print and e-version) is in process.










Automation and modernization of the Library is on priority to provide value added services to
the expectations of users in digital era.

meet

COMPUTER CENTRE
Indira Gandhi National Tribal University also
has Computer Centre with 24x7 facilities.
Computer Centre of the University was
inaugurated by Dr. Patil Puttappa on 15.02.2016.
Since its inception, the students are using its
services for gaining information and sharing
their knowledge digitally. It is having more than
150 computers, digital podium, audio-visual
system, projector and other facilities. Several
modern software’s including MS office,
Photoshop, Coraldraw, Tally, Typing Tutor,
SPSS etc. There is 24x7 facility of computer
access with internet facilities for students. This

centre is also attached with hardware and
software repairing facility where students can
learn how to develop repairing skills. Effective
teaching and learning is provided in this centre
by using digital podium that is equipped with
various modern technologies for easy
understanding of course. Both audio-visual tools
are used to add on in teaching methodology so
that students can easily learn the things. There is
projector facility that is used for teaching
purposes to deliver effective lecture on
particular topic.
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NETWORKING FACILITY
Mr. Arvind Gautam, System Analyst
The aim of the Computer Centre is to enable
students to make use of modern technology to
enhance their learning skills computer, software
and new educational assets that will allow the
students to keep pace with the fast evolving
technological era. The Computer Centre offers
access to a variety of computing resources for

teaching, learning, and research and also to
access the Internet, Campus Network and Wi-Fi
on and off campus. A good number of high level
computers are available for independent study
and learning, with support from efficient
technical staff.

Special features of the Computer Centre
 Network Management System provided
authorized access to the network and
internet resources to all IGNTU research
scholars, students and staff.
 Facilitates to conduct virtual classes through
video conferencing and thereby enabling
the classes to be conducted from a distant
geographical location.
 In house designing, development, and
maintenance of the University website.

other traffic, security, and access problems;
checks network for operating efficiency;
makes corrective adjustments to data
management settings; and assures system
integrity; sets up and repairs network
hardware.
 Provides Wi-Fi Connection to various
departments on the Campus.
 Maintains Firewall to provide network
security and facilitates user creation and
setting up policies to user groups in view of
attaining optimum utilization of the
available bandwidth.

 Provides technical support and assistance to
students, faculty, and staff.
 Analyses problems and implements
solutions; performs network and server
administrator duties; assures system
stability,
accessibility,
and
proper
configuration of assigned technical systems
and components.
 Performs computer trouble-shooting to
diagnose system problems; analyses
hardware and software functionality;
identifies, locates, resolves and repairs
problems within the scope of the authority.
 Monitors domain environment; resolves
configuration and connectivity issues, and

 Maintenance of EPABX intercom services
and IP based phones provided through PRI
Lines.
 Organizes weekly discussion sessions on AView software with eminent scholars for
students and faculty.
 Provides technical support to the
seminars/conferences/special lectures of
various schools/departments.

HOSTEL FACILITY
Keeping in view, the practical problems of
accessibility due to remote locations, the
University has given much importance to
building hostels for boys and girls with a view
to increase the attendance. In the first three
years, two rented buildings located at
Amarkantak were converted into hostels
along with a government owned buildings
namely TCPC hostel.
The Narmada Girls’ hostel became
functional in 2012 with a provision of 200

beds with 24 hrs. Generator backup and the
facilities like common room, dining hall,
badminton hall, volleyball court, yoga &
meditation hall. The Sone Boy’s hostel
became functional in 2013 with the provision
of 200 beds with 24 hrs. Generator backup
and the facilities like common room, dining
hall, badminton and volleyball court and yoga
& meditation room. The University has built
two mega hostels for the students with a
maximum capacity of 750 beds with built-up
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areas of 24240 sq. mtrs. for boys and girls.
Each room is shared by three inmates and is
well furnished with cupboards, cots, reading
tables, chairs and book shelves. Washrooms,
toilets and bathrooms are attached to each
block. They have three-storied with four

blocks on each floor.
The University has established cafeteria at
five different vantage points such as
administrative building, academic building,
hostels and temporary academic block.

HEALTH CARE FACILITY
The University Primary Health Centre
provides emergency services. The health care of
all the students, faculty members, and nonteaching staff of the University is ensured by a
regular senior doctor available on the campus
with supporting staff including a lab technician
and a nurse. In view of the needs and demand of

the girl students, a lady doctor would soon be
appointed. The facilities provided include Inpatient ward (02), IV drip facility, blood test,
urine test, and blood pressure test. For
emergency services, there is a 24x7 ambulance
facility available on the campus.

POST OFFICE FACILITY
The India Post has established a Sub Post Office
on the University campus. IGNTU has thereby
gained its own identity in the geographical map
of India by the PIN Code 484887. The IGNTU
Sub Post Office provides all normal services
which are available everywhere such as Savings
Bank account, Recurring Deposit account, Speed
Post, Regd Post, eMO, iMO, PLI/ RPLI, IMT,

MO Videsh, ePayment, and Postal Orders/ NSC/
KVP.
For the students, the Post Office offers the
following services: Saving Bank (with Cheque
Book and ATM card facility); Recurring Deposit
Account (with a minimum of Rs. 50); Philately
or Stamp Collection (King of hobbies); Post
Crossing (special cards); and ePost.

CANTEEN FACILITY
The University has one vegetarian canteen and a
non-vegetarian canteen that run 12 hours a day.
The food provided at the vegetarian canteen is a
mix of south Indian and north Indian dishes.
The non-vegetarian canteen caters north-Indian

and Delhi style non-vegetarian dishes. The
University ensures proper hygiene, freshness of
the food, and nominal rates at the respective
canteens.

SHOPPING COMPLEX
The University has on campus facilities such as
hair styling salon, stationery shop, and bakery
shop. The stationery shop, apart from selling
regular stationery items, provides photocopying
and printing facilities. The bakery shop, which

provides fresh bakery items, is one of the
popular destinations for the student community.
In the future, a grocery shop, dairy shop, and
fruits & vegetables shop will be added.

TRANSPORTATION FACILITY
Given the location as constraint for the students
to come to the University on their own, the
University has been providing bus services to
the students from nearby towns, situated above
25 km distance, such as Pendra Road, Gaurella,

Karanjiya and Rajendra Gram, apart from buses
plying from Amarkantak being the Official
Headquarters of the University. The University
has hired seven buses with each 52-sitting
capacity through proper tendering processes.
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To ensure smooth movement across campus, the
University provides free and uninterrupted bus
service to its students to reach the campus
comfortably. The University has been operating
bus services as per the approved schedule. One
teacher and an officer with the help of
Proctorial Board are overseeing the discipline

and smooth operation of buses. A nominal
amount of Rs. 100/- per month towards fee is
charged from the students collected quarterly
through Challan. Bus services are also provided
to the staff and students to visit the nearby
towns in the weekend.

SECURITY
The safety of the students on the campus is
being taken care of by the campus security
agency. The se-curity personnel are kept vigilant

to prevent the occurrence of any untoward
incident to the student community.

CENTRAL FACILITIES
Dispensary
Ambulance Facility
A well-equipped Ambulance (donated by Central
Bank of India) is pressed into service for free of
cost for staff and students to take care of medical
emergency situations.
The University has employed corporate hospitals
located at big cities for providing health care
employees and their dependents to take inpatient

medical treatments subject to the prior
information followed by the approval from the
Competent Authority. The medical expenses
against the supporting bills are reimbursed as per
CS (MA) Rules.
The University has also
completed the process of medical insurance for
students.

BANK, SHOPPING COMPLEX etc.
The University is maintaining its banking
transactions with two nationalized banks i.e.
State Bank of India and Central Bank of India
located at Indira Gandhi National Tribal
University and at Amarkantak respectively for
transfer of salary and term deposits. Most of the

banking transactions such as salary transfer, term
deposits, admission and examination fee transfer,
etc are being dealt with Central Bank of India.
One ATM of Central Bank of India is also
functioning on the campus. Recently Canara
Bank has started functioning in the Campus.
.

SHOPPING COMPLEX
One book stall-cum-stationary shop is located in
the shopping complex on the campus to meet the
requirements of books and stationary items. In
addition, one departmental store and another

vegetable store are running at the shopping
complex. All shops are running on a monthly
rental basis.

FACULTY CLUB
A Faculty Club with all modern amenities for meeting recreational needs as well as cultural activities
has started functioning.

ANIMAL HOUSE
The University has Centralized Animal House facility.

INCINERATOR FOR LABORATORIES
The University is yet to create incinerator for
laboratories. However, the laboratories have

autoclave machine for the purpose of disposing
of biological and chemical wastes.
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POWER HOUSE
In order to avoid the chance of strong wind uprooting the electric poles and the wires of high tension
line along with sub connections, electricity is supplied through underground cabling to all the
establishments including hostels and staff quarters. At present, there are six service stations to control
the distribution of power supply from the power houses. All the substations are barricaded and a
covered with roofs. The locations of all substations are far away from habitational areas.

STUDENTS’ WELFARE BODIES : STUDENT COUNCIL
The University has formed a Student Council as
per the UGC guidelines. The Student Council
ensures a healthy, joyful, educative, and
conducive environment for the students in the

University by encour-aging them to grow as
socially responsible individuals and participate
in various academic and co-curricular activities.

DEAN, STUDENTS’ WELFARE
Dr. Khemsingh Daheriya is DSW, Dean
Student’s Welfare acts as a mentor in
supporting the students in pursuing studies
without any hassle. Matters relating to
medical facilities, insurance, hostel facilities,
student’s
union, cultural festivals,
freeships/scholarships, financial assistance
and bank loans are supervised under the
direct guidance of the DSW.

The DSW is an ex-officio member of
Proctorial Board, Anti-Ragging Committee &
Disciplinary Committee. Other than the usual
functions, the DSW assists the NSS in
outreach activities, youth welfare activities,
students’ clubs/societies. The DSW also assists
to the Director (Academic) in mathes
concerning students’ medical insurance and
scholarship.

PROCTORIAL BOARD / DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE
The University has constituted a Disciplinary
Committee to ensure the conduct of all

according to the Code of Ethics, which is to be
respected and implemented.

The role of the Disciplinary Committee is to:






Collect the facts of all complaints arising under the Code of Ethics
Verify if a complaint has any merit
Facilitate an amicable resolution to complaint if possible
Conduct all disciplinary hearings
Make a decision on a complaint after the completion of the disciplinary proceedings, and

 To consult with the Department of Human Resources and with Legal Counsel in situations where
the respondent is an employee. Prof. S. S. Bhadouria is the Proctor.

NCC
NCC

The cadets Drill Competition, Cross
Country, Run, Speech Competition and
Weapon Training in both CATC Camp. The
Wing planted 200 saplings in the University
campus during the session. The cadets
actively participated in all University
Programme.

(Lieutenant Dr. Jitendra Kumar Singh

is the Coordinator of the NCC)
NCC wing conducted 35 parades form
August 2014 to December 2014. Total cadet’s
strength is 71. 27 Cadets appeared in “B”
Certificate Exam. The cadets also attended
CATC camp, at Anuppur and Amarkantak.
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NSS
(Dr. Mohan Lal Chadar is the Coordinator of
the NSS)
National Service Scheme was established in
July 2014 in IGNTU. Numerous activities
have been carried out by the volunteers of
NSS on the occasion of Independence Day,
Sadbhavna Diwas, NSS Foundation Day, and
Gandhi Jayanti, Sardar Patel anniversary
Day / Unity Day, World Aids Day, World
Human Rights Day, Vivekanand Day/Youth
Day/Yuwa Diwas and Republic Day. NSS
Volunteers were also actively engaged in
NSS Camp on 25th July, 2014. It was decided
to adopt nearby Bijuri village for holistic

development on the same day. From 03rd 09th Feb. 2015, a seven day camp (Special
Camp) was organized, in which 48
candidates were enrolled. In this camp a
socio-economic survey has been conducted
by the volunteers in five villages, namely
Tali, Bharni, Bijuri, Lalpur and Pondki. This
survey had revealed the ground reality of
status of education, awareness towards
Governmental policies and health &
sanitation.

SPARSH COMMITTEE
Gender equity, including protection from sexual

all the people of India transcending religious,

harassment and right to work with dignity is
universally recognized as a basic human right.

linguistic, and regional or sectional diversities;
and to renounce practices and attitudes

Eradication of social evils has been the prime

derogatory to the dignity of women. India is also

aim of the Constitution of India. Article 15 of
the
Constitution
of
India
prohibits

a signatory to the convention on the
“Elimination forms of discrimination against

discrimination on grounds of religion, race,
caste, sex, or place of birth. Article 42 makes

women.” Resultantly, introduced and enforces
an Ordinance titled “Sensitization, Prevention

provision for securing just and human
conditions of work. Article 51-A (e) makes it

and Redressal of Sexual Harassment (SPARSH)”.
Dr. Poonam Sharma is the Chairman of the

incumbent on every citizen to promote harmony

SPARSHCommittee.

and common brotherhood/ sisterhood amongst

ANTI-RAGGING COMMITTEE
As per UGC Regulations, 2009 on curbing the
menace of ragging in higher educational
institutions under para 6.3 (a & c), an AntiRagging Committee as well as an Anti-Ragging

Squad have been constituted in the IGNTU
Amarkantak (M.P.) Prof. Krishna Singh is the
Chairman of the Anti-raging Committee.

HOSTEL COMMITTEE
Since cleanliness and food are the most primary
forms of comfort, the hostel committee strives
hard to ensure a clean environment in the
hostel and to improve the quality and taste of
food served in the mess, cafeteria, and bakery.
Complaints of students related to the mess
facilities will be considered and appropriate
steps for solving them will be taken. Quality

checks in the mess, bakery, and cafeteria will
be done on a regular basis. Infrastructure of the
Mess and Café in terms of the Cooking Utensils
and Water requirements will be taken care of as
well. Dr. R.S. Raw and Dr. Poonam Sharma are
the Chief and Deputy Chief Warden
respectively of Hostel Committee.
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SC/ST CELL
The SC/ST Cell was constituted at the University
as per UGC guidelines. The Cell specifically
focuses on ensuring the welfare of the SC/ST
students and staff. The main aim of the Cell is to
monitor the guidelines issued by the MHRD, the
University Grants Commission, and by the
Government of Madhya Pradesh from time to
time. The Cell ensures the effective
implementation of the reservation policies in the

university admissions to students in various
courses of studies, accommodation in the
hostels, appointments to the teaching and nonteaching posts, and allotment of quarters,
establishment of Book Bank in the university,
and maintenance of roster register in the
University. Dr. R. S. Raw is the Coordinator of
the SC/ST Cell.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY CENTRE (EOC)
Prof. Bhuminath Tripathy, Director of Equal Opportunity Cell (EOC)
Equal Opportunity Centre (EOC): The Equal
Opportunity Cell was constituted at the
University as per UGC guidelines In Indira
Gandhi National Tribal University (IGNTU) to
aid and advise the students belonging to
marginalized sections including the scheduled
castes, scheduled tribes, other backward
communities, minority communities, persons

with disabilities, etc. pursuing various
programmes of studies at the University. Equal
Opportunity Cell provides/ Organizes various
Coaching Classes i.e. Remedial Coaching
Coaching for Entry into All India Services
Coaching for NET/UGC-JRF (UGC-NET/JRF
examinations) for the welfare of the students.

Mandates of Equal Opportunity Centre
The objective of the Equal Opportunity Cell
at the University is to undertake activities
are inter alia as under:

 To help create a socially conducive

atmosphere for the growth of healthy
inter-personal relations among students
from marginalized sections and from
various social backgrounds.
 To help develop cordial inter-personal
relationships between teachers and the
students from marginalized sections for
academic interaction and extra-curricular
activities.
 To extend help/ support to the students
from marginalized sections to overcome
problems and barriers emanating from
discrimination at any level within its
mandate.
 To organize or conduct seminars/
symposia/
workshops/
conferences/
exhibitions, etc. from time-to-time on
issues of contemporary significance for
empowering,
educationally
and
culturally, students belonging to the
marginalized sections.

 To

work out suitable programmes/
schemes, including Remedial Courses,
for improving performance of students
from marginalized sections ( at
undergraduate, postgraduate and PhD
levels) and/ or to monitor the
implementation
of
such
Programme/schemes.
 To
establish
co-ordination
with
government and other funding agencies
(including Public
Sector
Undertakings/ Public Sector Banks) with
a view to mobilizing financial and other
resources required for educational
empowerment of the students from
marginalized sections.
 To provide information and act as a
counselling-cum-guidance centre for
students belonging to the marginalized
sections, especially with regard to
academic, financial and other matters.
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OTHER BACKWARD CLASS CELL
The OBC Cell was constituted in the
University in order to sensitize the employees
and Students about various social issues,
reservation policy
in
recruitment
and
admissions. The objective of the cell is (i)to
educate, enlighten and empower the students
and staff of OBC categories in the university to
make use of the facilities extended by the Govt.
and other agencies for their educational &
occupational career; (ii)to implement, monitor
and evaluate continuously the reservation policy
in university and plan measures for ensuring
effective implementation of the policy and
Programme of the Government of India and
UGC;(iii) to collect data regarding the

implementation of the policies in respect of
admissions, appointments to teaching and non
teaching positions in the universities and analyze
the data showing the trends and changes towards
fulfilling the required quota;(iv) to organize the
Continuing Education Programme (CEPs) for
students, researches, teachers and non-teaching
staff of the university to update their knowledge
and skills. The Cell holds periodical meeting to
discuss issues for the welfare of students and
employees of the University. It holds regular
meetings with students, takes note of their
grievances and subsequently tries to resolve
them. Dr. Brahmaiya is the Chairman of the
OBC Cell.

FACILITIES FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
In order to attract differently-abled students
to seek admission in various Programme the
University has introduced exempted them
from pay in admission, tuition and bus fees.
Special benefit like wheel chair is also
supplied to the differently abled students. The
University has made provisions for the
employees with disabilities as per Govt. of
India rules. Reservation in employment to

these people is given as per Govt. of India
norms. The University has created barrierfree environment i.e. ramps and lifts
wherever necessary, for differently-abled
persons to commute without facing any
difficulties. The Central Library is in the
process of procuring braille books for the
visually challenged students and staff.

THE UNIVERSITY OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
INNOVATION CLUB
Prof. Alok Shrotriya is the Chairman of the Innovation Club
As per the initiation of Hon’ble president’ of
India, The Ministry of Human Resources and
Development, Government of India, has directed
the Central Universities to actively involve in the
development of the nearby communities. As part
of this, the University has launched “IGNTU
Innovation Club” on its campus at Amarkantak.
This is a unique initiative of the University which
aims at contributing to the nearby villages for
sustainable development of the community.
Faculties, staff and students of the University are
part of this endeavour and will try to reach out
and contribute to the development of the
community through various developmental
activities.
In response to this reality, the Innovation Club of
the Central University has taken up a project on

training rural women to build fuel efficient
smokeless stoves for themselves and in their
neighborhoods to create smoke free kitchens in
the nearby villages of the University. The club is
planning to start various community outreach
programmes.
Formally Innovation Club came into being on
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31.3.2014 and it is reaching out to local
communities to nurture and develop “Lok Vidya”
i.e. traditional knowledge and skills. The club
has organized exhibitions at innovations club
since its inception. Innovation club of the
University are taking part in innovation
exhibition
regularly.

organized

in

Rastrapati

Bhavan

The major steps have been taken by IGNTU innovation club are as follows:
 Directory of local Innovators has been prepared.
 A platform is provided to local and tribal artisans, artists and innovators to showcase their skills and
products. One webpage has been created on University Website along with the list of innovators
and their products.
 The following activities of grass root innovators are supported Innovations in Sarwahi Saree Industry, Dindori (M.P.)
 Manufacturing of furniture from weed plant of Lantana at Khairlanji (Seoni, M.P.)
 Making of artistic products from earth, massi paper and waste materials, Chindawara (M.P.)
 Development of Seed Injector for forest development in barren area.
 Nutritious food production ( Atta, Pop Corn, Murra etc.) with help of Bio-fuel machine
 Production of Baggage, Mat, Broom and other house hold products with Moa grass, Mandala
 Development of medicines from traditionally cultivated plants, Mandala Innovations in Honey
preservation and food processing, Samanapur (Dindori, M.P.)
 Development of Cattle food with the help of Paddle operated Raspadore machine.
 Application of seed injector was seen in University Campus and Innovation was examined for
forest development in barren areas.
 Manufacturing of furniture with Lantana was observed and innovation was examined from the
waste plants. University is helping in validation, production and protection of property rights of
local and tribal innovators.

PALASH: TRIBAL THEATRE TROUPE
Dr. Santosh Kumar Sonker is the Coordinator of the Palash Tribal Theare
PALASH is a Tribal Theatre Group
established in the University to develop
theatrical skills to the students of the
University. The Troupe tries its best to get the
goal. It makes every effort to popularize the
tribal culture.
Since its inception in April 2014, the
Troupe has given seven performances. The
First
performance
was
a
play,
Godse@Gandhi.com by Asghar Wajahat. The
play was performed on the 15th April 2014 as
a part of the celebration of Ambedkar Jayanti.

It staged the plays written by Santosh Kumar
Sonker-- Kanoon ka Shikanja on 18th
September 2014. Janani on 16th November
2014, Narmada, on 27th January 2015 (as a
part of Narmada Jayanti Celebration at
Amarkantak) and Narmada, Itihaas Ka
Gunah, and Janani The Troupe has organized
a three day theatre training programme (from
25th to 27th January 2015) conducted by Dr.
Satyabrata Rout, Dept of Theatre, University
of Hyderabad..

LECTURE SERIES
Under the aegis of ‘Book Mark’ and ‘Making of
Mind’ Eminent Litt’erateur are invited to deliver
lecture Prof. Ram Dayal Munda Central Library.
In order to provide easy access to the
students, scholars, faculty members and others,
the University runs its Central Library in a
Basements + 03 floors building with a total carpet

area of 3178.97 sq.mts. with 400 + seating
arrangements.
The
following
significant
initiatives have been taken by the committee to
make the library student/ user friendly.
1. Keeping the Library open on all weekends.
2. Keeping Text Book Section, Computer Section,
Periodical Section, Magazine & News Paper area
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and Reading Hall on Ground Floor open 24×7

throughout the year (accept six national holidays)

INCUBATION CENTRE
Dr. Vipin Kumar Singh is the Coordinator of the Incubation Centre
The
Centre
has
organized
various
motivational and inspirational lectures for the
benefits of the students as well as for the staff
members of the University. Dr. P.R. Subas
Chandran, Director/CEO Messenger India
Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad, AP, Dr. Arul Moorthy,
Managing Director, Digital Magic Visuals (I)
Ltd, Chennai, Dr. Leonel Cole, Founder,
Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the
Board of Directors of Inquiring Systems, Inc.
(ISI), a California nonprofit 501 (c) the great
motivator Dr. P.R. Subhas Chandran had

delivered his lectures on various topics. The
Indira Gandhi National Tribal University has
also conducted an internal panel discussion to
organize and conduct an All Indian Entrance
Test, 2015-16 in various centres, i.e.
Sambalpur, Gadhchiroli, Jagdalpur, Jhabua,
Gwalior, Amarkantak and Imphal on same
scheduled period for the admission of the
students at IGNTU, Amarkantak as well at
Regional campus, Manipur.

STUDENT MENTORING AND SUPPORT
Dr. Khemsingh Daheriya is DSW, Dean Student’s
Welfare acts as a mentor in supporting the
students in pursuing studies without any hassle.
Matters relating to medical facilities, insurance,
hostel
facilities, student’s union, cultural
festivals,
freeships/scholarships,
financial
assistance and bank loans are supervised under
the direct guidance of the DSW.

The DSW is an ex-officio member of Proctorial
Board, Anti-Ragging Committee & Disciplinary
Committee. Other than the usual functions, the
DSW assists the NSS in outreach activities, youth
welfare activities, students’ clubs/societies. The
DSW also assists to the Director (Academic) in
mathes concerning students’ medical insurance
and scholarship.

PERSONAL ENHANCEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES





Career Counselling
Soft Skill Development
Career-path-identification
Orientation for well-being of its students.

In coordination with the Placement Coordinator
each department takes care of personal
enhancement and development schemes such as
career counselling, soft skill development, careerpath-identification, and orientation to the wellbeing for its students. Placement Coordinator
from each department conducts skill-based
training for the students with the support of
external experts from industry or higher research
institutions.

The University conducts Remedial Coaching
Classes for skill enhancement and personality
development of the students.
An Assistant
Professor is in charge of career counselling of the
students in each department. The faculty advisor
gives mentoring and counselling to a group of
students attached at the time of registration of
course under the CBSE pattern. A specific
Diploma in English Proficiency and Soft Skills has
been introduced by the Department of English
and Foreign Languages to prepare students for
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competitive
examinations
and
develop
communicative skills. Functional English, which
is a compulsory subject new CBCS for all

Programme Semester I in all the streams aims at
develop the basic language skills in the studentsListening, Speaking, Reading and Writing.

ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS FOR OBTAINING EDUCATIONAL LOANS
DSW and the Heads of Department facilitate the assistance for obtaining educational loans from banks
by issuing necessary certificates.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CELL
The Director (Academic) is in charge of
International Student Cell to attract foreign
students and cater to their needs. With the MoUs
signed with foreign universities, foreign students
are expected to join the Programme in the future.

A study tour of a batch of 13 students from
Illinois University, Urbana Champaign USA
visited the University from 6- 8 January 2015 to
study the academic culture of IGNTU and tribal
life in the periphery of the University.

Prof. Alok Shrotriya is the Coordinator of the International Student Cell

SUPPORT SERVICES
 Overseas Students.
 Physically Challenged / Differently-abled
students
 SC/ST/PWD, OBC and economically weaker
sections students participating in various
competitions/ conferences in India and
abroad
 Health centre, health insurance etc.
 Skill development (spoken English, computer
literacy, etc.)
 Performance enhancement for slow learners
Exposure
of
students
to
other
institutions of higher learning
 Corporates/business houses, etc.
 Publication of student magazines

IGNTU has made provisions for foreign
students to stay in guest house or hostel with
full facilities like geyser, laundry, purified
water, A/C, Television, Wi-Fi, printer-cumscanner.

The University has created a Special Cell
for differently-abled students to help them in
remedial coaching, career counseling,
scholarships, library and health facilities. All
classrooms, administrative buildings, hostels
and public buildings have easy accessibility
for differently-abled students with ramps.
Similarly, the University has kept reserved
two tri-cycles for them to use in the campus.
They are encouraged to take the benefits of
classes on skill development and performance
enhancement. Publication of monthly
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newsletter “Tribal News” covers various
activities of the University.
The University has made adequate
provisions to provide facilities to SC & ST
students.
Co-curricular activities are
encouraged and students participate in
cultural events in the University campus and
outside.
The University has a Primary Health Center
with basic medicap facilities with two
qualified and experienced doctors assisted by
a nurse and a dresser. Ambulance facility is
also available for the students. Students are
covered under the government insurance
schemes.
The DSW and Placement Cell at each
Department shall take care of skill
development activities including Spoken
English & Computer Literacy Programme.
The University takes care of improving the
performance of slow learners with remedial
or tutorials classes.
The students are encouraged to participate in
various exchange Programme organized by
other institutions. The University is making
its attempts to be a part of corporate activities
through collaboration. All professional
Programme are associated with industries for
learning the recent trends of business and
inducting students for internship or on the
job training.

GUIDANCE AND CONDUCT COACHING CLASSES
The University provides continuous guidance
and conducts coaching classes of Civil Services,
Defence Services, UGC-NET/JRF & SLET

regularly especially for the benefits of SC, ST,
OBC and minority students.

STUDENT’S PLACEMENT CELL
The University has established a Placement Cell
at the University level as well as at the
departmental level. The Cell invites professional
trainers from industry to provide training in
Communication, Personality Development and
Entrepreneurship Skills. Apart from the
department-wise placement cell, there is a
Placement Coordinator at the University level

with other members to take care of placement
activities. The Departments under the Faculty of
Commerce & Management have taken the
benefits by providing summer internship and
final placement.
Details of placements have been given in the
Department profile.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Each Department has created an Alumni Cell.
The University has acted upon with the direction
from President of India Office to form the
Alumni Association and every department has
formed the association officially.
Initiatives for organizing training Programme in
soft skills and communicative English, financial

assistance to needy students and merit medals to
outstanding students in the University
examinations and participation in campus
beautification and NSS activities are being taken
up on a priority basis as it is the way of creating a
strong network of linkages of University students
for placements and sponsorships.

STUDENT’S GRIEVANCES AND REDRESSAL CELL
Dr. Tarun Thakur is the Coordinator of the Student’s Grievances and Redressal Cell
Students of each department shall submit their
written grievances relating to their class,
examinations, training, placement, field trip or
study tour, ragging and harassment to the Heads
of Departments. Some of the grievances are
redressed in consultation with other teachers of
the departments and students within the

departments. If those grievances are not resolved
at the departmental level, it is referred to the
respective authorities through proper channel.
The University has formed a Grievance Redressal
Cell to resolve day-to-day problems of the
students.

GENDER SENSITIZATION
Dr. Niti Jain is the Coordinator of the Gender Sensitization
Indira Gandhi National Tribal University is
committed to creating gender-sensitivity among
its similar. The University conducts gender
related Programme through the Women Cell.
The Cell has been very active in handling gender
related problems swiftly without making delay.
The University has a Committee on Gender
Awareness and action against sexual harassment

is taken as per the recommendations of the
Hon’ble Supreme Court and the directives of
UGC. The Cell conducts training Programme and
workshops for educating the students, faculty and
non-teaching staff members about gender
equality and respect to women in the University
and society.
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IMPORTANT CONTACTS : IGNTU, AMARKANATK
S.No
1

Name and Designation

Contact
Number

E-Mail ID

Prof. Khemsingh Daheriya
Faculty of Humanities and Philology &
Faculty of Communication & Media Studies
Prof. Alok Shrotriya
Faculty of Social Science

9826344608

khemsingh.daheriya@yahoo.com

9406346797
9977930634

alokshrotriya@gmail.com

3

Prof. Naveen Kumar Sharma
Faculty of Science

9406215277

dean.sciences@igntu.ac.in

4

Prof. Shailendra Singh Bhadouriya
Faculty of Commerce and Management

9442068255
8989986744

dean.cm@igntu.ac.in

5

Prof. Sandhya Gihar
Faculty of Education

9812230571

drsandhya05@gmail.com

6

Prof. N.S. Hari Narayana Moorthy
Faculty of Pharmacy & Faculty of Yoga

9406939561

hari.nmoorthy@gmail.com,
nshnarayanamoorthy@gmail.com

7

Prof. Awadhesh Kumar Shukla
Faculty of Technical, Vocational Education and
Skill Training

8989986745

ashukla21@rediffmail.com

8

Prof. Prasanna K. Samal
Faculty of Tribal Studies
Dr. Vikash Kumar Singh
Faculty of Computronics

9436632745

samal.prasanna@gmail.com

8878605556

drvksingh76@gmail.com

10

Prof. Bhuminath Tripathi
Faculty of Earth Sciences

9589517179

bhuminathtripathi@hotmail.com

11

Prof. Khemsingh Daheriya
Dean Students Welfare

9826344608

khemsingh.daheriya@yahoo.com

Contact
Number

E-Mail ID

2

9

S.No

Name & Designation

1

Prof. Amarendra Pratap Singh
Professor & Head, Department of Business
Management
Prof. Sukanta Kumar Baral
Professor & Head, Department of Commerce
Dr. Jitendra Mohan Mishra
Associate Professor & Head, Department of Tourism
Management
Prof. Manukonda Rabindranath
Professor & Head, Department of Journalism and
Mass Communication
Dr. Vikas Kumar Singh
Associate Professor, Head, Department of Computer
Science
Dr. Meraj Alam
Assistant Professor & Head I/C, Department of
Geology
Dr. Janki Prasad
Assistant Professor & Head I/C, Department of
Geography and Regional Development
Prof. Sandhya Gihar
Associate Professor & Head, Department of
Education
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2
3

4

5

6

7

8

09407002642
08959492646

drapsinghigntu@gmail.com
amar205@rediffmail.com

9437163942

drskbinfo@gmail.com

9486143983

jitenban@gmail.com

8878605556
7587169076

drvksingh76@gmail.com

7389594904

merajdu@gmail.com

9407359251

jprasad952@gmail.com

9

10
11
12

13

14

15
16

17

18
19
20

21

22

23
24
25
26
27

28
29

30

Prof. Abhilasha Singh
Professor & Head, Department of English and
Foreign Languages
Prof. Renu Singh
Professor & Head, Department of Hindi
Prof. N. S. Hari Narayana Moorthy
Professor, Head, Department of Pharmacy
Prof. Alok Shrotriya
Professor, Head, Department of Ancient Indian
History, Culture & Archaeology
Dr. Lalit Kumar Mishra
Assistant Professor & Head I/C, Department of
Applied Psychology
Dr. Niti Jain
Associate Professor & Head, Department of
Economics
Prof. Byomakesh Tripathy
Professor & Head, Department of History
Prof. Narottam Gaan
Professor & Head, Department of Political Science
and Human Rights
Prof. Soubhagya Ranjan Padhi
Professor & Head, Department of Sociology and
Social Anthropology
Prof. Alok Shrotriya
Professor & Head I/C, Department of Social Work

9424775887

abhilashaigntu1@gmail.com

9407002437

Renu.sigh@igtu.ac.in

Prof. Naveen Kumar Sharma
Professor, Head, Department of Botany
Dr. Bhuminath Tripathi
Associate Professor, Head, Department of
Biotechnology
Dr. Tanmay Kumar Ghorai
Associate Professor & Head, Department of
Chemistry
Dr. Tarun Thakur
Associate Professor & Head, Department of
Environmental Science
Dr. Poonam Sharma
Associate Professor & Head, Department of Zoology
Prof. Kishor S. Adhav
Professor & Head, Department of Mathematics
Prof. Kishor S. Adhav
Professor & Head(I/C), Department of Physics
Prof. Kishor S. Adhav
Professor & Head (I/C), Department of Statistics
Prof. Awadhesh K. Shukla
Professor & Head, Department of Vocational
Education
Prof. Prasanna K. Samal
Professor, Head, Department of Tribal Studies
Dr. Pramod Kumar
Assistant Professor &Head I/C, Department of
Linguistics and Contrastive Study of Tribal
Languages
Prof. N. S. Hari Narayana Moorthy
Professor, Head, Department of Pharmacy

9406215277

naveen.sharma@igntu.ac.in

9589517179

bhuminathtripathi@hotmail.com

9432512461

tanmayghorai66@gmail.com

9406298336

virendra78@gmail.com
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07629-269869 nshnarayanamoorthy@gmail.com
9406939561
hari.nmoorthy@gmail.com
8989986751
alokshrotriya@gmail.com
9977930634
9479832415
7389966630

dr.lkmishra@yahoo.in

8989986754
9424787452

dr.nitijain@gmail.com

8889192148

Byomakesh.tripathy@igntu.ac.in

09937132207

gaannarottam1955@gmail.com

7649034610

srpadhi@igntu.ac.in

8989986751

alokshrotriya@gmail.com

9977930634

9450445559

9415587302
7470821151

pnm245@yahoo.com

9685150479

rajesh198700@yahoo.in

8989986745
9407656121

ashukla21@rediffmail.com

9436632745

samal.prasanna@gmail.com

8471961515

kumarpmd@gmail.com

07629-269869 nshnarayanamoorthy@gmail.com
9406939561
hari.nmoorthy@gmail.com

IMPORTANT CONTACTS: REGIONAL CAMPUS MANIPUR, IMPHAL
S.
No
1
2
3
4

Name & Designation

Contact
Number

Dr. Nameirakpam Surjit Kumar
Professor & Head(I/C), Department of Political
Science and Human Rights
Mrs. Grace Laltlinzo
Assistant Professor & Head I/C, Department of
Social Work
Dr. Hanjabam Shukhdeba Sharma
Coordinator of Department Sociology and
SocialAnthropology
Dr. Soihiamlung Dangmei
Coordinator of Department of Tribal Studies
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E-Mail ID

8014915816

nsurjitkumar@gmail.com

8794179810

grace_laltlinzo@rediffmail.com

09612993273 hanjabam@gmail.com
09402791931 soihiam@yahoo.com

FORMATS

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL TRIBAL UNIVERSITY
AMARKANTAK (M.P.) 484887
ANNEXURE I
AFFIDAVIT BY THE STUDENT
I,………….(full name of student with admission/registration/enrolment number) S/o D/o
Mr./Mrs./Ms………………………………………………………..………………………, having been admitted to
…………….……..(name of the institution)…………………………., have received a copy of the UGC Regulations on
Curbing the Menace of Ragging in Higher Educational Institutions, 2009, (hereinafter called the “Regulations”),
carefully read and fully understood the provisions contained in the said Regulations.
2).
I have, in particular, perused clause 3 of the Regulations and am aware as to what constitutes ragging.
3).
I have also, in particular, perused clause 7 and clause 9.1 of the Regulations and am fully aware of the penal
and administrative action that is liable to be taken against me in case. I am found guilty of or abetting
ragging,
actively or passively, or being part of a conspiracy to promote ragging.
4).
I hereby solemnly aver and undertake that
a) I will not indulge in any behaviour or act that may be constituted as ragging
under clause 3 of the Regulations.
b) I will not participate in or abet or propagate through any act of commission or
omission that may be constituted as ragging under clause 3 of the Regulations.
5).
I hereby affirm that, if found guilty of ragging, I am liable for punishment according to clause 9.1 of
the
Regulations, without prejudice to any other criminal action that may be taken against me under any penal law or
any law for the time being in force.
6).
I hereby declare that I have not been expelled or debarred from admission in any institution in the
country on account of being found quality of, abetting or being part of a conspiracy to promote,
ragging; and further affirm that, in case the declaration is found to be untrue, I am aware that my
admission is liable to be cancelled.
Declared this ……………day of ……………month of……………..year.

Signature of deponent
Name:

VERIFICATION
Verified that the contents of this affidavit are true to the best of my knowledge and no part of the affidavit is false
and nothing has been concealed of misstated therein.
Verified at……….....…(place)….........…on this the .......…….(day)…….of……(month)……….(year).........

Signature of deponent
Solemnly affirmed and signed in my presence on this the….(day)…..of…..(month),……..(year)……after reading the
contents of this affidavit.

OATH COMMISSIONER
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INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL TRIBAL UNIVERSITY
AMARKANTAK (M.P.) 484887
ANNEXURE II
AFFIDAVIT BY PARENT/GUARDIAN
I, Mr./Mrs./Ms……………………………………………………………………………(full name of parent/guardian)
father/mother/guardian of ………………………(full name of student with admission/registration/enrolment
number……………………....,
having
been
admitted
to
……………..(name
of
the
institution)…………………………., have received a copy of the UGC Regulations on Curbing the Menace of
Ragging in Higher Educational Institutions, 2009, (hereinafter called the “Regulations”), carefully read and fully
understood the provisions contained in the said Regulations.
2).
I have, in particular, perused clause 3 of the Regulations and am aware as to what constitutes ragging.
3).
I have also, in particular, perused clause 7 and clause 9.1 Regulations and am fully aware of the penal and
administrative action that is liable to be taken against may ward in case he/she is found guilty of or abetting
ragging, actively or passively, or being part of a conspiracy to promote ragging.
4).
I hereby solemnly aver and undertake that
a) My ward will not indulge in any behaviour or act that may be constituted as ragging
under clause 3 of the Regulations.
b) My ward will not participate in or abet or propagate through any act of commission or
omission that may be constituted as ragging under clause 3 of the Regulations.
5).
I hereby affirm that, if found guilty of ragging, my ward is liable for punishment according to clause 9.1 of the
Regulations, without prejudice to any other criminal action that may be taken against my ward under any
penal law or any law for the time being in force.
6).
I hereby declare that my ward has not been expelled or debarred from admission in any institution in the
country on account of being found quality of, abetting or being part of a conspiracy to promote,
ragging;
and
further affirm that, in case the declaration is found to be untrue, the admission of my ward is liable to be cancelled.
Declared this ……………day of ……………month of……………..year.

Signature of deponent
Name:
Address:
Telephone/Mobile No.:
VERIFICATION
Verified that the contents of this affidavit are true to the best of my knowledge and no part of the affidavit is false
and nothing has been concealed of misstated therein.
Verified at……........……(place)……on this the …….(day)…….of……(month)……….(year).......................

Signature of deponent
Solemnly affirmed and signed in my presence on this the….(day)…..of…..(month),……..(year)……after reading the
contents of this affidavit.
OATH COMMISSIONER
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INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL TRIBAL UNIVERSITY
AMARKANTAK (M.P.) 484887
Undertaking from the Students as per the provisions of
Anti-ragging verdict by the Hon’ble Supreme Court
I,

Mr./Ms.

...........................................................................................,

Roll

No.

................................

Programme: ...................................... Student of.............................................................. do hereby Undertake
on this day .............................................. month ............................ year ......................... the following with
respect to above subject and Office Order No. :Dir- ...........................................
1) That I have read and understood the directives of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India on anti-ragging
and

the

measures

proposed

to

be

taken

in

the

above

reference.

(Available

at

http://www.peoplesgroup.in)
2) That I understand the meaning of Ragging and know that the ragging in any form is a punishable
offence and the same is banned by the Court of Law.
3) That I have not been found or charged for my involvement in any kind of ragging in the past.
However, I undertake to face disciplinary action/ legal proceedings including expulsion from the
institute, if the above statement is found to be untrue or the facts are concealed, at any stage in future.
4) That I shall not resort to ragging in any form at any place and shall abide by the rules/ laws prescribed
by the Courts, Govt. Of India and the Institute authorities for the purpose from time to time.

Signature of Student
I hereby fully endorse the undertaking made by my child / ward.

Signature of Mother/ Father and or Guardian
Witness:
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INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL TRIBAL UNIVERSITY
AMARKANTAK (M.P.) 484887
DECLARATION /UNDERTAKING FROM THE STUDENT ON
QUALIFICATION AND CODE OF CONDUCT
I, Mr./Ms. ……………………………………...................., Roll. No.........…………………………......,
Programme:……………………………………, Dept. ……………………….…………, student of Central IGNTU
Amarkantak M.P. on this the……… (day), of..................(month),................ (year), the following:1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I hereby declare that, the entries made by me in the Application Form are complete and true to the best of
my knowledge and based on records.
I hereby undertake to present the original documents immediately upon demand by the
concerned
authorities of the University.
I further declare that, my admission may be cancelled, at any stage, if I am found ineligible and/or the
information provided by me is found to be incorrect.
I hereby promise to abide by the admission rules and regulations, concerning discipline, attendance, etc. of
the University, and also to follow the Code of Conduct prescribed for the Students of the University,
as in force from time to time and subsequent changes/modifications/amendment made thereto. I acknowledge
that the University has the authority for taking punitive actions against me for violation and/or noncompliance of the same.
I understand that, 75% attendance in each class is compulsory and I commit myself to adhere to the same. I
also understand, in case my attendance falls short, for any reason, the competent authority of the
University may take such punitive action against me, as may be deemed fit and proper.
I hereby declare that, I will neither join in any coercive agitation/strike for the purpose of forcing
the
authorities of the University to solve any problem, nor I will participate in any activity which has a tendency
to disturb the peace and tranquility of life of the University campus and/or its Hostel premises.
I understand that as per rules and regulations of the University, I will not be permitted to possess or use any
motorized vehicle inside the University campus, unless I am permitted to do so by a written prior
authorization from the Dean (Students’ Welfare).
I hereby declare that, I shall be solely responsible for my involvement in any kind of undesirable
/in
disciplinary activities outside the campus, and shall be liable for punishment as per the law of the land. I,
further understand that, the University shall in no way provide any support to me and will not be held
responsible for my any such action.
I hereby undertake to inform the University, about any changes in information submitted by me, in the
Application Form and any other documents, including change in addresses and phone nos., from time to time.

Signature of the Student
I will endeavour to induce my child/ward to do his/her best to observe the above undertaking in words and
spirit.

Date:

Signature of Mother/Father/Guardian
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INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL TRIBAL UNIVERSITY
AMARKANTAK (M.P.) 484887
DECLARATION FROM THE STUDENT ON PHYSICAL FITNESS

I, Mr./Ms. ………………………...........................,Roll. No..:…………………………......,
Programme:……………………………………, Dept. ……………………….…………, student of Central
IGNTU, Amarkantak M.P. do hereby undertake on this the………(day), of.................. (Month),................
(Year), the following:-

1. I declare that I am not suffering from any serious/contagious ailment including psychology related
symptoms.
2. I also understand that the declaration on physical fitness submitted by me is correct.

Signature of the Student
I hereby fully endorse the undertaking made by my child/ward.

Signature of Mother / Father or Guardian
Place :
Date:
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FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY OTHER BACKWARD
CLASSES APPLYING FOR ADMISSION TO CENTRAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
(CEIs) UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
This is to certify that
Shri/Smt./Kum._______________________________________________________Son/Daughter of
Shri/Smt.
____________________________________________________________of Village/Town
__
_____________________________ District/Division ________________________________ in the
_____________________ State belongs to the _________________________________ Community
Which is recognized as a backward class under:
i.

Resolution No. 12011/68/93-BCC(C) dated 10/09/93 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary
Part I Section I No. 186 dated 13/09/93.

ii.

Resolution No. 12011/9/94-BCC dated 19/10/94 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part
I Section I No. 163 dated 20/10/94.

iii.

Resolution No. 12011/7/95-BCC dated 24/05/95 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part
I Section I No. 88 dated 25/05/95.
Resolution No. 12011/96/94-BCC dated 9/03/96.

iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Resolution No. 12011/44/96-BCC dated 6/12/96 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part
I Section I No. 210 dated 11/12/96.
Resolution No. 12011/13/97-BCC dated 03/12/97.
Resolution No. 12011/99/94-BCC dated 11/12/97.
Resolution No. 12011/68/98-BCC dated 27/10/99.

ix.

Resolution No. 12011/88/98-BCC dated 6/12/99 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part
I Section I No. 270 dated 06/12/99.

x.

Resolution No. 12011/36/99-BCC dated 04/04/2000 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary
Part I Section I No. 71 dated 04/04/2000.

xi.

Resolution No. 12011/44/99-BCC dated 21/09/2000 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary
Part I Section I No. 210 dated 21/09/2000.
Resolution No. 12015/9/2000-BCC dated 06/09/2001.
Resolution No. 12011/1/2001-BCC dated 19/06/2003.
Resolution No. 12011/4/2002-BCC dated 13/01/2004.

xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.

Resolution No. 12011/9/2004-BCC dated 16/01/2006 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary
Part I Section I No. 210 dated 16/01/2006.

xvi.

Resolution No. 12011/14/2004-BCC dated 12/03/2007 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part I Section I No. 67 dated 12/03/2007.
Resolution No. 12015/2/2007-BCC dated 18/08/2010.
Resolution No. 12015/13/2010-BCC dated 08/12/2011.

xvii.
xviii.
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Shri/Smt./Kum. ____________________________________________________and / or his family ordinarily reside(s) in the __________________________________________ District / Division of
________________________ State. This is also to certify that he/she does not belong to the persons/sections
(Creamy Layer) mentioned in Column 3 of the Schedule to the Government of India, Department of
Personnel & Training O.M. No. 36012/22/93-Estt.(SCT) dated 08/09/93 which is modified vide OM No.
36033/3/2004 Estt.(Res.) dated 09/03/2004 and further modified vide OM No. 36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res.)
dated 14/10/2008 or the latest notification of the Government of India.
Dated:

District Magistrate / Deputy Commissioner/
Competent Authority

Seal

NOTE:
a)
The term ‘Ordinarily’ used here will have the same meaning as in Section 20 of the
tion of the People Act, 1950.
b)
The authorities competent to issue Caste Certificates are indicated below:

i.

Representa-

District Magistrate / Additional Magistrate / Collector / Deputy Commissioner /
Additional
Deputy Commissioner / Deputy Collector / Ist Class Stipendiary
Magistrate / Sub-Divisional magistrate / Taluka Magistrate / Executive Magistrate /
Assistant Commissioner (not below the rank of Ist Class Stipendiary Magistrate).

ii.

Extra

Chief Presidency Magistrate / Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate / Presidency
Magis-trate.
iii.Revenue Officer not below the rank of Tehsildar’ and
iv.
Sub-Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and / or his family resides.
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DECLARATION/UNDERTAKING
FOR OBC (Non-creamy Layer) CANDIDATES
I, _____________________________________son / daughter of Shri_________________________

____________________________ resident of village/town/city _______________________ district

________________________ State ___________________ hereby declare that I belong to the

____________________ community which is recognised as a backward class by the Government of India
for the purpose of reservation in services as per orders contained in Department of Personnel and Training
Office Memorandum No.36012/22/93- Estt. (SCT), dated 8/9/1993. It is also declared that I do not belong
to persons/sections (Creamy Layer) mentioned in Column 3 of the Schedule to the above referred Office
Memorandum, dated 8/9/1993, which is modified vide Department of Personnel and Training Office
Memorandum No.36033/3/2004 Estt.(Res.) dated 9/3/2004 and further modified vide OM No
36033/3/2004-Estt.(Res.) dated 14/10/2008 or the latest notification of the Government of India.

I also declare that the condition of status/annual income for ‘Creamy Layer’ of my parents is within
prescribed lim-its as on financial year ending on March 31, 2015.
Signature of the Candidate
Place:
Date:

Declaration / undertaking not signed by Candidate will be
rejected.
NOTE:
“The admission is provisional and is subject to the community certificate being verified through the
proper channels. If the verification reveals that the claim of the candidate to belong to Other Backward
Classes or not to belong to the creamy layer is false, his/her admission will be terminated forthwith without assigning any further reasons and without prejudice to such further action as may be taken under the
provisions of the Indian Penal Code for production of false certificates.”
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ALBUM OF UNIVERSITY HIGHLIGHTS

INDIRA GANDHI NATIONAL TRIBAL UNIVERSITY, AMARKANTAK
[M.P]

BIRSA MUNDA ROAD,
IGNTU
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ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
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PROF. RAMDAYAL MUNDA CENTRAL LIBRARY, IGNTU
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PROF. BIRSA MUNDA STATUE

RAIN WATER RECHARGE
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BOOK EXHIBITION
Inaugurated by Prof. T.V. Kattimani, Vice-Chancellor, IGNTU
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBERATION

Republic Day Address by Prof. T.V. Kattimani, Vice Chancellor, IGNTU
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TRIBAL LITERATURE AND PERFORMANCE HELD IN IGNTU SPONSORED
BY GOVT. OF KARNATAKA
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CELEBRATION OF MATRIBHASHA DIWAS

WORKSHOP WITH TRIBAL RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
ORGANIZED BY CENTRE FOR ENDANGERED LANGUAGE
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SWAMI VIVEKANANDA LECTURE SERIES ORGANIZED BY FACULTY OF
EDUCATION
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EDUCATIONAL TOUR
JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION [JMC] STUDENTS
JMC Students of IGNTU with Loksabha Speaker Honorable Sumitra Mahajan

NATIONAL SEMINAR ON DALIT, TRIBAL LITERATURE AND SOCIETY
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EXCAVATION BY DEPARTMENT OF ANCIENT INDIAN HISTORY AND
ARCHEOLOGY
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CELEBRATION OF WORLD TOURISM DAY
BY DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM AND TRAVEL MANAGEMENT

MANIPUR CAMPUS
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IGNTU FOOTBALL TEAM

KENDRIYA VIDHYALAYA SCHOOL, IGNTU CAMPUS
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GIRL’S HOSTEL

GUEST HOUSE, IGNTU

***
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